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CH ON FOR NEW STAFF 
. . . . . .  Terrace hosp,tal lose five dept heads .... ' • " S " 
John Allen, the administrator of Mills Memorial added the positions had been advertised and were The dates whe~ the postings would be filled were not 
Hospital here in Terrace, Confirmed'Thursday that.  awaiting replacement. One position has already been certain because qua,fled people were sometimes 
difficult to get, Allen stated. He explained hospital 
almost half of the dePartment heads at the institution permanently filled beginning tn September, Allen 
• nave recently resigned but denies that budget cut- said, and temporary and part-time replacements had 
backs " will prevent their ' replacement, been secured for two positions until a permanent 
Allen said In a telephone interview Thursday five, replacement were hired. 
department heads had left the hospital for purely "There's nothing newsworthy about it," Allen said. 
personal reasons, such as  returning to school, but "These people come and go," he added. 
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TOWN 
with 
Brian Gregg 
I 'hear that Ions Campagnolo, who lost her seat as 
Sk,eana's MP on May 22, has been American Ex- 
I preesing herself back east. She now joins such people 
as Sandy Hawley, the jockey, and Sir Edmund Hmery, 
the mountain climber, when they say." "Do you know 
me..." . 
Campagnulo, former minister of state for fitness 
and sport under • the Trudeau government,' is
scheduled to host a new CBC television program on 
prime-time called One of a King In October. 
She will be living in Prince Rupert while she does 
the show which involves interviews with people from 
all walks of life with all programs shot on location. She 
worked for  Skeena Broadcasting in Prince Rupert 
before she was elected to Ottawa~ i 
i Summer is finally here and people are leaving town 
on their vaeations; wh/eh makes it difficult to ~r/te a 
i. coming events column like this one; Except for the 
summer sales there is very l i t t le lhappen/~g. .  
'. 'However~i'amon~/th~.m,mi~..~ tin--o,., ~, ,.^.', ,~.- .
,aires par g lot on Saturday i -g3 =8 
~ prooeeds will assist the Lions in their' endeavor to 
:~ raise $400 to help send'a TerraCe athlete to the In-' 
"ternatlonal Special Olympics in Broekport, New York 
• frOm Aug. 8 to 13. , 
Ken Kopiak, president of the Terrace 'Downtown 
Lions,. says that the residents of Park Manor apart- 
ment have already donated $50 towards the trip and 
Mrs. Peppe, euretaker of the block, had donated $10. 
Terrace recreation department has a groat summer 
lined up with a full schedule, and is looking for in- 
structors for the fall though. 
Frank Howard, Skeena MLA, says he will be in 
Terrace on Saturday. He will be available at his office 
• in the morning and he will be meeting with Terrace 
District Council to discuss ongoing municipal 
problems in the afternoon. . 
The Totem Saddle Club gymnkhana will be held 
Sunday, July 8 at 12 noon. 
The Terraee Christian Academy will be holding pre- 
registration the week of July 16 to 20. This will be at 
3341 River Drive from I p.m. to 6 p.m~ daily. For 
.further informafion please call 638-1561. 
The Third Annual Assembly of the United Native 
Nations is being held at the Prince George Exhibition 
site until July 8, 
"It is the policy of the United Native Nations that we 
will communicate with the non-native public in order 
to help us overcome the vurlous differences that exists 
between ~ through non-dissemination f information 
pertaining to our aims and objectives, says Matthew 
Stewart, andexecutive member. 
Registration for the Terrace Little Theatre Summer 
School for students aged 8 to 14 years ends today. The 
school involves three two-week sessions tarting on 
July 9, July 23 and August 6 respectively. Students will ~ 
be invulved in drama between 10 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. 
The courses are intended to promote Interest in 
theatre by participation in workshops in voice, 
movement, makeup, costumes, set butldlng and 
. shag .  
A maximum of 20 boys and girls per session will be 
allowed and there are three teachers involved. 
The Terrace Women's Centre holds it weekly 
Women's Night Out on Thursdays and on July 12 
. Lorraine Brash, who is recently back from a 200-mile 
trip down Vancouver Island on her bicycle will discuss 
bicycle maintenance and repairs. The evenings begin 
at 7:30 p.m. 
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positions were paid by standard contract hroughout 
the province, and!thus there was no financial incentive 
for people to move north, 
"It's always the same story, it takes time to repine'- 
/ ' . 
Cheryl-Ann McCu'llough strainghtens up Terrace's 
museum re,the tourist booth, ph~o by nrlon Grog 
Gov' all inqui y t c san  r 
VICTORIA (CP)" -- The inappropriate for me to Govio refused and in a 
B.C. government has or- 
dered an inquiry into 
whether the deputy attorney- 
general attempted to in- 
ferfere with the Judicial 
independence of a family 
court judge because of a con- 
troversial decision. 
Atterney-General Garde 
make any additional com- 
ment." 
Govan, the sole famiiy 
court judge in Richmond, 
ruled on April 1 that part of 
the Family Relations Act 
was unconstitutional. He 
ako refused to hear any 
more cases related to the would not 
" " , . ,  . 
Friday, July S, lit/! ' 
In an effort to provide bigger and better en- 
tertainment for local comic fans, the Herald 
expanded Its comic section recently. 
The now two-page section, on Pages 12, and 13, 
also includes a special Deensebury blitz In honor 
of the occasion on Page 11 and more splderman 
page 14, 
Gardom said Thursday Mr. act, in effect throwing doz.. conveniences• 
one of actions in that corn. Justice Peter Sesten of the. munity into legal imbo until 
B.C. Court of Appeals had his ruling could be 
been named sole corn- challenged ina higher court. 
missioner to inquire into a He was ordered by the B.C. 
phone call made by Deputy Supreme Courton April 23 to 
Attorney-General Dick resume hearing the case on 
Vogel to Judge Phil Govan of 
Richmond. which he based his decision. 
However, when the case was The inquirywasrequested to be heard May 9, the 
• by Stu Leggatt (NDP -- 
Coqultlam.Moody) who 
raked the matter in the 
'legislature Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 
Leggatt thanked Gardom 
for acting on his request and 
said he was satisfied the 
those sort of peeple," he continued. "But then again, it 
may be tommomw.', 
Allen also said the five per cent ceiling on increase 
in hospital expenditures imposed by the provincial 
govemme.nt had required the hospital to "sharpen our 
pencils" but added the board had taken the position of 
not taking any action to reduce staff or services, 
Inquiry would clear the air. • 
He said' he did not think winners  
Seaton would find it 
preferring to incur a deficit. 
ministry asked Govln to 
disqualify himself rom the 
case because of his view that 
the act had no legal bask. 
Lottery 
GRAVENHURST, Ont. -- 
Five winning ticket numbers 
worth $100,000 each were 
drawn Thursday in the 
Wintarto lottery. 
The winning numbers are: 
31624 in series 55; 44831 In 
series 26; 81207 in series 56; 
6660O in series 40 and 51068 in 
series 43. 
The Win'loll number is 34. 
necessary to hold public 
hearings. 
"It does not have to fie a 
great judicial show, and 
should not take very long," 
Leggatt said in an interview. 
Beyond announcing the in. 
qulry, Gardom. refused 
fui'ther comment, saying 
"the matter k before a 
eommksion'er, and it's 
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' Res idents  
fear  mine  
SOMEHOOKERS 
ONLY/CHILDREN 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
A special report on child 
abuse released today said 
that between 200 and 300 
teen-age • prostitates a/-e 
working city streets/this 
summer. 
The research also 
shows that he majority of 
a~em had been sexually 
used in theic, own 
: homes and are not likely 
to change their new 
lifestyle. 
The one-year study was 
conducted by the Taking. 
Resp0uaible', Action for 
, ch i~ , and Youth 
Commerical and 
Broadway areas. 
It says girls involved In 
teenage prostitution tend 
to be 14 to 15 years old and. 
thehoys lightly younger. 
Tile report also says the 
teenage prostitutes are 
likely to persist in the 
activity once they start. 
becoming seduced by the 
"excitement and earning 
power" as well as the 
"casual, non-regimented 
~estyla."r . . 
A majo'r point raked in 
the " re~r f  is .that.' ac- 
~,:eard~,"- .to,Seat tie sexual 
abuse raearcher Debra 
. Boyer, up to 70 per cent of 
child prostitutes, who 
work the streets have 
been sexually molested, 
raped or abused as young 
ehlldren in their own 
homes. 
United Way. 
: Thegroup claims that 
entrapment and sexual 
souse of children in 
Vancouver has increased 
sharply, particulary in 
the Davie Street and 
.,HOSPITALS 
Deficits to 
be covered 
. VICTORIA(CP) -- Health 
Minister Bob McClelland 
said Thursday the govern. 
ask for some more." 
Hoopitsk have been corn- 
p~ining that a five-per-cent 
cemng on budget increases 
is affecting services. . 
Meanwhile, 90' employees 
will he cut at Royal / 
Columbian Hospital in New 
Westminster, B.C. beginning 
JUly 15 because of financial 
problems. 
Dr. Bernard Martin- 
Smith, hospital ad. 
ministrator, said Thursday 
the layoffs are in addition to 
50 John lost through attrition. 
within four to six weeks. . The layoffs will reduce by 
"We have ,some more 10 per cent the total number 
money to cover deficits," of employees in all depart- 
McCleiland said. "I can't meats. Ten per cent of the 
really say how much until we 463 hospital beds will he lost 
.know what is needed. Only and there will he a further 
men can I tell ff we have reduction in elective 
enough. It not, I may have to surgery, Martin-Smith said. 
I Already 
radiation 
is high 
in area 
ATLIN, B.C. (CPi -- Resi- 
dents of this comniunity in 
northwestern B.C. fear that 
already high levels of 
background radiation in 
area lakes and streams will 
increase if mining com- 
panies are permitted to 
carry out exploratory 
digging for uranium. 
• A brief presented to the 
provhclal royal commission 
on uranium devel0oment'bv 
commissioned : 'the by, 
association found high levels 
of radiation in the Atlin Lake 
and Surprise Lake areas. 
Association spokesman 
Ann Wright said although the 
radiation levels are not 
dangerous now, residents 
fear that exploratory mining 
will push them over safe 
. limits. 
The association added its 
name to the long list of 
groups and individuals that 
have called for a 
moratorium on uranium 
exploration while the 
• commission conducts its 
hearln'ge. The l~rovineial 
government has halted 
uranium mining while the 
inquiry proceeds, but has 
allowed exploration to 
proceed. 
G • asohne 
offered 
ATLANTA (Reuter) -- 
One hotel chain, Days Into of 
America, has devised a way 
to attract customers who are 
nervous about travelling 
because of the gasoline 
shortage. 
judgment handed down: the Days Inns Said Thursday it 
next day said the ministry would offer free rooms on 
had in fact asked that he step Sundays to guests who were 
down in a call between April 'registered 3aturday night 
1 and 10. He said he in- and unable to continue their 
terpreted the call as a move trips because of gasoline 
by the ministry to find a station closings. For the 
more complacent judge who offer to be valid, gasoline 
pose in- must not be available within 
an eighi-kilometre, radius• 
ment has set aside more than 
the promised $25 million to 
cover hospital deficits in. 
curred during the last fiscal 
year. 
McClelland said he is 
unable to indicate how much 
more k involved until an 
audit of all hospital spending 
is completed. 
He caid 40 of the more than 
100 hospitals have completed 
the audit% and he expects 
the others will be finished 
I 
- o . ,  . . ,  
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S omoza increases attack on guerr i l las 
i : ' ' . !  .::. ;'.":i!ii:ii~ii: 
President Somoza 
P ,  
'3 
MANAGUA (AP) --  Niesragusn 
President Anastasio Somoza threw 
military aircraft, armored vehicles 
and hundreds of troops into an at- 
tack Thursday on the guerrilla-held 
town of Masaya, government 
sources reported. 
It was the national guard's first 
major attempt to recapture a town 
since the current wave of fighting 
broke out in late May and the San- 
dinista guerrillas eized 23 towns 
and cities across Nicaragua. 
The outcome of a battle for 
the 'Costa Rlcan border. The a national guard pusht on Masaya 
guerrilla radio has claimed the earlier this week, but reporters 
rebels captured all but the town's visiting the area found only a minor 
national guard headquarters, probing action. 
"I have Just talked with our . The Sandlnistas now hold all the 
commanderinRivasandhesaysthe major population' centres of 
national guard ia in complete contrcl Nicaragua, except for. Managua, 
of the city,:' presidential press nearby Granada nd ports on the 
secretary Rafael Cans said. Caribbean side of the country. 
He said government troops Thousands of people have .been 
cleaned out pockets of snipers after reported killed in the fighting~ 
driving baCk a rebel assault the day The Masaya campaign might 
before, signal a repetition of the strategy 
Max Kelly'; Somoza's personal Semosa's troops used in crushing a
Masaya, 32 kilometres south of here, secretary, said hundreds of. troope month-long rebel uprising last 
could foretell the fate of the Somoza were sent from Managua to Join in September - -  concentrating their 
government, the offensive against Masaya. He strength on one rebel-held town ata 
The government claimed again would give no.detMk, but a' high- time. But the guerrillas are much 
Thursday that its forces had level military source said air and better armed and organized than 
repulsed a guerrilla ttack on the armored forces Would take part in instycarand Somoza's intbrontional 
• town of Rivas, 96 kilometres south of the'attack. ' support has all but disappeared. 
Managua nd 40 kilometres north of A military spokesman announced The Organization of American 
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• OpeN , i l l  
States, with U.S. support, has called resigning at their latest session. • 
on Somoza to resign as a-wa3; of U.S. state department epokasman 
ending the war. . Tom ResteR, asked in Wash ier  ' 
,One source close to the Nlca- . whether the Cert~ adminiatraUon 
raguan leader reiterated that 
Semoza would not bow. to inter-' 
national pressure that he resign - -  
unless he had a military victory, a 
promise of huge U.S. aid to rebuild 
Nicaragua and heavy, American 
pressure on Costa Rtca to stop the" 
flow of  guerrlllas~and supplies 
through Costa Riean..territory. 
U.S. Ambaspador Lawrence 
Pezzullo 'met again ~vith Somoza 
after returning Wednesday from 
consultations in Washington. 
A high-level Nicaraguan gov- 
ernment source said Pezzulio, who 
hes presented the U.S. aemands to 
Semoza i.n the last week; did not 
mention anything to Somoza about 
stands by. its demand for Somoza's 
resignation, replied: "Of com~/'  
u.S. diplonlato" were reported 
consulting with officials of other 
Latin American governments 
Thursday, hoping to reach a cou- 
senses on ways to promote the 
replacement of Somoza with a 
democratic government. 
There was speculation i'll 
WAshington the Carter adminis- 
tration was hopeful Venezuela nd: 
Colombia, democratic anttSumoza 
countries, will make dear to 'the 
Sandiniata guerrilla leaders, their 
interest in a democratic evolution In 
Nicaragua ff Somesa is owtod. 
RCMP study . I 
now has deadhne NEWS IN BRIEF 
I i 
'OTTAWA (CP) - -  
SolicitorGeneral Allan 
Lawrence met the three 
• commissioners investigating 
RCMP wrongdoing Thur. 
sday, but did not give them a 
deadline for completing their 
work. 
After the meeting, which 
lasted about wo hours, Law- 
rence.told reporters the 
cornels§Ion still has a lot of 
work to do and it is unclear 
when it will he able to report 
its findings too the govern- 
ment. . 
The commission, headed 
by Mr. Justice David Mc- 
Donald, an Alberta Supreme 
X. ray  
rad ia t ion  
. reduced ,  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
health department has 
drafted regulations for 
diagnostic x-ray equipment 
that could reduce radiation 
doses by up to 90 per cent. 
Dr. ' Ernest .Letourneau, 
head. of the ' r~diation 
protection bureau, sa id  
Thursday the proposed 
regulations will apply only to 
nsw'eqnipment, ~mported or
manufactured locally. 
However, Let0urneau said 
most of the machines 
currently in use are 
equipped with many of the 
proposed safety features, 
including warning lights and 
safety and emergency 
switches to prevent a moving 
machine from crushing a 
patient. 
Regulations also call for 
better x-ray filtration, an 
audible time-limit signal and 
exposure controls for shorter 
irradiation periods. 
For example, Letourneau 
said, some models now are 
equipped with exposure 
timers set to control 
terim report. 
• But'Lawrence said "that 
wasn't the purpose of the 
meeting. It was Just a 
courtesy call, just to get to 
know them and let them 
know me." 
He said the government 
has not decided whether it 
will pursue testimony before 
the commission that in- 
dicates RCMP officers 
committed illegal acts. He 
said it would be up to the 
attorneys-general-of the 
provinces to lay criminal 
charges. 
Meanwhile, Lt.-Gen, 
Michael Dare,~ i director- 
general of the /RCMP' 
security service, testified 
Thursday that Lawrence will 
he getting more information 
on security service oper- 
ations than did any of his 
Liberal predecessors. 
Dare said new preceduresl 
requiring fuller disclosure of 
the methods to be used on 
see~trity service missions,. 
came into effect six weeks 
ago . .  , ' ' 
: The- foree"~lll ~eOn'~:/~sk 
Lawrence "to sign search 
exposure controls which can 
be set to as short as one- 
sixtieth of a second. 
"With all the regulations 
put tngetherif all machinery 
m6et hese regulations -- the 
total dose could be reduced 
to lzss than 10 per cent of 
present levels." 
He said machines up to 15 
years old are still in use but 
their replacement is not 
urgent, he said, 
Court judge, begins its third ' WASHINGTON (CP) - -  the General Accounting Of- 
year of work today and there" U.S. government and cur- rice, congress's watchd~ 
was speculation the new porate officials insisted agency, tbatsayspr ivate-  
Conservative government Thursday the joint $15.bllllou nancing won't be possible as 
will at least ask for an. in- Canada-U.S. northern an out-dated ocument that 
warrants under the Official 
Secrets Act following the 
new proceduresl Dare said. 
No applications for such 
warrants were made while 
the new government, elected 
May 22, settled into office, he 
said. 
When the.security service 
wants to wiretap the 
telephone of. a suspected 
subversive, intercept mail or 
seize any document or object 
during an o~ration, it mast  
get a warrant signed by the 
solicitor-general authorizing 
such avUv i ty . .  
Dare told ~e commission 
that successive solicitors. 
general had' required more. 
and more information about 
the methods the security 
service intended to use to 
irradiations as short as one accomplish its goals. . 
second.. The proposed' Under the new policy, 
standards call for automatic Dare has to write detailed 
natural gas pipeline can be 
• financed privaiely despite a
draft report to Congress 
expressing doubts. 
"The administration is
committed toits success as a 
privately-financed project," 
a ' state department~ 
spokesman said. He 
described a draft study by 
• Ex-minister 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Former 
sol icitor-general Jean 
Pierre Goyer' says a por- 
trayal of him on a CBC radio 
show last May was libellous 
~/nd defamatory and is 
asking the network foi" an 
apology. 
The complaint stems from 
part of a program produced 
by  the public.affairs show, 
Sunday Morning, in which 
actors read testimony given 
before the federal McDonald 
commission into RCMP 
memos to Lawrence 
outlininghspociflc actions 
that may be taken, This 
procedure'  is " rea l ly  
beginning to involve the 
minister in an operational 
sense," Dare said. 
Other evidence has shown 
the security service has used 
warrants allowing it to in- 
tercept oral communications 
"as a cover for surreptitious 
search operations" since 
1974. 
isn't official policy. 
Helen Burke, a spokesman 
for Northwest Alaskan 
Pipeline Co., ~ald the U.S.. 
sponsor of the much.delayed 
project stands by its pmillou 
that the pipeline eanbs  
financed through private 
money markets. 
says apology 
into English, centred on 
exchanges between Coyer 
and commission counsel 
Roes Coedwin. 
Yves Fortier, Goyer's 
lawyer, said Thursday the 
radio piece was defamatory 
became Coyer was por- 
trayed as having a heavy 
French accent when he 
spoke English. The actor 
portraying Condwin spoke 
without an accent, 
Fortier said in an  in- 
District of Terrace. 
wrongdoing. 
The French.langusgu dis. 
.... logue, which was translated 
tervlew the program gave. 
the impression Goudwin wul 
sharp and lluR Coyer wu ~::i 
n o t . .  " . ' ' . , 
, U .S .  fil ls 'er up 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  A report from the Cen-' 
Availability o f  gasoline ference. Board, a business 
continued to improve researchgroup, said thegas- 
Thursday and officials said ' pump trauma• .prompted 
prospects for filling up this AmeHcam to curb their 
weekend will be fairly good. 
But •evidence mounted that 
Juno's tight supplies caused 
economic trouble. 
U.S. auto sales were down 
26 per cent during the month, 
the growth in retail sales 
slowed, and many 
Americans chose to take 
vacations at home. 
travels. 
The hoa.rd's recent survey 
concerning the $120-billlI-i 
ayear tourism Industry 
found 39 per cent of those 
questioned planned, to take 
vacations this summer -- 
down from 47 per cent last 
year. 
Dol la r  nudges upwards  
MONTREAL. (CP)  - -  The The jump ~ followed . 
Canadian dollar nudged its Thursday'saunouncemento~ 
way back above theS6.cent a substantial increase in 
U.S. level on  North Canada's trade surplus to 
American money markets' $216 mliliou in May from $115 
Thursday, climbing almost a million in April. 
quarter-of-a-cent againat its 
U.S, counterpart, ~ The currency remained 
The Canadian dollar steady Wednesday after 
closed at the 'day's high of Statistics Canada nnounced 
86.10 cents U.S., after the country's foreign 
dropping to a low of 85.74 in currency reserves increased 
mid-morn ing t rad ing,  by more than $100 mil,en ln 
Wednesday'sciesewas 85:.87. June to ~4,18 bilflon. 
ADVISORY. RECREATION 
COMMISSION APPOINTMENT 
The District o~ Terrace would .appreciate receiving an in. 
dlcatnon from persons Interested in serving on the Terrace 
Advisory Recreation Commission. 
The Advisory Recreation Commlsslon Is a voluntary Councll. 
appointed agency, whose tunctlon Is to edvlse the "Recreation 
Commlttee of Councll, on such matters concernlng the broad 
spectrum of Recreation as may from time to tlme be referred to 
the AdvlsoPy Recreation Commisslen by. Councll. In some 
areas, the Advlsory Recreation Commlsslon may, on thelr own 
Inltlatlve, make suggestions for the betterment of Recreation 
wlthln lhe Dlstrlct, to the Recreation Commlttee of Councll. 
• All Interested persons are requested to contact Mr. Bob' 
Hallsor, Clerk-Administrator, District of Terrace, either 
personally at the Municipal Office, or by telephoning 635.6311. 
Oil rig controlled 
MEXICO CITY (AP) -- 
Engineers pumped speml  
mud-cement mixtures into 
an underwater va lve  
Thursday in an attempt o 
control an offshore oH well, a 
spokesman for the Mexican 
government oil firm PE. 
MEX reported, • 
Since the blowout uccurred 
June 4, the well, has been 
spewing enormous amoun~ 
of natural gas and 1.2 
gallons of oil a day-- making 
it one of the world's worst 
blowouts, PEMEX engineers 
say. 
The spokesman said the 
emergency teams would not 
know until today or Saturday 
whether they succeeded in 
shutting down the well~ 
which is 80 kilometren, off 
shore. 
If they failed, it may take 
two more mouths to bring 
the well under control, 
The spill is reported to. 
cover an area of sea 
kilometres by eight 
kilomeires, but almwt ailed 
that consists of tiny surfaosl 
dropletu. The central pot. 
tlon, several centimet~en 
thick, is said to extend over 
an area five kilomotrU by 
1½ kllometres ~  
the stricken well pkffo .r m, 
i 
/ 
Children get, lance 
to get really high 
T h e T e r r a c e will be an overnighthike 
Recreation Department away from the base  
and the Kitim.~t::,camp, sunrise break- 
Recreation Department 
are co-sponsoring . a 
mountain camping ex- 
perience for the first .lime 
in Terrace. 
Th is  w i lderness  
camping.experience for 
children ages 10 to 15 will 
be in three sessions, each 
of five days duration. 
July 16 to 20 is for 
children ages 14 and 15, 
July 23 to27 is for 12 and 
13-year.olds and July 30 
to Aug 3 is for children 
age 10 and 11. 
There will be two camp 
leaders for a maximum 
of 12 children per session. 
The camp leaders have 
• been hired by the Kitimat 
and Terrace recreation 
departments and are 
very..well qualified with 
first aid certificates, 
swimming and canoeing 
rmalifications..and ex- 
,a... .~ experience in 
wilderness setting and 
camp programs with 
children. 
The base'camp for the 
mounta in .  Camping 
session W/~I'. be. at Pine 
Lake, appr0ximately 7
miles northwest of 
Terrace. Tha~camp isin 
a wilderness setting on a 
beauWul lake yet close to 
Terrace for emergencies. 
During the five days 
and four nights out there 
This camp is made B.C. Whi tewat ,  
possible by Alcan and Association instruct~ 
Eurecan who are  sup-wi l l  be bringing 
fasts, silent nature plying a large tent, completely outfitt, 
watches, plant iden- cooking pots and pans, boats. There will be th~ 
fification, fire building, wash tube, aluminum foil two-hour sessions f, 
wilderness looking, camp and l i fe  jackets, beginners at 8:30 a.n 
set up and maintenance, Terrace's Twin River 10:~0 a.m. and 6:30 p.n 
construction ofa lean-to Timber is also providing, and one four-hour sessk 
and many other with three large tents and. for the advanced at lv 
wilderness skills taught, coleman stoves in case of.  p.m. The cost is $3 p, 
Children should be fire restrictions, hour for adults and $2 p, 
prepared fo r  strenuous This Mountain High hour fo r  ages 13-18. 
out door activities like Camping Experiencelsa Registration is at tl 
long hikes and come pilot project his year for arena office unW June 2 
prepared with proper only three weeks but if it Registrationislimited~ 
'clothing, including proves to bo a success the enrollnow. 
rainwear. It is an ex- recreation department Terrace will also t 
cellent opportunity for a hope to establish it as a having its Summt 
child to learn to feel regular full summer playground project agai 
. comfortable and com- program, in the com- this year. 
pitent in a wilderness munity. ' Registration is no 
setting. The Terrace recreation being taken at the arez 
Registration is being department's Time for office for the B. ( 
taken at the Terrace Tots program ~ be Summer Soccer School 
arena office and the continuing throughout the Forms are available a1 
Kitimat RiverLodge summer. There will be a Safeway. It is open I 
office. The fee is $40 per four-week session in July girls and boys ages 6 I 
child. This includes food. and another in August. 16. 
A list of things that The program runs on Three  one-week  
each individual should Tuesday and Thursday sessions run from July 9 
bring is given out when a mornings from 9:30 to to 13, July 30 to Aug 3, and 
child registers with other 11:30 a.m. for children Aug 20 to 24. The Fee is 
details about the camp. ages 3 to 6. It will be held $15 which includes a 
An adult must ac- in the. Child Minding soccer ball, souvenior T- 
company to register the..Centre for the summer, sh i r t  and. professional 
child and sign the Registration fee is $20 instruction of course. 
registration f rom as" and may be paid at the Sessions take place in 
parent or guardian. If arena office by' June 29. ~enna School Field from 
anyone has any questions The Terrace recreation 10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
please call the Terrace department and the B.C. daily. 
recreation department a "WhRewatsr Association T h e T e r r ~i e e 
638-1174 or 635-2841 or the will be co-sponsoring a Recreation. Department 
Kitimat recreat ion kayak clinic on Wed- is also now planning its 
department, nesday, July 25. Three fall programs, and it 
'llse Herald, Friday, July 8, 19'/9, Page I ,.; 
Terrace recreation department workers (left to right) 
Mary-Margaret Smith, thepro|ect oordinator; Terri 
. Cerolinl, the assistant co-ordinator; playground staff 
members Junice Poague, Jannet Waldle and Jennifer 
Brooks are involved in a summer fun program fer 
children of ages e to 12. J~oto by Brian Grego 
, Knights of Columbus 
i 
: "GIANT B INGO" 
' so mla  mizt  $1 
; : ,  Bingo Every First Saturday of Eaok Month 
• ~•? '  
+ I 1-+'u't°+'l ,,oo.oo,..,,riz..,,.+,,,. Met i " et i " h any field of recreation, ~,i~i. '. r C 8 W l t C  POLICE including the .arts, crafts ,0th 6a~!',$$00.00 if won in 50 numbers or less, decreasing $100.00 alOW l NEWS [ °rageneralin'~res'area i8 OOm'; her'° $'°°'°° ..... Iy~ i h o u l d  b aS weU as sports of fit- t "' ' "'- , ,  • ' II 
S e 8 ne~s~'llprogramsm=t'be : ,m, at Ver,tas Hall- lu 
finalized.by July 27. I " ' , , 
TheFt '  sw~tc~S' B°C" (CeP~r~c t°Ghen:p~ltt~ °vedr,'h°wever, motorcyclePeT:~'na:eRn~uM~re2P°irnt tW~accid nt on . . "- 
" ,..,, . . , " - "~. .S  . ,~::..: ,.: " e::.-'~j" ,~,:~i,.-; ~,i.":~ " , 
m,sure,ent can't be ac-thataHKa mloops tores had Highway,near Furlong ~["  " - ' ~  
complished in a day and a received information Bay Wednesday evening. 
metric commission . brochures on the metric Police state Dave Bare, a 
spokesmin:says the con- s wtltca: . . .  Kitimat resident, was 5 
versiSn ..... ~.(ric ~eigh tri' ,~ ~." . . . .  , . , . . .~ . .~  lOcal to~d~t~Ores ,, week :'::=::" s,ore.:.~ana.je~..clat.m ; dtivingthemotorcyelewhen n 
• "-t/~eY L:.n. As.., ~Suqtemnti ~m-.,,a, tire .went,flat causing the.. 
shouldn't be criticized, tormauon, mey must nave mishap. Bare, along with i 
because of a few hitches, disregarded' the brochures passenger Susan Larson, 
]Pat Ganapathy said ~h3wp~s that metricwould were reportcd.takentoMills' y S m e l t e r  T o u r s  Thursday that the change- .. .. a.y a.na not Domer M morial Hospital. 
over was intended to take .. Police also report that mere it mey ignores it," ne 
place gradually, over a saha. ._ . Terry O'Brien will face k 
month or so. K~al~apatny -arriveu in charge of refusing to provide 
"It's not like daylight .. m!oop.s ~rom. u~wa on abreathsampleaflorRCMP 
saving time," he said. "It's ~onmy to anvise mores on acted on a complaint. 
not a oneday switch" how to make the switch-over. RCMP report one liquor 
71!¸:•¸ 
,+i//i 
• .12' 
: ; . . "  
:... . . . . . . , .  
Becou,e,t'  our oon,ve +,we're 
having a contest his summer. 
Every visitor,,vho takes the smelter tour will be 
eligible for a chance to win one of 
nine 1S-foot aluminum canoes, 
Draws will take place each week 
dudng July and August. . ~.,,-~ . 
Come and visit us' this ~"~-~ J l t  
summer, see the smelter, and ~ ~ ~¢==gl ~ 
wish us a HappyAnniversaryl . I , ~ " L ' ~ "  ~- 
Aican Smelters and Chemicals Ltd 
We are celebrating the 
25th ,Anniversary of our alumi- 
num smelter at Kitimat. We 
have expanded our tour schedule 
so that you will have a greater. 
opportunity to take a free tour 
of one oft.he largest aluminum 
smelters in the wodd. 
The smelter and the com- 
panion hydro-electric project 
which powers it took 3~ years 
to build at a cost of $500 million. 
Smelter capacity is now 270,000 
metric tons of metal per year. 
More than 130~000 people 
from all over the world 
have visited the smelter since it 
opened in ]954. It is known 
as one of Northwestern B.C3 
most famous tourist attractions. 
Come by boat, by plane, 
or by car, but come. Donlt miss 
seeing Northwestern I~C 
and our smelter during this very 
spedal summer. 
• ALCAN ' 
Most of the major 'food seizure Wednesday night. 
chains made the change IWEATH ~I Tuesday with the r mainder 
expected to complete the 
switch in the next week. 
Kamloops, Peterborongh, "Todays forecast is cloudy 
Ont., and Sherbrooke, Que., skies with a . feW sunny 
were chosen by the metric periods. The expected high 
commissiod aspilot cities to today is 21 degrees Celsius 
test metric conversion i and the overnight low is 12 
food stores, degrees, i 
Some Kamloops stores 
have complained that they 
could not 'make.the switch to 
metric weights as soon as 
they had hoped because they 
had diffiOulty obtaining the 
proper equipment. 
• Store owner Gary Cooper 
said he had not bzcn con. 
tacted by a Metric Com- 
mission representative prior 
The GOLD ba l l  i s  here l  
Announcing a f i rst  
for  Western Canada: 
,Portable ' l  
draught beer 
in a ball! 
This convenient refrigerator-size beer ball 
holds over 55 glasses of gen.uin.e, naturally 
brewed draught beer. Because the 
Draught GOLD beer ball requires refrigeration 
it is available only at most hotels, pubs, 
and other off sale outlets. 
TaW It home 
andtapltl Contest not open to Alcan employees ortheir families or employees of Alcan's advertising agency. 
" I : 
i 
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COMMENT. 
by Greg Mlddleton 
The question of and problems surrounding Van- 
eouver's prcatitUtes is in the news these days. The 
latest news stories are concerning the ages of the 
individuals involved. 
Let's face a few facts. First of all, Vancouver has 
always I~ad prostitutes and in significant numbers. It 
isn't forEothing that the largest city on the West Coast 
of Canada is called '~vhore of the Northwest". 
Vancouver has a population of prostitutes for 
several reasons. One of those reasons is that it is the 
b~ggest city in a still very m~,ch pioneer country. As 
long as there are large numbers of men who have togo 
out and work in camps and spend their working days 
and nights in the bush and out at the mines, those men 
will head for the bright lights to spend the money they 
swsated to earn. 
It is equally true that as long as numbers of women 
find that the best jobs they can get pay little mere than 
minimum wage and that is barely enough to live on, 
they will turn to more lucrative ways to make money. 
No matter if those ways of earning extra dollars are 
reugnant to some, others will find the need for money 
greater~ 
In a number of easss, and I interviewed quite a few 
k ~. 0atltutos on several different occasions for an ar- 
ticle I was working on, the women are secretaries or 
students who were just "turhlng a few tricks on the 
weekends" to make some additional money, or were 
students and frequently single parents upplementing 
an insufficient income. 
There are, of course, the drug addicts. As long as 
drug laws make an almost worthless white powder a 
seller's commodity, you will have to have both 
prostitution~and a large amount of theft to pay the 
price fo~ th~it:~ ..................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ".,--~ ...... 
I do not believe that harsh and efficient nforcement 
is the answer to prostitution. I do not even think that 
prostitution should be fllagal. After all, is there any 
difference between selling your body's labor, or your 
time, and performing a sexual service? 
Many of the prostitutes I talked to saw little dif- 
ference between a blind date and what they were 
doing. It was simply a matter of money up front and 
saUsfaction guaranteed with them. 
But regardless of that, to deal with the question of 
prostitution, we must first address the other social 
problems which lead to prostitution rather than fur- 
ther paniC, those who are already victims. 
l LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor; informative. As I am a new 
resident of Kitimat I was 
: I'd like to send you a also pleased to find a local 
spocinl then]m for recently newspaper devotin~ some 
running a couple of articles apeee to community health. 
on danlal health. I am a 
dental hygienist and I know Thank you again on behalf 
how power/ul and rewarding of the community and 
the prevention of oral dentistry. 
~ can be, 
The'artklea Inyour paper Sinearely ours, 
were well written and very D. Wagner, 
Q 
COSTA RICA 
s 
City not what he. wants 
'campesino -- peasant, man 
of the field. 
Unlike his father's father, 
he can read. He writes 
poetry. He has travelled far 
beyond the boundaries ofhis 
birthplace, hated what he 
found and came home again. 
Ben Franklin would have 
liked the Corrales family's 
habits; They rise before sun. 
• up, are asleep by twilight. 
They are healthy, 
moderately wealthy and 
wiser than most of their 
former neighbors in the city. 
In  1970, when Corrales was 
21 and his bride 16, they left 
their home ground and 
moved 145 kilometres south- 
west to the copltai. 
"We went because we 
TAYUTICA, Costa Riea 
(AP) --  When the skies open 
and the gods cry, farmer 
Marco Tulle Corrales its on 
his porch and watches the 
rain fall. 
He has no broken 
machines to repair, no 
creditors to worry him. His 
tool is his brain, his bank is 
his mattress. 
Corrales used to he a man 
of the city. Like thousands of
other Costa Ricans he went 
to San Jose looking for the 
good life. 
Instead he found dirty air, 
noisy streets, high prices, 
loneliness and a confusion 
country folk never have to 
face. 
He returned to the land. 
Now he enjoys ~n easy 
pace. He has time to teach 
his sons what a farmer 
should know about illing and 
planting and looking after 
coffee bushes and garden 
vegetables and loyal an- 
imals .... 
He ?lives without elec- 
tricity, automobile or 
tractor. Water comes from 
rain barrels, or a nearby 
creek. His priwy has a view 
of jungle, mountain and 
stream. 
He and his wife Norms 
built their frame house with 
their own hands. With the 
family grown to three sons 
already, it is time to add a 
room.  
Corrales is a new breed of 
• thought the Work wouldn't be 
as hard as on the farm," he 
recalled. "I got a job in a 
refrigerator assembly plant. 
Soon I was making service 
calls, working weekends and 
nights. 
I~ l ' l lA~ l~¥DL- ,  i~  Y i / l l ? ]1 f fq~ 
New American dollar :seen 
NEW YORK (CP) -- There 
is a new coin jingling In 
American pockets and the A spokesman for the 
U.S. treasury is ,waKing a reserve said the initial 
campaign to keep it there, reaction to the coin was 
The coin is a new $1 piece good, but it is really too early 
bearing the likeness of Susan. to ten if the new dollar will 
ll: Anthony, a 19th-century stay in ciroulation. 
suffragette. It is the first "We've had some re. 
time wn American woman orders," the spokesman 
has appeared on a U.S. coin. ssld. "The First Woman's 
The new dollar is slightly Bank has already run out. 
large~ than a quarter and is And so has the Chase Malt- 
likely to be easier on the batten, which is, I think, a' 
pocket than the larger, bettsr indisation." 
heavier, Dwight D. But the offlctal said it will 
Eisenhower dollar. The be two or three months, at 
United States stopped rain- least, before it is known 
~tt tbe Eisenhewer dollar whether Ms. Anthony will 
year. catch on." 
The treasury would like to 
see the new dollar become "We won't he comfortable 
popular, but the Federal about it for a while." 
In 1976, the U.S. began 
By JOHN WARD printing a $2 bill bearing the 
see the Anthony dollar coin image of Thomas J'effereon, 
circulate well because, for but it was a flop. 
one thing, it is cheaper than ' One reason the bill did 
the$1blll Thenewcoinacost poorly was that cash 
about three cents to make 
and are expected to last 15 
years. A DOLLAR bill, 
which 
c~tu just less than two 
cents, 
has a life expectancy of 
about 
18 months. • 
Now, in its first week of 
circulation, the.' Anthony 
dollar has the advantage of 
registers do not have a slot 
for them. 
However, most registers 
do have an extra coin trough 
and the Anthony dollar may 
find a home there. The new 
coin is also smaller, and thus 
more convenient than either 
the Eisenhower dollar or the 
'Kennedy half-dollar. 
Many merchants, viewed 
the now dollar with some 
suspicion at first, but the 
Reserve, which distributes The treasury deparimont 
U.S. eoin~e, is cautious 
when it" comes to making is runnlns a mo,oo0 cam- 
predietions, paign to popularize the new 
The Anthony dollar ap- dollar. The program 
peared this week, when the xeaturea posters, news 
Federal Reserve began conferences and promotional 
circulating the first of some material aimed at banks and 
~00 million freshlyminted merchants. 
coins . . . .  Washlngton would llke to 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON . 
OttaWa,-The problem with the Clark government 
says Senator George M¢Ilrnlth, is that they're still 
thinking like an Opposltionl 
/."And Oppositions are always big oh initiatives. 
"But' because, they are Oppo~ltious, and without 
• power, they can only suggest .or urge the taking of 
.them, now, quickly, just like that.. 
".When suddenly they become the Government and 
have the power, they oan actually do the taking. 
"Always in a rhsh to get things started, and not 
realizing thek enormous power, they stumble and 
fumble into all sorts of foolish and in the Clark case, 
potentially dis~trous initiatives.!' 
Onc~ having made the mistake, went on Senator 
Mcllraith, they suddenly realize their power, but are 
too impressed with themselves to admit the error. 
SO damage is compounded. 
In the Clark ease, in the daagerons dispute with the 
Arab world over the planned move of ~ Canadian 
embassy in Isreal from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, the 
potential damage was nut just to the Government but 
to Canada and the economy. 
"If," says the Senator, "Bell Canada should have 
lost that multi-million dollar contract with Soudi 
Arabia, the loss would be  'staggering. 
"Bell is by far the most widely held and disported 
corporation i  Canada, with far more shareholders- 
owning 50, I00, 200 and other small lois-than any other 
enterprise.. 
• "If Bell should have lost it and all those Canadian 
technicians had come from Sandl Arabh/.to face 
possibl e unemployment, what a publie explosion of 
rage against Clerk!" 
Now who is Son'~tor George Mcllralth and what  
gives him the knowledge to speak with such apparent' 
authority? 
He has been in Parliament going on 40 years, as an 
MP serving as assistant to Trade Ministm" C.D. Howe 
in the gov~nm'ents Of Prime 1VUntsten Mackenzie 
King ahd Louis St. Laurent, and as a member of the 
Cabinet in the Pearson and Trudeau administrations. 
• He is not-repeat not-a Trudeauphile, but he is a 
Uberal of what might he called the traditional wing 
and philosophy of the party. 
And above all he is a concerned Canadian. 
He takes no joy out of Clark's troubles. 
"The first two boys were He sees no profit for the Liberals nor anyone lse in 
born. There was never 
enough room. We spent extsa the damage to Canadian interests of Clark's erron. 
money on movies, avice that So politically spealdng he has no partisan axe to 
isn't worthwhil~ l~toad'0f ' grind; : • 
finding a placewithva~li~,i i ~L0oki~ at  Clark through the eyes of 40 years of 
ambiance, we found~,K experience in government and Parliament, the 
contaminated sooiet.y. I Senator sees the root of the problem as the new Pr ime 
"My father had a chance l~nister's lack of background, ability to handle the 
to buy this ]and, but he said job and a disastrously stubborn trust in blundering 
he needed help to work it. I amateurs in the Cabinet. 
was wasting my time in the Not the whole Cabinet by a long shot-for it contains city anyway, so we came 
home." men of. ab"ity-but a few fatally, flawed. 
Wont offender has been Immigration Minister Run 
Atkey of Toronto. A winner in the 1972 election, loser in 
'74. Now a second win, and with only two years in 
Parliament, into the Cabinet o: ' 
• Pressure Clark .into the incredible initial 
diplomatic blunder of the Israel embassy. 
- Enrage his own immigration staff by publicly 
.calling them out as "racists" and "bigots" for sup- 
posedly blocking, with deliberate animosity, the entry 
.of certain Third World residents. True or not-and it is 
possible there is a bias against color in the ira-. 
migration serviee at the points of Canadian entry, 
quite understandable in current circumstances-there 
are better ways to handle it than. by pu.blic 
proclamation of staff "bigotry." 
- Antagonize the national press corps by refusing to 
respond to legitimate questions of concern. 
novelty, treasury hopesto vercome 
"We haven't come out with the doubts with its publicity 
a new coin for 25 yes~ or campaign, 
While the Federal Reserve 
so," the Federal Reserve is non-committal bout the 
spckesmanpointsdout, prospects for the coin-- 
14igh denomination coins ~ople may be Just putting 
havehadapourtrackrncord mere away as souvenirs-- 
in the U.S~ The Eisenhower ~ere is one development 
dollar, for instance, israrely that may work in the new 
seen outside the cesione of dollar's favor: aomevending 
Los Vegas and Atkntin City companies are already "re- 
and the John Kennedy SO- tooling their machines to 
cent piece is also scarce, accept it, 
LOOPHOLES IN LAWPOSE PROBLEMS 
Police fighting continuing prostitution 
shouldn't be," he says~ "it 
should be easy for us to get 
them off the streets." 
McDiarmld says the 
province will continue to 
press for Criminel Code 
amendments that would be  
even more effective than the 
ones that died on the order 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  its effects are obvious. 
Ladies d the night m Theuaualilaeofladtsshas 
win5 a'g mainly afternoon disappeared in front of Air 
shlfl,'.toavoldarecentpelice Canada's downtown cities, 
elannup aimed at ending tha kittyeorner from the old 
confusion that has left provincial courthowe and 
prostitutes virtually fre~ to 
y their trade in Vancouver 
r more than a year. 
The main targets of a 30- 
man police task force are 
street hookers, the most 
vlalble of the 800 women and 
150 men believed to work as 
prostitutes in Vancouver. 
In the last month, at least 
~0 women have been charged 
with soliciting. The charges 
are the first since a Supreme 
Court of Canada decision in 
February, 1978, which police 
and preseeutors aid tied 
their hands in the fight 
against prostitution. 
Ball for the women has in- 
cludud the condition that 
they stay away from well- 
known hookers' haunts. Two 
men, both potential 
customers, also have been 
charged. 
Police won't t~Ik about 
their current campaign, but 
within a block of half a dozen 
major hotels. 
Beat cops and unmarked 
can prowl the West End's 
residential side streets, 
replacing the prostitutes and 
cruising clients that used to 
crowd the comers. 
Transvestites, tesn-nge 
boys and hookers till flaunt 
themselves in the area most 
afternoons, but police are 
planning to put more men on 
day shift to curb that U'ado 
aS wel l .  ' 
Their progress raises 
several questions: Why 
didn't the crackdown come 
sconer? Have their hands 
really been tied or were 
police and prosecutors just 
sitting on them? 
Police say they lest their 
most valuable weapon whm 
the vagrancy section of the 
Criminal Cede, allowing 
easy detention M a suspected 
JILL ST. LOUIS pressing and persistent in 
approaching 10 men once as 
in approaching one man 10 
t imes . '  
However, some observers 
say that police only want to 
clean up the streets for the 
summer tourist rade which 
will include a pellce con. 
stopped going after soliclt~ 
convictions. They also 
refused to lay the loitering 
charges that Montreal and 
Toronto police say have 
allowed them to maintain 
some control since the Hutt 
decision. 
The.street scene here ton- 
fished ~ ~nd the push for 
police action increased with 
publicity surrounding the 
investigation f a provincial 
court judge " and the 
resignation ofthe head of the 
B.C. Court of Appeal. 
'Both were alleged to have 
con*qorted with prostitutes. 
But authorities aid they 
couldn't do anything until 
loopholes in the law were 
plugged. 
Why then, with the law still 
unchanged, oes a crack- 
down come now? 
Police and prosecutors say 
public pressure and more 
aggressive soliciting forced 
them to come Up with a new 
strategy. That, apparently, 
will involve arguing in court 
that a hooker is Just as 
common prostitute or 
nightwalker, was repealed in 
1972. 
The soliciting clause that 
replaced it, they argue, was 
undermined when a charge 
against 23-year-old Debra 
Hutt went to the Supreme 
Court of Ca::ada early last 
year. 
Hutt, now serving eight 
mouths for welfare fraud 
and heroin possession, had 
smiled at a Vancouver 
policeman in an unmarked 
ear. He smiled back, she 
Jumped in, and they agreed 
on ~ as a fair price for 
services to be rendered. She 
was arrested. 
The high court restored 
her original acquittal, saying 
that an unmarked car is not 
a public place and that 
Hutt'a overtures were not as 
pressing and persistent as 
the court decided soliciting 
must be. 
Claiming impotence 
because of the decision, 
poliee and prosecutors 
ventlon in August. 0there paper when the federal 
say Vancouver police could election was called. 
no longer efuse to act while The definition of soliciting, 
colleagues in the east made he says, "should be clear, 
arrests, simple and easy to un- 
"The most interesting deretand." 
thing is how suddenly 
they've changed their ap- 
proanh," says lawyer Tony 
Barks who represented Hutt. 
I think its because of 
pressure from Ontario. 
"It's funny that Ontario 
has been doing so well while 
we've been crying the 
blues." 
But Assistant Atto~ey- 
General Nell McDiarmid 
as~ys ome loitering ehorges 
were thrown out of court in 
Toronto, reinforcing B.C.'s 
decision "not to grasp at 
BU'GWS." 
"It's become a game and it 
"If a person offers to sell 
sexual services in a public 
place, that would constitute 
an offence. If a person 
agrees to buy these services, 
that's an offence. 
"That gets the bloody 
problem off the streets." 
Serka, however, says 
authorities have been 
pressing a political point by 
refusing to use 
legislation at hand. 
"They haven't been 
moving with the times," he 
says. ".~L'hey haven'll . 
responsible eaough to try to 
enforce a neW law." 
PHONE HELPING 
THIS LAD LEARN 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- For many children, long 
hospital stays mean boring hours, missed friends and a 
struggle to figure out assignments the teacher sends 
home. 
But not. for nine-year-old Raymond Ferchuk of 
Winnipeg. 
Thanks to a speaker telephone, Raymond was able to 
take pert in his grade 4 classes in Nell Campbell School 
right up until the end of the school year, And he became 
quits a celebrity with his classmates. 
• "They're Just fighting tooth and nail to see who can 
help Raymond on the phone," teacher Ed Steel said in 
an interview Just before the term ended, 
Raymond has Perthes disease, whlch is attac~klng his 
right hip bone, and was admitted to .hospital t the end 
of April. 
He had been having problems with his leg since he 
first tried to play I1nckey last fail. 
After visits to asveral doctors, it was decided that 
Raymond should have a plate in his hip, and that 
meant s long hospital stay. 
Worried that he'd fall behind in his school work, 
Raymond's parents began making arrangements to 
have work sent home. 
His nuree~ suggested a tutor. But Bill Kermylo, 
deputy assistant superintendent of the River East 
school division, said he'd rather provide a telephone. 
Kormylo hadbeen trying out school.by-phone in 
River East for two years and hopes the school board 
will make it standard procedure by the fall. 
It costs about $150 to install and operate phones in a 
classroom and hospital room for a six-week period. 
Kormylo said tutors cost about $40 a day and can only 
be sent o the hospital acouple of times a week. 
Most importantly, he said, the phone gives a child a 
hotter sense of being part of the class. 
"It takes away the trauma of being segregated from 
his friends and to a large extent it overcomes the 
loneliness the child experiences." 
Raymond took spelling dictation with his 
classmates, listened in on reading lessom and asked 
questions about his arithmetic. Since the speaker 
phone picked up conversation up to five metres away, 
Raymond could also listen to class discussions. 
The class also learned alot, said Steel, because when 
Raymond had his speaker phone on, all the hospital 
noises -- including doctors' and nurses' visits -- 
filtered back to the classroom. 
Raymond is due to be released from hospital soon, 
"When I get out of here, I don't have to go to school," 
he said. 'Tin going tb spend my summer going cam. 
ping." 
:i: 
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Cheryle.Ann McCullou~h assists an average of tO Highway IS. 8he works along,with Gwynne Mc- 
tourists from all over the world Bt the Chamber of . ,  CuHoush and Erie Williams. 
Commerce Tourist Booth near the Skeeea bridge on 
, ' Photo  by  Br ian  Gregg 
Native 
Indian , 
Lend a hand_to  clean our land 
children's 
project 
A major phase of the 
Native Indian Children's 
Object ives  (NICO) 
project sponsored by the 
Kermede Friendship 
centre, began Tuesday 
when the summer' 
program for children 
o~aned. "
'According to Joan 
~elsber~,  program - 
ordinator for tC:e 
Friendship Center and 
chair iPenon of the NICO 
Ixoject, the program will 
be catering to children 
age~ 4to 12, and plans to 
offer a variety of ac- 
t/rifles oriented to native 
culture. These activities 
Include arts and crafts, 
field trips, storytelling by 
native elders, along with 
8 daily nutrion81 snack as 
a bonus. 
Chelsberg said the 
~ ogram oparat~ out ~[ e centre, located at 445 
C, reig, between I end 4 
pJn. afternoons. She 
added there are currently 
12 children participating, 
and said more children 
are welcome. 
The NiC0 project is a 
special tmdertaldng by, 
the Friendship Centre to 
boamr the International 
Year of the Child. 
1979 
If the last six, five or four digits on your ticket are Identical to and in the same 
order as the winning numbers above, your ticket is. eligible to win the 
corresponding prize• 
last 6 d ig l te  WIN $1 ,000  
last 5 d ig i t s  WIN $100 
last 4 d ig i t s  WIN $25 
NOTE:  All cash I~. Izes upto and including $1,000 may be cashed at any branch 
of the Canadian Imperml Bank of Commerce only in BrlUsh Columbia, Alberta, 
Saskatchewan. Manitoba and the Yukon. Instant cash vouchers of $2, $5 or 
$25 may also be cashed at participating retailers, 
In the event of discrepancy between thla list and the official winning ~umbers list as certified 
by the auditors of the Foundation, the latter shall prevail. 
The He-ald, Friday,'July e, 17/I), Pale 
SALMON FISHING DERBY 
starts 
THIS  WEEK 
,'4 
THIS WEEKS " 
HIDDEN WEIGHT PRIZE' ~!;", • . . . .  . 
Dinner for 2 at Hectors . . . .  : '~ '  ''~ "'~': 
Courtesy Lakelse Motor Hotel , 
p~ L, 
OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES 
aKodak Model 100 Instant Camera. 
Courtesy Siaht"& Sound. 
omens Watch- 
Courtesy Ca"tars Jewellers 
Ua~sorted Tack le .  • 
l . Courtesy. Lubr Jeme~ 
I 
lOGift Certificate - ' . 
L Courtesy Saan Store 
I 
• Assorted Tackle.  
. . . . .  : , .:,., Courtesy Gibbs -.Norco 
.eSmoker 
Courtesy 9t/erwaltea 
oTacide BOx & Kit - 
Courtesy K mart 
.eSmoker 
cour tesy  Labr  J am.  
r ; : L ,  ',*,- ', " '~  I t ' l l : . "  ~ ~ltZi. Jt~,tr~ ~. ,~lt~ t. ~ : I , IL '  
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest Spring En'tered 
During the Derby wins . 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
' Dalwa - Alganquin 
La~ast Cohce Entered 
During the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL 
courmy 
Dalwa. Mgeaq-I. 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS.. 
A tramp for = to Las Vegas, • COURTESY 
Hote~ accommodation indudod CP Air 
:', . Hakla Travel 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 Skeel~ Mi l l  
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 Merchants Assocla .tlon 
To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible -" 
- Any salmon ca~ht in fresh 
water within a 80 mile radius 
of Terrace is eligible, 
- Only fish weighed in at the 
Overwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mail during regular 
store hours are el~Ible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ae- 
companled by a valid anilorg 
liceace and an official entry 
form available at Overwaltea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will 
dose at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
• Limit One entry per i~mm 
per day. 
• Employees of the Daily 
Herald or the Numna Mall i re 
ineligible. 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daily Herald. 
.~ l l - l skeena  mal l  
m 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
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No no-hitters here 
Mllwauke'~.'s Lary gronnd into a double play. 
Sorensen and Seattle's Rick Bucky Dent singled with one 
Honeycutt flirted with no- out in the ninth for the Yen- 
hitters Thursday, kees' other hit. 
$orensen pitched 71-3 Sol Bando provided the 
of no-hR baU before only run Soremen needed 
Chris Chambllss singled with a one-out home run off 
eleaniy for the first 'of New Run Guidry in the fifth in- 
York's two hits as the slag, his sixth of the season. 
Brewers defeated the Honeycutt lost his no.hit 
Yankees 3.0. bid after 51-3 innings and 
Serensen, a 23.year-old settled for a three-hitter as 
righthander in his seoond full the Mariners blanked 
season in the majors, issued Minnesota Twins 4-0. The 25- 
a lee&off walk to Willie year-old lofty had retired 10 
Randolph but got Bobby batters in a row before 
Murcer to hit into a double Bobby Randall lined a single 
play and retired 20 batters in up the meddle to hreak the 
a row -- good for 21 outs -- spell. 
until he walked Reggie Jack- The other Minnesota hits 
son to start the eighth, came in the ninth on John 
One out latsr, Cbamblks Casilno's double and a single 
drove in two Seattle rune Boston tied the score on Rick 
with a pair of singles. 
In another American 
League afternoon contest, 
Bob Watson drove in the tie- 
breaking run in the eighth 
inning with his fourth single 
of the game as Boston Red 
Sox rallied for a 6.4 victory 
and completed a sweep of a 
three-game series with 
Kansas City Royals, 
W.hih boosting their home 
record to 32-10, ineludlng 194 
against West Division rivals, 
the Red Sex moved within 
three, games of the idle 
Baltimore Orioles in the 
American League East, 
Boston spotted Kansas 
City a 4-0 lead in the first two 
innings, then battled back 
Burleson's' basesloaded 
single in the seventh. 
Champ Summers belted 
his eighth home run of .the 
year, a selo shot in the eighth 
to give Detroit Tigers a~ 3.2 
viotsry ever Toronto Blue 
Jays. 
Claudell Washington 
scored the winning run in the 
top of the ninth inning 
without he heneflt of a base 
hit as Chicago White Sox 
edged Cleveland Indians, 5-4, 
In an Amer ican  League 
night game Oakland at 
California. 
In the only National 
League day game, Rick • 
Reuschel sckttered: six 
hltsover 71-3 innings and 
I l l  
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
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drilled a solid single to right by Randall but Honeycutt 
to end the no-hit spell, escaped by striking out 
Sorensen preserved his Bombo Rivera and getting 
second shutout o/the season RoySmalley to ground into a 
by getting Jim Spencer to double play, Willie Horton 
I I 
Prince George 
SUMMER SKATING SCHOOL 
JUlY 9 - Aug. 31, 1919 
Collwum, Prince George 
Profesalonnl Staff Informstion 
Barb Dobson Mrs. L. Brain 
Carl Heugland S.S. 2, Red Cedar Site 
Bath Hlgglm Prince George 
Janet Je[Ina V2N 2K6 
Patti TheBan 964.7272 
Join us for Summer Skating 
2, 4, 6 and 8 week options 
III II I I 
despite leaving a total of 16 Bruce 8utter' gained his118th l ;q 
runners on base. Jim Rice save as Chicago Cubs .de- *' O 
hit his lgth home run and feared Monti'eal Expos 3-1. :j:~ 
SPORTS 
• • " ' • . , . * i~• 
Canadapiles up gold 
They scored 1-2 sweeps in championships in the eight the winner of .the men's...::. 
Oakland st Ca,laurels N the individual all-round four of the six. classes, individual foil, the first event 
event at the PanAmerican The best Canadian Canada, which had won of the Games' fencing 
NATIONAL LEAGUE , Games Thursday night, showing was a silver and two golds, a silver and a program. .~: ,~ 
matt Fifteen-year-old Monies hronse in the men's 200- bronze in earlier jude Canada defe::ed Chile 4-1:~! '
w - pot. GeL Gnormann of Winnipeg won metre butterfly by GeOrge cempetlUon, picked up two on tree. opening day of the~!~ . 
Montrealplttobursh 45403529 .$33"f10e --SV~ the individual event and led Nagy of Toronto and Bill more bronzes from Phil field hockey tournament and "' 
Chicago 39 as .an 6 her teammates to victory Sawchuk of Thunder Bay Takahushi of Ottawa in the the men's b~ketball team 
.Phltadelphla 4a 39 .s~9 6,/, over Cuba and Mexico. OnL bantam divislou and Joe won ite second gsme in three St. Louis 39 37 .el3 7 
New York 31 44 .(t3 t4,/~ Eifle Schlegel of Toronto Craid Beardsley of the Meli of Lethb~dge in the starts, defeating thei" i~' :ii) 
wet  was the individual .brome U,S. won the event in two open category.~', :i, I ,  Doniuicnn Republic 120.90.: ;
Houston 52 32 .619 - -  medalist behind Jeatmine minutes' .49 seconds, the In the only rnller-skatlng The water polo team tied ' Cincinnati 42 40 .512 9 
San Francisco 40 42 .~S 11 Crack of the United States. secand.fastest time recorded event that  survived the Paerto Rico 8.8. il 
San Diego 374S .~$ lSV= Earlier in the day, Helen in the world this year,. Nagy deluge, Tom Peterscn won Nicole Marnis of Quebec ,:c, i! 
Atlanta 35 (6 .~  Isv~ Vanderburg and Kelly 'got home ln 2:02.15, foilowed . an0ther American gold in the City won her second match.,/ ). • LOs Angel~ 34 49 ,dlO 17  
• Thureday Results Kryczka of Calgary added by Sawchuk in.2:02,93. 3,000-metre race, finishing ofthewomen'ssingles tennis. ,1.:: 
Chlcoso 3 MOntreal 1 the synchronized swimming The American sweeps, ahead of ; team:mate Chris tournament, defeating,='~ 
New York 3 Philadelphia 2 duet title to Vanderburg's were scored by Peter Reeca Snyder and Augustln Andrea Meister of Brazil 6-3,, ~=: " St. Louis 2 Pittsburgh 0 
Atlanta S San Frenclsco 4 solo victory Wednesday, and Jesse Vassallo in the Ramirez of Brazil. 6-1. " ; 2 :! 
Cinclnnatt S Houston 4 bringing Canada's gold men's 200 breaststroke, , Cuba came on with a" rush The coxless pair of T im:v 
HoustonT°(laYat Chlc goGames medal total to eight in four Steve Lundqds[ and John Thursday, winning six gold Storm and Brian Dick of St. :~); 
St. Louis at Atonto 2 N days of Games action. Simmons in the. men's 200 • medals inweightlifting and a Catharines, Ont., won its , 
Los Angeles at Montreal N . Vanderburg, 20, and breaststroke, Tracy Caul- seventh in fencing. ' repechage tojoin three other' *,,-: 
San Diego at New York N Kryezka, who will be 18 on kiss and Anne Twcedy in the" ~ San Francisco at Philadelphia ' Under the Pan-Am rules, Canadian rowing .entrles~::;; 'i 
N Sunday, were given 98.20 women's 400 individual in which medals are which had reached the semi-, .~.. 
Pittsburghsaturdayat CInclnnatIGames N points while Michele medley and Jill Sterkel and awarded for the snatch and finals by winning their..~; 
San Diego at New York Beaulieu and Linda Shelley Lisa Buese in the women's jerk categories as well as preliminary heats Wed- .,;c 
Houston et Chlcogo Of the United States finished 100 butterfly, total lift, . rernando nesday. The Canadian cox-...~-_ 
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati second with 92.60 and the Nancy Garapiek of Halifax Casamayor earned three less four and double-scull i 
LeaSt" t.ouisatAngelesAtantaat MontreaIN N Mexican pair of Mireya won 'bronze medals in the golds, in the flyweight crews were eliminated in,-,,; 
san Francisco at Ph i lade lph ia  Andrado and Gabrlela 
N Terroba took the bronzewith women's .butterfly and in- .category and Denial Munez their repechanges. :,.,t~ 
dlvidnsl'medl~/ and Peter ~, . . . .  .................. ,-,. . . . .  :,.-, i,,~. I~,,,;' ;"~:r ~'~I: 91.40. , " . ' • 
. . . .  ~ r 376'45 total The equally impressive margins, mann's gym astics ~Thete  w  CanadianS tow nning 368.2576.30 out cored eventstoand won alirou d75.15Gear. C ba~thby o Szmldt of Pointe Cli~ire Que,~. Edmonton, was M drega G°ndell°f the U'S' andDjan I freestyle Bu thirdGra amof . inwhobehind Brazil. t eSmithwon men's Briboth 4(10 of " 1 [ i P A N ' A M  . . . .   .r, ~., !~  i.,...vl, ~'" S T A T S  .v>.~.~ '~ , :~. ~:.,7, ~ ~..!.~ .~ .,~ W WHRT I/THE FR/TEiT 
THING IN THIS AREA ? 
. . - "  --  
A gal who just read a 
great sale ad in... 
'l'l';l{ll ~f :E-kl'rl M VI 
dally he, raid 
Creek and 75.10 for Schiegel. breaststroke golds in /ant E£SKETEALL SHQQTiNG . ;v- 
Sherry Hawco of Cam, year 's  Commonweal th  Men Trip: Canada third after first 
bridge, Ont., was fourth with Games, finished fourth, Canada defeated Dominican day. ;~ 
75.10, followed by Diana dupl/eatinghls peKo~nanee Republic 120.90. ' SWIMMING ,~,. 
CYCLING Mso'a |~.metre butterfly: Carnegie of Toronto with in the 100 metres last sprint: Cord Singleton, Nlag. Georse NaSY, Toronto, won s11- 
74.80. " I  couldn't be happier," Monday. are Falls, Ont., qualified for ver medal; Sill Sawchuk, Thun- Thunderstorms washed semi.finals with second fastost dar Bay, Ont., won brOnze . . . ;  
time. . Mea'e |00.metre brseatstroke: ,,: said gymnastics coach Boris out a numl~r of events, 4,O00-metra individual pur- Graham Smith, Edmonton, 
Bajin of Toronto• "Most of including a Canadian chance suit: Claude Lenglois, Montreal, fourth in final; Greg Wurzbach, 
the girls performed much for a second cycl|ng gold qualified for final. Edmonton, fifth. ,~.~, 
FIELD HOCKEY Men's :106.metre backstroke: ' - ,  better than at the world medal in the 4,000-metre Canada defeated Chile4-1. Wade Flernons, Vancouver,' " 
championships. Now if we individual pursuit in which Juoo sixth In final; Rob Wallenlus, .~  
can get a couple of good Claude Langlois of Montreal santamwoieht: Ph i l  Take. Sudbury, Ont., seventh. 
hashh Ottawa,' won bronze Man's 4~.mo1~ ffmlttyia: major international tounm, will race against Fernsnda medal. Peter Szmldt, Polnte Claire, : '~' ;  
ments for them before next Vera of Chile today. ~Je., won sliver medal; Rob".. ¢,' 
ROWING Baylis, Vancouver, fourth, i.~ year's worlds, we should Gord Singleton of Niagara Coxloss Pairs: Time Storm Women,s 400.metre Individual ~..~I 
qualify for the Olympics." FaNs, Ont., already a gold and Brian Dick, St. Cotherine$, medley: Nancy Gereplck, Hall. 
The Canadian women's medalist in the 1,000-metre ont., qualified for semi.finals, fax, won bronze; Cheryl GibSon, :;.~ 
team was eighth in thin Ume trin]~ moved into the coxl,s fours: Dave Dunnl- Edmonton, tourth. ~, 
• son, John Gjer'nan, Morris Hut. Women's 100-metre butterfly "" 
year's world cbampionshipe semi- f inal  round of the chine end SredHanklnaon, Van- Nancy Geravlck, Halifax, won '~;~ 
and must finish in the top 12 cycling sprint with the cuuver, ellmlnated In second, bronze; ~u*-an Slosn, Startler, ~ .a 
at next year's worlds in second.fastest time among chance r~hschege. • Alto,, finished fifth in final. ,-u 
Q u a d r u p I e sculls: Brian TENNIS " -  
Texas  to qualify for the the 10 qualifiers. Thorne, Greg "Murphy end Women's ingles 
Olympic Games in Moscow. Brazllwrappedupthejudo Br ian  E l i to t t ,  a l l  S t .  Cathar lnes ,  N lco le  Maro ls ,  ~ebec  C f fy ,  . , , ,~  
The U.S. swimming competiflouwithvicinrlesby 'TOny Novotny, Toronto, ellml, def. Andrea Melster, Brazil, 6.3, 
sated In second-chance rape: 6.1. monopoly continued as the bantamweight Luls chase. H el  ene  Pe l le t le r ,  
Charlosbouro, Qua,, lost 6.0, 6-4 
I .. I ~ to Marie Llamas, Mexico. 
SYCHRONIZED SWIMMING 
Dual: Helen Vandarburg and LIVE. AND LEARN. 8-8.g01dKely Kryczka, Calgory, woncanadamed .wATERend Purto' POLORIco ti d 
• ENDCANADA DID 
YOU CAll DO IT WITH THE OPEN LEARNING INSTITUTE. "N  OAN -- Made, standings after 54 eve~to at the 
Established by ihe B.C. Government SCIE 0i0-Science for Grade 10 Pan-American Games: Cold SII. nr. 
United States 34 26 8 : Ministry of Education, the Open completion Canada Y 9 18 
Learning Institute offers fully- ENGL 010-English for Grade 10 ~'uenttna 6 s 7 
Cuba 4 8 7 accredited programs for high school completion Brazil 3 4 6 
co.mpletion; career, vocational and SOST 010-Canadian Studies for Chile 0 I 2 ~' 
Dom. Republic 0 1 O ' 
technical certification; and university Grade l0 comnletion Jamaica 0 I O . 
degree studies. Programs you corn- MATH 010-Mathematics for vnnaz,eto o 1 o Mexico 0 0 6 
plete on your own time, in your Grade l0 completion Puerto Rico o o 3 
Co lombia  0 0 3 
own home. The January 1980 semester course Neth. ~ti,ea O 0 1 
All Courses will be offered each four list will include the above and a wide ~ : 
O month semester, with registrations in variety ofnew courses in all three Lend a I " 
January, May and September. program areas. 
SEPTEMBER 1979 COURSES Fees for all Open Learning Institute hand... , : 
courses will be comparable to those, to clean : 
ADMN 410-Management arid of other institutions offering similar • . . . . .  
Motivation (6 credits) courses, our  land ,:,'"F 
ENGL 421-The 19th Century :. 
British Novel HOW TO ENROL 
• (6 credits) Any adult resident of B.C. is eligible ~ ~•~,,i 
100-Introductory for Open Learning Institute programs. | :~: 
Psychology (6 credits) For registration and complete infer- ~">~ 
• mation, contact: [ ,,:,,.. 
r l  PIW.H.IN -~), . Open Learning Institute . ~.., 
• P .O .  Box 94000 Keep I OPEN Richmond,  B.C. V6Y 2A2 ;.,...".: 
or call us collect at Canada ":~' LEARNING 27o-so21  ' t i l8  p.m. , : zz  
INSTITUTE Beautiful 
! 
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I Ter race  to get  . . . . .  . . . .  ...... ~i! 
:i' 
racquetbal l :  : c lub ". ~ t I 
• i . : by .Don Baker. membership basis on a beginning to sound like a 
Racquetba l l  has  pay-as-you-play cor~ept, possible sport in your 
.ClUb i menibers will future, Coxford suggests 
recent ly  " enjoyed a haye~i Special .privileges you consider these facts: 
tremendous surge in but / t i l e  general public, " racquetba l l  was  
popu lar i ty  i throughout Coxford • says,  will scientifically proven to 
B.C .  with .over. s ixty nevertheless have ample increase an athlete's 
• courts 0penlng in  the: opportunity to use the. catalyt ic output to a 
province in the past six faci l i t ies "about three higher level than tennis ,  
months and soon Terrace Umes par week". . basketball, .hadmint0n, 
wm nave racquetball and " r,,,,~,,'~ oo,, , ,~, . . . .  ~ jogging or swimming 
" " ' w A a v & ~ l  ~ r l ~  IgQI ,  IV~L IO U& ' .  squash facilities that will ' Also unit e s " rival the " this new health centre , k .kiin g or 
. . . . .  , .hast in silo_f the will have  use of' font  golf, racquetball does not 
.pro, vmce, says DICK ,,h,,,,,6,,,.~,l,, h~at ,~ ' ,  consume a person 's  
uox~era, who plans to" ~ e  . . . .  v, . . . . . .  " entire d ,m, ,on , , ,  . . . . . .  ,-  . . . .  racquetbal l  courts,  a . - ay. It is.poss!ble 
a , .u . lv ,  eo  ~©utre  ner~ U t } h W ] n n n l  atac .mhnt l~o ID nave an envigorating 
m Novemner "'~'~'.','~-', : . . . .  " - ,  • • - • ' • nnd al~tlnnl ~lPl~t,n udll game before work, or 
SinCe January of t~ is  al'-oo "be-"a'n-ol'-ymnlc"". during.one's lun.ch hour. 
year 'coxlord has been equipped weight room ' )  ~,'or mese reasons and 
travelling throughout the which'  i s  the" best .  many more, ~ne spor~ ox 
prov ince  v iewing  weighh;oominthePaeiflc racquetbal l  .ihas ~ un- 
racquetbail and squash Northwest according to dergone a phenomenal 
courts. According to Coxford. Af ler ' .a good r i se . . in '  popu lar i ty  
recently.,  In  fac t ,  the Coxford the courts workout, pa/rona will be m a n a g e m e n t o f 
planned for Terrace were ab le  to re lax  in the 
designed in accordance licensed lounge, . Terraee's future courts 
higo~bes~ ' say  they are. already, 
with the stan- , - . .The.new facil ities will forced to consider future. 
dards of e saw be located just north of expansion to six rather 
during his travels, town on Highway 16 West, than four courts to cope " . 
The courts,; '  to be 3231 Earle. St., next to w i th  . the  expected - Happy soccer tourney winners pose for team photo 
located Just north of Wild DuckMotel. - ' response to the public's • ! 
town, will. operate on a .  If raeqfietball. • i s  . faci l i ty. '  ' . • .- , . . . . .  ~,, . . . .  , .... 
" Borg serves Connors defe., t • " " " ' • • : 'i £1 i  Teenage amateur  • '
with three-under  gain 
. BLO,NOoNing(AoP~ his fBoJu°r~ raDnk~ee~ e' plAayee~cadSefe~d a~r;eth~ nly f:;;annbrr?ks~ 
ie  straight Wimbledon tennis Vitas Gerulaitis. Bob Lutz 3 in the first set and again at 
. . . .  . . .  . ti.fle,/d~troyed old r ival and Italy's Adriano Panatta u~3 in the third. 
J)mmy uonnors 6-2,_6-3, 6.2 on his way to the semis. But,~,i~Billie Jean King, 35, • !. 
' OAK'BROOKILL. (/kP)-- In tho final iroudd of the. Muirflefd Village~st ysar, nelore a crowo of 17.000 .he n,ver looked as though ~": ~',[.ched the final of the NOTIOE : 
Amateur Bob 'Clampett, a recent U,S.. Open when h~ begeyed his last hole or Thursday 'and reached the could get by Tanner's,..,women's. doubles with 
teenager from Carmel, started using trick shots, like. would have led outright. ' final once more, mighty service.. .;,,~ ~tVIartina Navratilova and : 
Calif., stunned the pros driving from the tee while on 
Thursday by shooting three, his knees. Still; I~tan hit the ' For Deylln, a" 41-year-old 
under par 69 for a share of ball more than 250 yards . Australian, the 69 may be a 
the flrsbround lead in the from that position. , ' start a~ a coi~eback. H~ last 
WeItern Open golf tour- GroupedatT0inthe.chas~ . PGA .teur~.Vi~ Was in 
nament, for the t54,000 top prlze were 1972/ %" '.~..'.c :'/~' ' 
Roscoe Tanner hit. 10 aces The .left.hander's 10ac~s...stayed on course for a record 
on the wearing rass of the were only a part of the stor~.~:., total of 20 .Wimblsdon titles• 
centre court to crush P.at He 'had DuPre in constan~ ' he is level with Elizabeth 
.DuPrs, the longshnt, out, "trouble with the kick of lliS""'Ryan, at 19. But King has 
sider, 6-3, 7~, 6-3. This is the second service. " won six singles crowns, and 
first time •in the final for DuPre also served •well all ofRyan's uccesses were 
• : " Tanner, 27, long One of and unleashed seven aces. in doubles. • Clampett, at 19 a Junior at Tom Watson, who had five Devlin double-bogeyed the America's top players. 5 Tanner found it difficult to  Kihg and Navrstilova de- 
lastBrlg~threesomeY°tmg'onWaSthe inwind.the Johnb°geYsFought,and seVena n wprobirdies;who twol7th traps.When wandered., into . Tanner, the left.bander, pass him at the net. But feated. Virginia Wade of 
sweptButlerNatioualeourso wan the 1977 U.S. Amateur • meets Borg, the world's top- when Tanner eturned short, Britain and Francolse burr 
and put together a 33-38 to champion; Allen Miller, Leading money-winner anked player, for a prize of his lanky rival often got into of France 6-2, 6-4 Thursday. 
join Bruce Devlth and Jim Calvin Pests, John Lister, Watson, pursuing his fifth $40,000 Saturday -' ~ " a mess with low volleys and They are due to la Bett 
Sim ous in the ' l~d. . ' Pat .McGowan. and Dave tourney triumph of the year  lnti~ women's'final today, half-volleys Stove  o f  th~ N '~t~P lnYd .  an  y 
utampa F, . .  the._ y~__. u~g~ss:. ' . . . and his third Western O'pen M.arti~a Navratilova , the DuPre'¢lid not break .Wendy;I'u-rnb'u-l'l"~us"tra~a 
mnme m' m mexmiu o x we _Jim .Uo.l..l~rt, LarryNemon, title, got threeoflfls bogeys .reig.ning enampion, faces Tanner's service once. There in the final Saturday, 
ptayere, ana winner of the Toni wemkopf and Jerry onl)ar-3holes.Hestartedout...t;nrm~ver~tUoyd,~vhowon ' . 
IMg. Wes~ Junl~. and .McGee were among-those . .~ith two'bnge~ o~himflrst"i,~ ci~i~ t f i l~¢an~ 1976 ' i": ~ . .  ~ ~ ~ . . . .  ~ .,, . '~  
W~un~A~at~r ,  ~Iva.lg.ed" 'br_aeket~ i at.71. . ' f~ur holes'and,~e~r'~pedi:x~t I~t, i,n. the,, final, .to:!'/:~;-~ li-~ ......... 1 : : ~ - ~ ~ .  - :•~-~.. ;-*~ ~ ..... :': :~'~:=: ....... 
par me pan, nose wire a In all, 20 prayers no, par a 70:foot putt from the fringe Navr~tllova hi.qt ~'ear and'in ' 'H4=k I i k- 
"12"footpatt. or better. Defending for a birdie "That putt thesemis toVirginis Wade .L .L~J  . L J I . J .~ .es  It n o w  
Experts ay cismpeft has champion Andy • Bean was . turned me around," he said in 1977. ' " • . , ,, 
great potential, but he has amen~ 15 posting 73s. Watson then ran off thr~ Borg, 23, of Sweden DETROIT.(AP) -- VaclaV I m back home," 
some undesirable antics to Simons, 20, winner of the more birdies on the next four shattered ' Conners with a Nedomansky, who' defected, Nedomansky said. "I would 
overcome, He was banished 'Memorial tournament at holes, tremendous display of from the Czechoslovakia ha. like to spend a few more 
Signal hockey team in i974 to years of my life here. I feel 
play professional hockey in. friendship:is the very best 
North America, will remain thing I can have," • • 
with Detroit Red Wings, the ' The agreement with the 
National Hockey League Wings will provide him with 
club announced Thursday. "lifetime security," Ala~ 
Pair match rackets again 
LONDON (AP)-- It is just Eastbourne has definitely 
twoweehasineeChrlsEvert given me the edge," said 
Lloyd, 24, who. won Wire. 
bledon in 1974 and 1976. "She 
had beaten me two out of 
three on grass before that." 
Navralilova, physlca'liy 
the strongest of all the 
women players, likes to 
attack. Lloyd is happy to 
plant herself at the baseline 
and let her opponent make 
the mistakes. . 
Lloyd has a 25-8 career 
record against the left. 
handed Navratllova, but 
their recent record is much 
closer. 
Lloyd beat Martlna 
Navratilova 13-11 In the final 
met of a match both players 
described as the greatest 
fhey had ever played. 
Today they meet again on 
centre court o battle for the 
Wimbledon title.. 
Nevratilova won it last year,, 
beating a listless Evert in the 
final. Now Lloyd, a favorite 
~t the Wimbledun crowd 
since her recent marriage to 
English star John Lloyd, is 
anything 10uS listless. 
"That 'wonderful match at 
SOCCE  TO 
BE TAUGHT 
Terrace will be the site of a week long soccer 
school to be held between July 30 and Aug 3 with 
five days of instruction by certified coaches on 
all aspects of the game of soccer. Participants 
also receive a soocer.school T.shirt andsoccer 
ball included in the $15 registration fee. " 
In conjunction with the individual community 
soccer 6ehocls there are in-resldenee soccer 
schools b~ed on a summer camp concept held at 
.Trinity West College held in Langely. The camps 
c0mmence Sunday evenings and wrap up Friday. 
evenings. The registratinn fee is 196 for a week, 
which includes room ,. and .board. 
Dates are July 8 to 13, July 15 to ~0. If you have 
any questions concerning the soccer schools, 
contact Jim Richardson, the provincial soccer 
development co-ordinator, at1200 Hornby Street 
in Vancouver at e87-3333 or contact the local 
recreation department. 
I 
serving and topspin 
forehands. 
He served 11 aces to 
Conners' three. Borg lost his 
service •only once --- at the 
start of the third set, when he 
In the last two years Lloyd played' two bad games, 
leads 5.4, but they are 2-2 in winning only two points, 
1979. 
' He then pulled himself to. 
Lloyd wants to avenge her gather and reeled off the 
loss to Navratilova in last " next six games for the 
year's final, match. 
"I think I will be better df  Conners refused to give a 
mentally 'in the final this news co~erehce andleft in a 
and volley in she is hard t6 
beat. You can tell what mood 
she is in, because when she is 
• on form she goes for 
everything. 
"The centre court may be 
in favor of Martins because 
it is fast and because of the 
odd, unusual bounce," 
. Navralllova~ who easily 
beatteen.nger Tracy Austin 
", in her semi.final, has a 
special reason for wanting to 
retain her Wimbleden 
crown. 
Her mother Jana, whom 
she had not seen since 
defecting to "the United 
States four years ago, is with 
her at Wimbledon after 
being granted a two-week 
holiday visa. 
"Now my mother is here, I
can't lose the title," Martins 
said. 
Nedomansky, 35, had Eagleson, Nedomansky's 
become a free ngent Jane 1. agent, said at a news con. 
Under terms of a unique terence. 
contract, the Wings would The contract will run 15 
not have been compensated years, with Nedomansky 
with a player from another taking a front-office job with 
team if that eam had signed the cldb once his playing 
Nedomansky, the Wings' top days are over, Eagleson 
scorer last season, said. 
~iiiii~://i/ 
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Notice Is hereby given that a Public 
Hearing will be held on the proposed 
"Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of 
Electoral Area C Z0nlng By-law, Amend. 
• ment By-law . No. 128, 1979". 
The proposed ,Zoning By.law is con- 
cernlng the following property: . 
Unsurveyed portion of District Lot 
1913 Range 5 Coast District. 
, The general intent of the proposed Zonlng 
By-law Is to change the Zonlng deslgnatlon 
from_Lo w Dens!ty 'Rur.a!,,,to Bestrlcted In. 
• Theproposed Zoning be Amendment may 
vieweddurlng regular business hours at the 
Regional District of Kifimat.Stiklne office. 
The Public Hearing shall be held in the 
Thornhill Community •Hall, on Wednesday, 
July 11, 1979 at 7:00 p.m. 
Any and all persons having an Interest in 
the proposed Zoning Amendment shall take 
notice and be governed accordingly. 
Wrlffen submission will be accepted by 
the Public Hearing Committee only ui t:. 
the time of the Public Hearing. 
John Pousette 
Secretary Administrator 
No. 9 - 4644 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
• ~.~ i, ~ • 
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Final choice for the site is 
made by the sports minister. 
The Winter Games are 
held every four years. They 
were played in Brandon. 
Man., this year. 
year," she said Mter out-' 
classing Evooue Goolagong 
in the .semifinals• Wed- 
ncsdsy. ~ 
"Last year I did not have 
belief in myself, Now I know • 
that I can beat Mart/ha. I 
have more confidence. You 
can never tell with Mart/fla. 
When she gets her first serve 
car for his h'otel without 
changing. 
"Jimmy didn't ~ say 
anything to me either," Borg 
Said. "He was probably in a 
bad temper. I would be too, if. 
I'.hed lost." 
Connory has a 10-9 record 
over Borg, hut most of his '  
wins were in the Swede's i 
teen-age years. Borg has 
won six times in their'last : 
eight meetings, 
A spokesman for the All. 
England Club, site of the 
matches, told The 
Associated Press •that 
Conners had been asked by 
officials to appear at a post- 
match interview as he had 
promised he would do after 
his last match, 
Connom is reported to 
have told the officials: "No. 
You can take this tour- 
nament and stuff it." 
After the brilliance of 
Borg, the Tsnner.DuPre 
duel was a tame anti-clsimx. 
If DuPre had won, he 
would have been the first 
unseeded player to reach the iii!i 
final since Germany's 
Wilhelm Bangert, who lost to 
John Newcombe in 1967. t 
• L '  
• . i / :  I . 
...... • i iii!~i~!]ili!ill 
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beer.C, reetcoe. . 
Quebec to get games 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Quebec province to present their 
has agreed to be host for the bids to act as hosts. The 
1963 Canada Wint~ Games, government then will 
Steve Paproski, minister ot summit up to five names to 
state for sports, announced the Canada Games council 
Thursday. ' which meets Aug, 11-12 in' 
"I am sure Quebec will Saskatoou. 
spare no effort o make the 
• 1963 Canada Winter Games a 
memorable spot'ts event," 
the min is ter  said in a 
statement. 
quebec wi l l  invite in- 
terested communities in tlls 
Rivers ide  Auto Wreok ipg  
- -Used parts & accessories 
--Free teletype service to 
any autowrecker 
- -Used cars & trucks 
--BCAA affliiate 
24 HOUR TOWING 
4129 Substation Road 
636.6837 636-9383 
qt 
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~'o Remodel or Not 
; Often when thinking 
~hout remodeling, home- 
owners assume that tile cost 
bf any imprbvcment will be 
~eturned to.them when they 
~cll their home. 
However, according to 
~xperts; the majority, of im- 
provements cost more than 
if the,,' had bccn originally 
built into a home. Because 
~uch improvements will 
probably not add as much to 
the resale value ofa honle as 
[he cost of the improve- 
paent, it is well Ibr the home- 
Owner to weigh carefully the 
you don't have to, "move up.:" tO make room/ 
pros and cons of any home 
~mprovemem. 
Experts point out that 
converting a porch into an 
extra bedroom, for in- 
stance, is less expensive than 
adding a new room. and yet 
~ill yield the same resale 
value. Obviously. it's more 
economical to convert han 
t. start from scratch, apoint 
the homeowner should keep 
in mind when contemplah 
ing improvements.. 
If' you are planning to 
make improvements with a 
view to reselling, real estate 
professionals advise am. 
pioving the "'eye appeal" of 
your home rather than in- 
vestit~g in costly "h idden" 
improvements. Attractive, 
new wallpaper and lino- 
• leum in the kitchen, would 
• probably help sell your 
home more readily than new 
siding, for instance. 
If your objective in mak- 
ing improvements ig to 
make your home more en- 
joyable, only you and your 
family can decide whether 
the cost Will be justified. As 
today's real estate market 
• continues" to escalate, more 
and more families are find- 
PRUDEN & OURRIE(,-.LTD. 
1ERRAOE'S 00MPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVl0E 
1 4648 Lakebe Avenue 638-6142 
THORNHILL 
24'x,18' mobile home on 
concrete rlngwall. Garage 
and storage'shed. 84'xi00' 
lot. $34,000. Cal l  DIck 
Evans. 
/ 
QUIET LOCATION --  
LOTS OF SPACE 
3 year old 2 storey home on 
% acres. River frontage, 
very private. 4 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms plus ensulfe. 
Fully finished family and 
games room. Carport. 
Good garden, well treed & 
landscaped. For an ap- 
pointment to view call Dick 
Evans. 
Starter home In Thornhill 
on 1 acre. 2 bedrooms, 
close to schools. Asking 
S28,000, Call DIck Evans. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
I I 
THORNHILL  - -  
HEMLOCK DRIVE 
12'x68' mobile home set up 
on two lots (V: acre). 3 
bdrm., reload living room, 
bay window. Priced at 
I;.11,000. Call Dick Evans for 
viewing. 
Drive In Restaurant. Good 
location. Modern equip- 
ment, newly decorated. 
Basement storage area. 
Large parking lot. For 
further Information con. 
tact Dick Evans. 
JOHN" CURRIE -635.5865 ' BERT LJUNGH . 635.5754 
BOB SHERIDAN - 435.2t~1 RUSTY LJUNGH . 63.%$754 
DICK EVA~IS. 635-7068 
ing it economical to " l ix  up" 
rather than to "move up." 
In the final analysis, 
home is a personal place - -  
and.only the homeowner's 
personal values can esti- 
mate the value of any home 
improvement, 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. ¥81 
Find Room in the Closet! 
Remember the day when 
the ~'alk:in closet was a 
dark recess reserved for 
storing Dad's date~ tuxedo 
or dunior 's old school 
books? 
Today, without increas- 
ing floor space, closets 'can 
emerge as offices or. dress- 
ing rooms that are attrac- 
tive as well as functional'. 
It's not done by magic, just 
some simple ingredients kc 
wallcoverings, furnishings 
scaled to the area, and ac- 
cessories. 
The ,right choice of wall- 
coverings is the first step in 
creating )'our "new roonl"' 
and they set the decorative. 
scene. Decorators suggest 
using cool. receding colors 
in open patterns on light 
grounds. Perspective is cre- 
ated bY suggesting depth. 
Combining two or nlorc 
v,allcoverings also is ufl'cc- 
tire in creating the illusion. 
of space. A .mural or pat- 
tern on one wall. and tcx- 
'lure on another ~ill give the 
el'feet of different planes. 
Furnishings for your ~cry 
own office might include ,'~ 
filing cabinet, sheh'cs for 
books, a larger shell'to hold 
a typc~ritcr, a chair ~calcd 
for comfort when in use hut 
small enough to close the 
Owner moving and anxious 
to sell: 
Try your offer on this 3 
bedroom lV= bath mobile 
home et Copperslde. Living 
room has Franklin 
fireplace. Property needs 
landscaping. If you're tired 
of paying rent, why not 
become a home owner. For 
information coil Judy. 
Quiet location, three 
bedroom with a fourth In 
basement area. White 
brick fireplace in sunken 
living room, built.In range 
and oven In kitchen. Asking 
S43,500. Call Kelly and view 
this home today. 
Come end view our new 
homes. Quick possession 
can be arranged. All have 
wall to wall carpeting, 3 
bedrooms, full basements, 
natural gas and wood 
heating systems. Located 
In good residential areas. 
Prices are from $51;,500 to 
S44,000. To view call Horst 
or ~,hrlstel Gedllnskl. 
Property et Gesm Creek. 
2.44 acres. One house has 
1100 ski. ft., the other is 
approximately 700 sq. ft. 
Good rental pessibllltloo. 
Try an offer on this In- 
vestment property. For 
information call Judy. 
Side by SIde - -  
Vacant corner lot. Eby and 
Davis. 121'xl06'. Next door 
957 sq. ft. house on S0'xl21" 
facing Davis. Per further 
information call Judy. 
Almost new S bedroom 
house on 5 acres located on 
Old Rome Rd. School bus 
service. Asking S68,000. 
Call Horst or Chrlstel 
Gndllnski. MLS. 
A very comfortable and 
completely redecorated 
home. 3 bedrooms up end 2 
downstairs, large family 
kitchen, patio doors off 
dining rm. onto sundeck, 2 
fireplaces plus many 111o1"o 
extras. Located on 
Skoglund Avenue. Call 
Christel or Horst Goclllnekl 
for more information. 
MLS. 
2 adjacent lots, each In. 
dependently serviced with 
water, power and septic 
system. Phone Murlel for 
information on these 
t ra i le r  sites. Each lot 
prteed to sell at sag,000. 
Good starter home for a 
young family. 150 sq. ft., oil 
heat, 3 bedrooms. Located 
on ½ acre on Mcl~k,  
Avenue. Priced at S30,S00. 
Call Chrtstel or Horst 
Godllnskl for more details. 
Horseshoe area - -  prime 
location & close to schools. 
3 bedroom family home, 
very attractive and well 
kept. Some of the features 
ere 2 fireplace,, ensulto 
plumbing, bulti.ln vacuum 
& Intercom systems and 
only 6 years old. Basement 
completely finished. It you 
are Interested call Horst or 
Chrlstel Gedllnekl. 
lV§ 635-4971 
Established Motel on High. 
way 14 West. Eight units 
plus two bedroom 
managers suite. One acre 
of light Industrial land 
giving ample room for 
expansion. Full details 
avai lab le  to • serious 
Inquiries. Call Kelly. 
I 
Convenience store In  
Thornhlll, Includes living 
quarters, storage area and 
unfinished home. Good 
cash flow, gas pumps 
available and tanks in .  
stalled. Call Kelly for 
further cletbile. 
A hideaway at Lakeloo 
Lake is listed at S32,500. 
Winterized 2 bedroom 
home ' needs  some 
redecorating. 76~x200' lot Je 
S minutes from beach. Call 
Murlel to view this 
property, then make an 
offer. 
Executive home on qulel 
street In Uplands area. 1245 
sq. ft., 3 bedrooms up. 
stairs, end completely 
finished downstairs. 
Features an excaptlonally 
large reg. room with bar. 
For further details call 
Horst or Cbrlstel Godllnskl. 
MLS. 
first home, call Murlal ahcl 
learn more about this 
excellent l isting. Ex. 
tremely well kept l 
bedroom bungalow with 
f~nced back yard, and the 
price of L17,000 Includes 
stove and fridga. Carport 
and sundeck. 
Notice the attractive 
setting of this 3 bedroom 
home located on Sknglund 
Avenue. Large family.type 
kitchen, 2 full bathe, 2 
f i rep laces  . and  
economically'heated by 
natural gas. Back yard Is 
treed and attractively 
landscaped. Asking price 
S47,500. Call Chrletsl or 
Horst Godllnski for more 
dotello~ 
I 
Considering offers "to 
S,14,500. Three bedrooms, 
attached carport end quiet 
eras. Call Kelly end 
arrange to view this home 
on "Reelscope". 
1130sq. ft. 3 hodroom homq 
on Skoglund Avenue. 
fireplaces, lye baths° roc 
room and sundock ere only 
a few of the exceptional 
features of this  home. 
Economlnally heated by 
natural gas. Call Chrlstel 
or Horet Godlinskl for 
viewing. . ' 
3 bedroom totally home. 
Fireplace In living end roe 
room. Attractively land. 
snaged with fruit trees. 
• Fenced back yard. Located 
In Uplende erse close to 
elementary school. Asking 
!K4,500 call Chrletol or 
Horet Cecil:seaL 
New 4 bedroom home in 
Caledonia Subcllvlelon. Full 
basementt carport .  
Reasonably priced and 
available immediately. 
Phone Muriel and make an 
offerl 
I | " I III 
LIST WITH DEALTT WORL| - TIlE BUYER FINDERS 
AFTER OFFIOE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKI  - 635.$397 KELLY  SQUIRES - 635.7616 
Mi l l ) lS=l .  MrA I  i= _ ,s-a¢.,)aaa , -uaee . , -~ ,  , , , , . , .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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CONVERTING A BASEMENT INTO THAT EXTRA ROOM YOU NEED can be aho "he mprovement that s considerably 
less expensive than the.usual room add~tton. Using western cedar or pine for the wall paneling as well as the cabinets 
gives It a cust()m look t : • " . 
A TEEN;S OWN "SPACE" WAS CREATED FROM AN UNFINISHED ATIIC. Her very own room became.a place to work 
and play As a budding artist, her love lot color was reflected by designer Patricia Gaylor of Scruggs, lyl.yers & Asso. 
oates. Against bright white, primary hues m tattersall-printed sheets were applied to every wall and repeated on the 
bedspread, B:dhant red.orange touches add sparkle to waste bast~et, hghts and even the portable Toshiba TV, It is set 
on a rich, smlulated walnul etagere, apiece of Electwmcs f u:mture designed specifically by Gusdorf to safely support 
a telewsmn set, as well as the mandatory stereo and lape.deck equipment. ]he wood finish, along with wicker touches 
'door behind. The whole ef- 
fect is one of  cbmpactncss 
and efficiency with records 
: and writing tools' at the 
fingertip. 
The walk.in closet also• 
serves as a perfect dressing 
room, Furnishings might in- 
clude a small chair, or valet 
with attached chair, shelves 
for pc.rsonal care products 
and wearing apparel, fix- 
tures for hanging clolhes, 
and a makeup mirror.• 
If you have a walk-it/ 
closet with contents that can 
be stored elsewhere, why not 
use these suggestions and 
build yourself a "new 
room," 
Security Program 
For Homeowners 
The growi.g crime rate 
makes some kind of secur- 
ity syste m more important 
than ever to the home. 
owner, While intricate de- 
vices are not necessarily the 
answer to home security,'the 
wzse person will take some 
steps to discourage burglars, 
Lighting is an  inexpert. 
five, yet effective way to 
• fight the crime wave. Ex- 
perts advise leaving lights on 
m front of the house all 
night long, as lights illumE. 
nate prowlers: (Be sure and 
use an automatic lighting 
device when you're away.) 
Secure your front door 
with a secondar, y lock, such. 
as a good deadbolt 10ca. 
But, experts warn~ a lock is 
only as good as the door it's 
attached t(£ I f  your door is . 
not solid core or metal, have 
it reinforced. 
Windows pose a special 
problem for the home's 
security. Experts I~oint out 
that casement windows are 
more secure than double- 
hung windows, i f  you plan to 
install.new windows in the 
future. Hbwever, the latter 
can be screwe~l shut with 
minor adjustments, 
Sliding windows should 
have aslide bolt with a key, 
according to experts, who 
warn that the ~ old broom- 
handle trick is not an effec- 
add textura~ contrast and tone to the room• Note the use of white deck paint on the floor to reflect light even more and rive deterrent. 
accentuate the open, cheery feeling of what could have beL, n a dismal garret. 
• ' " Immaculate 3 bdrm. home 
on 1.06 acre parcel at 
~ ~  ....... Gossen Creek. Property 
nicely landscaped with 
lawns and rockerles. Large 
J ~1- - ' )1 r ]~ kitchen garden. Out. 
I , ,  "L  " . . . . .  buildings and pens for 
~ ! ~ : ~ ! ~ , ~ ~  poultry. Rear of property 
iiii~.. : ~:::~:::~.': In natural state. Home Is 
~i i : i i :  : ~ ~  beautifully kept. Includes 
~: , : ' :  ~ i ~  frldge & stave, Patio and 
sliding doors off master 
I:drm. Must view to ap. 
preclate. Exclusive at 
$44,500. 
Lakelse Lake waterfront lot with gravel road access. 
89' water frontage, over 500' deep. Back portion has 
been logged but lakefront In natural state. 
Large full bsmf. home on 
good sized cen ¢,=H~ 
located residential 
Home has 3 bdrm., 
Bsmt. has 1 bdrm. 
contained suite as w 
family room, service 
workshop & r/2 bat 
upstairs use. ~ro 
fenced. Large carper 
concrete base. L,~Jeu 
exclusively at $63,500. 
REVENUE PROPERTIES: 
Side.by-side duplex with 3rd suite In basement, All 
suites furnished. Large lot fenced with some land. 
seeping. Good location near Golf Course, Priced at 
$60,000 --  furnished. 
Night Phones 
Bonnie ~Shaw 635,6970 
Bud McColl 798"2462'- 
Your Best Homelmprovement 
May Be Fire Extinguishers 
Fire protection and fire cans and other Ilammable 
prevention go hand in hand. materials in the cellar, gar-  
Even if you invest today in age or attic? Accumulation 
smoke detectors and fire.ex- of waste paper'  is also 
tinguishers for your home. 
an ounce' of prevention is. as 
they say, also necessary, 
That  means 'check ing  
around• your home periodi- 
cally to see if you have fire 
hazards, got:example, how 
about frayed lamp and ap- 
pliance cords? Broken elcc- 
tr'ical outlets 'in the wall? 
Whai about oily rags, paint 
dangerous. Check your 
• home from top to bottom 
now and eliminate potential 
dangers to your lives and 
property. Don't think a fire 
can only happen to some- 
One else. It cats happen to 
you,  If you're prepared, 
you're protected. You can 
start today to reduce those 
unnecessary national sta- • 
testes. 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS @odd be located near, but not over kitchen stoves• 
They should also be located in or near bedrooms, t 
TERRACE'KITIMAT 
r , J~  
• + " .  
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Announcement 
grain moves soon i 
• 4720" L'AKELSE AVE. PHONE 638.~111 
" OTTAWA (CP) -- Tran- He also wants grain 
sport Minister Don producers to become more ~ SHOWING AT 8 P.M. Mazankowskt said Thursday involved in the debate over 
he Will be. making an- the controversial Crowsnest 'i'~ 
nnuncements next week on Pass rates flrst implemented JULY .1 -- Mature 
several moves he plans to in 1897 and entrenched in law 
help speed up movement of in 1925. 
Prairie. grain to export ~A . .o, .  ,.a,,o,_...~. Sling Ray 
m~rhkee~dateralsosaldheis I~e'n~de~.t~g.fo'r~.o~ tha"=: -x'l~ 
_ .  Mature JULY 8-14 a year wnemer me rates ;k 
interested in reports that should be abolished and the 4( 4~ 
three of the four Western 
provinces have .agreed to 
approach Ottawa ~,vlth a 
proposal to increase railway 
rat~.for hauling rain while 
preserving the benefit grain 
farmers now get from low 
statuato~7 freight rates, 
He also said his proposal 
railways paid the fullcests of 4~ 
moving the grains. Such talk i~, 
would have been unthinkable 4( 
a few years ago but 
dissatisfaction with the 
current grain system and its 
seemingly endless delays j 
have brought he calls for 
The Great Train Robbery 
Matinee 2 p.m. 
JULT T . 
Little Fdnee * for a grain transportation co- changes. 
' ordinator has received Manitoba, Alberta and 4( ~, 
, " general acceptance from British Columbia support ~ 7 I 'S - .m '~ 
farmers, t.he provinces, the full compensation for tl~ .~ P , 
rnil#ays and the industry, railways and a payment to .. . , , .u  . m • 
" ~ . . . .  The biggest •problem is to the 150,000 grain farmers :~ ~Uk/  l - f l  ~ 
~'r  r ' r~  k l  I '~  ~ r m~ml= i ~ L i find a .person with the con. covering the difference. 4( ' 1'1,-. ~.1,|.,, ~ ' . ,a  . . . .  .~ 
";" ~ "'* " . " ' ' . . " ' '  . . ~ete~dnge'inv/e~l;ntcaer;ine: Saskatchewan says the ~ ' A Perloot Couple • 
• ' ' " ' meet ' He would not sa railways should be corn- • . .~ HERRING PROCESSING " whatinghe'~plans to announ: y pensatsd for the money they ~ JULY 11-14 -- aentrloted , 
1 1  " 1 '  • , -m " -" . i  ' '  next week but it is know that L°sehanii.ngg. rain under the ~ Boys From Brazil • 
I~t / in~h l~ ~, . r~n~, i~ ~. . - . .~A. .  the Sooz-Allen report on urowsnescrates. .. 4( a . 4+ 
I . . . . . . . . . .  V I arll ! . I  i i I , I  g n . I  I r - : ;r ' l l  - i V . , . . v  .a .m,,,..,s.~,.m J -  J L - ~ L U V  • . . grainhandllng., is due to be ..Mazankowski.. said talks 01~,,k**+.v-.~**,k**k*****.***.k***kk,k.~( 
• J '  ' ~ '  = released, i t  was com- ~ecween me government and ' i~  " ~.-~ 
• -- _ _ _ missioned by his a consoritum, of Western. [ - • 
- -  " = • 1 ' • ' predecessor Otto Lang. grain firn~ on developing I .  VANCOUVER B.C. tCtUAnA 
~ATM"MS~' I IM, 'M "MJd~1, ' I k l~ '1~f~"~ '~rA~' , f '~ i~ IP" , f '~ .~fN ' Mazankowski. said " the facilities at Prince i 
wwlm£~L~I I  JLN:~]~PaddL~L~q~.:..1~'q.Pi-lqJl:~ll'~ .. ~op~.,~.fromthep~v~s ~.pert, B,C., have been / ' . 
' . '. . ' • were encouraging..hecause resumed. , . .  .. / 3  DAYS 2 NIGHTS • : - they "have a.role to play in He hopes to be able tO a n - . ,  , 
PRINCE.RUPERT-Anantomatieherringrocpepping technologicalchang.esb.emad.e.he~n.tbetmionan d the. grain transportation o unce port developments' ; " , 
:maehlne, which is reported to be able to do the work of me .preees~reat me Bargaining mote as pert.oz system." . .. by the late summer, / . . . . . . . . . .  w 
:Z} shorew0rkers with an operating crew of four, is regmar comrac~ negotiations. " " '-Jr . . . . . . . . .  " . _ _  l • ' - 
nearing the final . l~'eduction stages in British For the moment, however, he says that the new i _ ~ ~ ~ ~ • . . . .  
Celmnbia; machine can be introduced, at any thne~nsd wil l  [ ~ ,~. J , , .  = ,~,,,.,.,,, . . . . . . . .  • ~ _ " 
Frank Spencer, senior vice-president in charge.of di~eplaee a substantial amount of labor. According to ~ , ~ ~ .  IVK~) I UN I'IU/I=L | k T R = M ' ~ ' ~ ~  _~ 
processing with the Canadian Fishing Company, calls • UFAWU projections, 100 of the machines could • • ~ ' | ' ~ N k , ~ l ~  ~ : ~  
the machine a"a major technological advancement" lP~o.~l]hi~th/m4~ov0~.~:n~;:utngh41~0t~rre~Jirdaysof I Invites Y0, To Visit and Enjoy I ~ P " ~ ( ~ . ~ ~ ~ = ' 3  in the herring processing industry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
AcceSs to Spancer, Carson c.tr,cted with Canf o ok.m.,Fr.kspe erad tath.t  | - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
EbcolndustriesofRichmond, B.C.over two years ago n~w machine will have a considerable effect off the • I ~ lL l~  II~t.~ll(..Y. / ~ l k l  • _ ; " - - .  
to develop the herring processing machlne, andhad work.force, butsay.sthatregalaremployesaw/llaot g IL~FIMl~ll~,~and I J / -~ lM tl enRlish Bay near Stanley Park 
• 1"~ ° • ' . . . . . . .  hoped to have the result operating for the 1979 herring eat me,tmpaec of me processor. . . - " 
season. The development company, however, en- • '~N~ane i l t  full-timeemployees will lose jobs," I " " I 1755 Dawe Street Phone: 682-1831 
countered a number of problems with the initial st~enCersaldthismornlng,"Itwii]reduce, lamsure,  [ ' Play[fig A@[fl 18 I • . - -~-~,= 
designs for the machine, which delayed production, the need for casual'moor,~, me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  smaem ana uns~-,mea 
The prototype model will be ready in the near future, types " ' • ~ DOUBLE OCCUPANCY t SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
Spencer says that Canfisco plans a wide distributi0n Spencer added t~at the mare hnpetus behind the I ~,~/ .~. . ,w . .~  .4. I f~ l  IKIt~- r" I ..,.. . . . .  I - -  ' _  
ofthemachine, both in its own B.C. herring processing ' developmentof [he machine, asidefromthesavingsin. • / ,,,,,v,~v,~, ~,  t..s,J~.~,~,s,2,_ • lt~ rJl'~_ ~ i ~ I1~ ~ 
plants and for use by other firms. "These might even labor costs, is to improve the quality of the roe • a a . -  . In  " "  
be made for export," Spencer stated. "You have. TO produced for export. "When youget  a bunch of  • DANCING 9-2 ' ' • - - .~  plus 5% tax ] VV p us 5% tax 
. . . .  • ' • (1.10) room tax ~ . (1.10) room tax accept' toClmologicalthe world."change ff you want tokeep inexperienced people off the street and put them on a ! MONDAY TO SATURDAY | p.  rose, I m P,SO, 
abreast o f .  . . . .  . . ' , : . .  line, they breaks  lot of roe." The herring.popping 
"•+.U+.ul..tod. :+. ~-'W~.,.~.en.. :,+.and ..~,+~+.e d W~.ke+++.~nin~.,~¢.m~.+h~n.e+, ~ e!~.~,  +Fr .~. uee.,roe, of+conslstently +E• . .+ • . ' . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - . 
tTessaant uacx Ntonm:saya m~tt,if;th~~k'o~J~W:~'~:" 31t~l~+~hllty. • .. ............ ' ...... : . . .  '"+<+' +.='" : .  .... ' ........ ; .; ~- ~ ~ ~ +i~~, . . . .~  ~ ~~'~ ~.. ~ _ ,  , ............ +~"+ September.15/78 lhr, MaY .15/Y19 
• tions well, its widespread use will have a "substantial Ebco general+manager, Harvey Allan, refused to 
effect" on shorworkers' jobs in the province. Nichol 
• says that the union is seeking, a clause in their new 
contract, now being hammered out with the Fisheries 
Association, which ~ stip~ate that an agreement on 
FOR CAUSE 
comment on the machine saying.that the company 
"had signed agreements not to talk about it." "It's a 
confidential development," Allan stated. "When it 's 
ready, information will be released, I am sure." 
Natives seek help, 
LONDON (CP) -- 
Canadian Indians are 
recruiting high-level support 
in their campaign for a voice 
in Canadian comtitational 
negotiations. 
Jim Callaghan, Labor 
party lender and former 
prime minister, and Dr. 
Donald Coggan, Archbishop 
of Canterbury, both received 
erhood of Canadn. 
Saul Sanderson of 
Saskatchewan, one of 300 
chiefs'and ciders lobbying in 
London, said CaHaghan was 
"surprisingly 
knowledgeable and keenly 
interested" in the campaign, 
Coggnn, Sanderson said, 
promised to "study our 
documentation" and to make 
"He said he will try to put 
our case before the Queen," 
Sanderson added. 
The Indians are spending ai' 
week here at their own ex- 
~nse to push their plea that 
the British Parliament hold 
up patristion of the Canadian 
constitution until Canada 
promises the Indians an 
equal voice with English-and 
pursue their case before a 
Socialist International 
meeting next month. 
"He ~;is0 said several of his 
party will he prepared to de- 
hate the case on our behalf, 
when the constitution issue 
comes up in the Parliament 
here," Sanderson said. 
A group of the Indians met 
the retiring archbishop inhis' 
Dine With US 
at the 
WEEKLY SUNDRY 
6UFFET 
5 p,.m.-| 0 p.m. 
deiegations Thursday from representation to the French-Canadians in any office at Lambeth Palace Adults. 6,7§ 
the Native Indian Broth. Commonwealth Secretariat, revision of that document, and said Coggan m con- .. Elderly hou ed The Canadian coustiintien sidering their invitation to a •hJldren(under to) 4.08 • is the British North America • follow-up meeting . in " 
Act passed by the British Saskatchewan ext year. 
Parliament. It cannot be Site and date have not yet For reservations 
sent to Canada or amended barn set. 
i n  b a r r e d  c e l l s  Parliament.Without a vote by that variousOtherembarrieagr°ups andVisitedhlgh 635=6375,  
• Sanderson said Callaghan commissions throughout Highway 16 E. 
told 'the Indians he will London. 
VANCOUVER . (CP) -- Hospital authorities didn't iii.:...ii!:~:~.:iii.~iiii:~:~.:ii....:~ii~i~iiiiiiiii!~iiiii!i!i~iiiii~ii~i~i!iii~i~iii~iiiii:i:i:i:i:i:i:~:i:i:!:!;i: 
Eleven elderly patients are tell Mrs. Brightwell they ~6"~'~G"qv~r~"~N~"~t;.~r~tr~,,.~l,~: 
being housed in 0000k, were moving hor hnsbund to ~ L"  ~ ~ " O ' d ' / "  
barred celk in the basement the jail.ward, +OWn--rOe I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hospital because, says a palled. I couldn't believe 
hospital spokesman, "We they would put human beings "'CONnNeNrAt nqO~Henr" 
riced the hods worse than we there." -.., ...... ,.- ........ 
need the prisoners." ~b~ °' 
"Keeping the patients Fay Cooper, head of the 
there is Just a temporary department;h°spital's publiCcitedrelatiOnSan ~lX~'~lb~ VENETIANDINE I  OURDININGEXQUISITELOUNGE 
the • hospital's acting space for lengterm patients, ~ : ' / ' 
president, Said in .an in- who may spend as long as 18 
tervlew. 
"I have no doubt the unit months in the hospital before o 
will again become asecurity space for them is found in l Po~l  II | I I I I v+4VloNs  
LA  GONDOLA ward." community care units. . ommc.oo. 624"2621 or 624 '3359 
However, the patients "When we go to'pick up a ~,  &DRIVE.IN 1st hve. W.~t~JhSl.' 
have been housed in the stroke victim we know we're ~e.,~t~,~e.,~Nt~t~.,~t%~.,~t~,~e.,~t~,~.,,~v 
facility since January and no 'likely getting another long-' 
flrmptausareheingmedeto term care patient. The •~ ************************** 
problem isn't going to go 
away." ~ 2 
Ms. Cooper said there are ~ THUTRE 
200 long.term patients in the 
=tended care facility, but , ~a~ 'PASSES 
191 others occupy acute care 
twobedsand40tob0m°reareinopen wards. ~ Hidden somewhere in the i 
"-Ms. Cooper said the paper are two Terraoe 
provincial health ministry 
rejected a hospital proposal phone numbers, 
to build two additional f oors 
on the extended care wing 
because it was already Find them, and if one is yoursyou've 
committed to constructim of 2 won. ! 
two long.term care facilities Pick up your tickets at the Herald 
elsewhere in the city. office, 3212 Kalum St. 
move them. 
The Jail unit has beds for 12 
long-term patients. The win- 
dows ar~ barred and the 
rooms are actually holding 
celk for prisoners who come 
to the hospital for lroatment. 
Any prisoners who come to 
the hospital for treatment, 
meanwhile, are being held 
under guard in the general 
hospital population, 
Mrs. Earl Brightwell, 
whose husband is In the 
hospital Jail, said the nursing 
staff is considerate, "but 
there aren't enough of 
them," 
Above Includes:  
"k Beautiful Guest Room 
"k • Breakfast (2) Mornings 
Steak or Seafood Dinner 
at HY'S at.the SANDS 
t 
EXTRA NIGHT 
DOUBLE/PER PERSON SINGLE/PER PERSON 
$13.00 plus tax $23.00 plus tax 
TOLL FREE IH U.S. 14800~528.1234 
RESTAURANT 
-FULL FAOILITIES- 
CN HES£ 
OANADIAN FOOD- 
-AIR OONDITIONED- 
-DININ• LOUN•E- 
-BUSINESS LUN•HES- 
Moo, to Fri, 11am - 2 pm 
SUN.-THUR$. l l a.m.-]2 p,m. 
FRI. & SAT. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
II I i 
464'3 PARK AVENUE PHOHE 636-6111 
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AR T MARKED BURIAL SITES . , 
Brian Gregg takes a look at native Indian graves' 
Even spirits had a place to live in the Indian community 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
This native figure marks an Indian grave-site. 
( / %:•.,~..~.:  i~. 
• " ~3, . , . ' / . ' ;  : '  
ATTEND THE OHUROH is, their 
It's time to call, your 
We!come Wagon h~te~. 
Lo is  Mohn ln0er  - 63$-63091 
Evelyn Anweiler 63S-,~71 "• 
3341 River Drive Terrace, g.o. 636-1§61 , J 
• Reverend R,L, White • ii 
/ 
Sunday School 10:.00 a.m • 
"~= ' Reverend R.L. White . 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • " /  
"~ Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ 
~Serv iceWedhesdayT:30~ . . 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship Servi'ce 
7:30 p.m. Evanglisfic Salvation Meeting Welcomes  
TUESDAY NIGHT 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting YOU To 
WEDNESDAY " Worahi- ' 
. 7 ;30  p ,m,  Lad ies  Home League.Fe l lowsh ip  . P . 
SATURDAY . / 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . 7:30p.m. YouthGroup ' / . ~ . 
/ KNOX UNITED OHURP.H ~ Christian Counselling i - " " "~.  
Emergency Welfare . . . .  " H 
/ . . . .  ~0; [ ; ;0 ; ;  ~ ;~0" - ' "  ~ Spiritual Resources /CHRIST LUTHERAN C H U R C H ~  
635 5446 or 635 2626 n SparkaStreet and Park Avenue ~,~ 
e ~ t o  ur d 6S§.sse= • , /  
Morn '~ce  11:00 a .m. .  / 
Church School 9:45 a .m__  / 
Sunday School, Confirmation / 
Youthand Adult Classes. . 
He admits that he has felt 
the same apprehensions u 
many other air travellers, 
"and I thlnk I can em- 
)hathize with.~.e_, probkm." 
I 
J 
J ' " • ' 1 . ' Pastor Bob Lesyk ' ' 1 ~Ro~o(~) -~ . • . flying k om thing 
I ~" "636-2807 ' " ' , J . . . .  " WiLson hears a lot about -- • i . . . .  • / . ' . ,' ' ' ~ even  f rom pilots...' 
I Oorner of Ha,liWoi, and N:T oma, THIS SUNDAY chaplaius at the Tee'onto '' ' ~ h '; ~'''I~ " : ~ t " ~. ' , i Wilson; ~, Is one d two ~ 
'. . • Internat ional  a i rpor t  chape l ,  
/ ~ 9:45 a.m. B=ble Teachmg " J ~ which recently opened -its 
~ ' • Sunday School ' , ~ "  , ~ ' • doors to both tmvegem and 
, / "  • . ~ ' l l:00a.m. Morning Worship Service / ' ~ atrpo~pe~oaneL'flmmultl- 
J rXim=wa J laNd- |=d-  drqk==mAk~ " 7i30 p.m. Singing andBible Study ~ .  " ~ -  fal~ chapel was set Up by 
i arJzt~waa ~l~,~m=~=,  ~.o , , -aa~u W • • Transport Canarm 
/ =uf lw,  , .  ~u  . ~  , ednesday8:00HomeBibleStudles / C~St]O J~ .Re formed Church  ~ Flying fea,,~ are ody some 
' • • You Are Welcomeat'Uplands of the man " roblems • Corner Sparks and KoHh • S a s Y p ' C . .h ~ ~ Spark •Streetand Stranme Avenue "~ broughttothechapel.People 
want  to  ta lk  about  mar i ta l  Pastor Paul Mohnlnger ' ' / ' "~ .  Reverend S,. Van DaMon / problems, fami ly  rill. 
Homo 035-5309 . / "  - -  ~ Sunday School- TerracelO'.00a.m. . / "  ficultie.s, lob p,remur~,,,,and 
• even me weamer, wmon 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. / "  • ' ~ Sunday School - Remo 1:O0 p.m. / .says, " 
"~.  Morning Worship 11:00a.m. / _ =  d~ . . . . .  " :--~, ,~  l l :00a.m. Worship Service / -~lt's almost like a eom- 
"~ ' ~ .~----~P~ " 7 ~ ~ m ,  "A ~=a, , t Jn '~ ,~=a ~f~,~,~D~ ~ 5:00p.m. Worship Service ~ mmdtyhere, a tiny parish." 
P- ~ ,  ~,t, ~ / ~ I.,, ~n~vt'1, 'n '  ~ ~ . ' .WAken has had fireS-hand 
• ' " . . I • experience of the more,  
, • ' ' ~ • . tragic, reasons why the 
• . . . • chapel was established. He 
• 4726 .Lazello Avenue 635-9019 ' " i  • wat~edwithhartm'onJul,y 
. . ' • . J • : 5, 1970. as a DC-8 lest an 
• ' _ i . . . engine during all aborted 
Sunday Services- 10:00 a.m. . J. ' . . , ' . landing and crashed into a 
~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. / . ~ ,- field north of the "ai~poct, 
~ ~:00a.m.- Holy Communion tar the fam,y / . . .  . ~ ~?,~a~w °~ pe°pl°" the mass of flames 
"~.  Minister: Reverend Lance Stephens ' 635-5855 ~ ~ • and heard the terrible roar 
/~,~,~[~[~) [~[~~, [~[~~ ' . • , • /  Mennonite Brethren Church ~ '  shockneverasthef°rgetIPlanefelt,tlleanderashed"n'°Wper..andI'll 
4330 S ,aume .Avenue, Torl'a0. 63§.~P31 ~p ~ . . . . !3406 |by S|root. 63,-S01§§ , . ~ suboo.cions|y l..uSeBe~o.ZhekneW~etL,.edthe.mefromneedn,,,here.. 
SA~UlRDA~EV~NING ~:~O~m /~ALVAI IU I I  AHMT~ _ 1" ~ Job as preduct manager for a 
' Toronto paint eompaw to 
"~.  SUNDAY MASSES 9:00ram, / 4637 Welsh Avenue ~ ~ 10:00a.m. Sunday School ~ "  concentrate on hk studies 
11:15a.m. / . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~ ,~) ) )  ' ~ l l i00a.m.  Family Worship Service / ~ . bwards the priesthood, 
7'. 30 p.m. . , . / . . Wilsonbusiness.flew fr quently on 
, ; 
sky  p i lo t  • 
DOONESBURY 
| 
ff~//~ /H f~ 9T~I~A~  
axes~r ~ve 
#,V/ff A#ZW ~ 
by Garry Trudeau 
m .ds 
the Herald, Friday, July 6, 1979. Page 11 
The 
I I I ~ , ,e ,~/N~/ tX , f f4~ 
I,I I ~ '~ ~.e~,,~,,, 
' : ' ~ " ' l ( [~"  l Canadian -~~1~ ~~.~l  ~ Red Cro§s 
; :!ml.~]~r~|Pro~le...o:::H:.Hl..::.;,:i;S6996!i t"i' :' :i ! 
I [lU : :1 9 78 ml FORD F600 3' Ton  :::':'" l. ' 1':' r~[ ~ ".!:.~'1~'.~. :. [~ 
~ ' " * "  " " ] . ~"~t/4A/NA, M~r I~/~ , ~only,]?:.O~.o?:[ts .... .....,:...:.: ...... ,:.:..:?.,.l,. $10 ,996: ,~ .:~ 
I ++.~+.  j .+~++ ,,door:V.O.Aulo:.Slor,. $4996 
=o. _%,,'% ~;~.~'~ I . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ __._--~ .._w~ _~ ~?" ~,~:  .~_.. .~ ~ ~ , ~  ~ ,  c~w.,~e~ ~' -  
I "- I  k" y~,,v~, i NttOAP.~,.#I-/,.PA~ ~.  " .  . N/T/.171-/E/~.#" F~JEI~I~" 
~ ~ 1 ~ I ~,~,~. .  I \ u~,~. .  ~To  
,--~,~ - I I  ~-# . ~1 -4~- -~/~,~- ,  
I ~.V~F/O r/~/L~.. I )/~x/~ .  z~/~_pz~ I "~ I ~ I I I / I .  ~ f ] \ i 
~ :1 I:::r~ - ;11 /7 , Ul ~ '~- -~~ I 
Ug,, MR. I~/~? 
Z'/4 c.~rlT~/~ ~ M/~. 
,a,/A/FULLy ~.tOT OZ/ST HOI.D 
M M~rHA~- OF ~ 
C4/Y PUT ANY H~ /#A~ A
~. 
OOMFO~- T~. 
'A~E. WITH, MISS, ~;UPO~TOF 
/7~ EN77/CELY ~ 
UP TO iDU. , O/~AY¢ ~ 
I 
O/V~ mo/~ ~ AND I 
~'r  ~r  T~ ~T I 
7~ ~,  ~r  i 
NO#~ OF 
FA/~ DID YO~ NA~C, B.D. 
DONN? HA~'~ TO 
/W~ Z GU~ 
. • (2Xq.P T~ 
7HA~ OFF *~v /,/.¢r~u 
NOUI.D . . . . . . . . . . .  == =, AND ~/  ~A/~- 
~.~,  r~ l~r  
~/~,  ~"  ~/~/~ coy. 
il~,~ YOU YOU TO ~.- 
~ , IN~ ? ~ Me. 
I 
Z 6//E-~. ~o= =~.== "1 
M/s~, 77-//~ ~"~;~'"  I 
/_~7~'r~P ~Y,'-"C I 
~"~" " - "1  
i 8VT" ~E IC~ OKA~, /~P.B WB 
/ /~ AU. O~R A M7TI~ /N 
~/N~/  7 / /~ .~.  J 
,~, .z-,,~r,,~.c7" tr~,~ v'~,,/"l 
~{/!{~i~L/  , ' -~  u 
L , 
::19,'/20LDSMOBNLE .,,.,. ~ .,;.~>~ 
;~4 d~r;" low mileage, extra clean. ! *: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ............................. . .$2895 
1974 CHARGER SinE, - 
..-.:.~o.t::.--:.~.:..:.p.!.~ ...... . ....... .................... $2996 
1978 PONTIAG GRAND PRIX 
V-8 Auto, J%S., P.B., Stereo, Cruise. 
...... . .............. , .... . ............ '....................... $659§  
1974 PONTIAC LAURENTIAN 
,=~, ,v . , ,o ,o  ............. , .......................... $2996 
1977 FORD F360 enEweAe to - - - -  
TuTono Paint, ve Auto, 0' BOx ................................ l l~uquo 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
ve, at'to trans., P.S. & P.B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1976 GMG 4x4 
20 Series, ve Auto ............................................ 
$6396 
$6" /96  
LEASING. . ,. 
~In Alternatwe to Private Ownersnzp 
Advantages Include: 
No Capital Investment." 
Budgeted Transportation Costs 
Current Model Transportation 
Simplicity 
Convemenee 
Possible Tax Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODAY. 
~- ~ ~ m ~ ) m ~ ~ m  ' m  ~ ~ - -  
Torraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
41|1 I[eilh 
| |8-4| |4 
.•,.  lt~.ge IZ, ~ Hereld, Friday, July O, 19'~. 
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FOR FRIDAY, JULY 6,1979 
ARIES 
(Mur. 21 to vmo (Aug. 23 to Sept. ~-) 
Problems in com- Private information about a 
munieations and travel career mutter relieves 
possible. If meeting relatives, amdety, but the climate still 
double-check arraugomants, ripe for career-related 
New insights re a work argmnanis, especially with 
project. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20. to May 20) 
Avoid ar.goments with 
partners; ~ allies about 
joint oxpendituree. You'll 
come to an important derision 
re a ereati~ project;:' 
GEMINI ~ 
(May 21 to June 20)][][~1a~" 
Talks with relatives hould 
go well, but relations with 
close allies subject o conflict. 
Don't be insistent on your own 
way. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July n)  Wq~ 
A co-worker's rude attitude 
could have you muttering to 
yourself. Check budgets or 
travel. Avoid hurried meals. 
Protect health, 
(sept. 23 to oct. n)-- - - -e~ 
Scmeoue's superior attitude 
may irk. Avoid conflicts re 
cultural issues. A friend bus 
. :privileged news for you. 
Sidestep trouble, 
SCORPIO 
(oct. ~ to Nov. n) m~'  
You could be moody about 
~n~ie?-~M lf~rovoked could 
let' others know where you 
stand. Consult with a business 
associate about project. 
SkGrrrARIUS : a u~ 
(Nov. ~- to Dec. 21) ~'l~-f~ 
Be considerate ofclose une's 
needs. You'll hear about it ff at 
all cavalier. Business 
meetings bring moderate 
' gains. Speak up. 
LEO . / )~  CAPRICORN t .#t -~ 
(July 23 to Aug. 2~y#~ (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) VO ~'~ 
Anti-social mdbd~co~Id ~ You're seemingly preoc- 
interfere with the un~as~of ,  cupied and may-r~ent in- 
leisure activities. SO l I~ ,  ~ " h'usten on your private world. 
on your part could lead to Avoid .striking out at others. 
confl/cts. Keep reactions appropriate. 
..... ,.L W;i ~ ~!: y.: ....,. .,~,. .:. 
.~ .y. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 
Make sure those lett behind 
don't feel slighted if am. 
barking on a trip. Dreams 
may be .prophetic. Dlstunt 
places prove-impfring. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) U ~  
Trust financial hunches, but 
don't be talked into anything. 
A close ally may change his- 
her uhoat¢ irncial 
matter, . ..,~ . ~.. 
(May 21 to June 20)11t~#f 
You're especially suscop. 
tible to the influence of others 
now. Romantic matters may 
make you nervous in the p.m. 
Avoid erratic behavior. 
CANCER , ' ~ ~.,~. 
(June 21 to July 22) ~11~ 
Your intuition is strong re 
work-related matters. Trust 
hunches. A p.m. date may 
have to be changed or may 
have some surprises. 
FOR SATURDAY, JULY 7,19~9 
VIRGO 
(Aug.. to 22) UP 
A cunversation may have 
romantic innuendoes, but you 
could be talking to a flirt. 
Domestic oncerns preoccupy 
~mu. Malataln ideals. 
LIBRA 
(sept. 23 to oct. 22)-"-~ ,~ 
Local visits could, lead to 
new ideas about work 
prelects. Not a time for risky 
~ investment  or ex- 
. pentfl~l~ Be prudent. 
scoRP|o 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)l l l /e~" 
You have the Inside track re 
a financial deal, but avoid' 
disphying hand prematurely. 
Close allies are erratic in 
feelings. 
~orr r~IUs  ~ 
'(Nov. 22 to Dec. 2l) ~{~ 
New locales provide fresh 
horizons and promote well- 
beiug. A planned romantic 
• tryst may not go according to 
expectations. . 
LEO " #b ._.t~ CAPRICORN 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) '~%'~ 22 to Jan. 
Do your best to make a Far from the madding 
romantic interest feel cen~ crowd, you'll make progress 
fortable around your friends, in privacy, Watch out for 
Pleasurable times indlcu|~d, ; /  Jealousy. or misplaced af. 
. Forego erratielsm, fection at a social gathering. 
(Mar. 9-I to Apr, 
Too much seif.indulgunce 
could lead to boredom, but.a 
premature mixture of 
business with pleasure is not 
right either. 
TAURUS Uff ' 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Thinking is wooly re home 
improvement plans. Ex- 
travagant thinking could be. 
costly. Watch out for sensitive 
people. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20)u~ / 
Nonchalance may d l~ 
your true feelings. You may 
not approve of someone's style 
or taste in spending matters. 
Seek harmony. 
. /  
CANCER O ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Watch out for careless 
spending and poor work- 
manship. Be sensitive to 
others' feelings, and they will 
reciprocate. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. n) l /6~'~ ' 
Play to win and don't fool 
around so much that others 
fail to enjoy recreational 
activities. In work and play 
81re your all. 
FOR SUNDAY, JULY 8,1979 
vn o np% 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. ~) 
Don't lgnoro that developing 
problem at home. Someone's 
moodiness could put a damper 
on the enjoyment of a social 
function. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. = to oct. 22) -n .~ 
A frle0d may be Careless in 
keeping Ns word. Family 
members may ho lukewarm in 
reopmme to your career en- 
deavore. Maintain harmony. 
SCORPIO 
(oct. = to Nov. n) m,~ 
Avoid lavish expmdllure as 
the key to career progress. 
Tlds plan slmply won't work. 
Don't feign lack of interest in 
others' ideas. 
SAGrrrARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. ~.l) ~ '~W 
Take nothin~ for granted re 
distant matters. Don't be 
extravagant i  the use of Joint 
' funds. Accent give and take re 
affections. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Socret hopes may be Ill- 
founded or unrealistic. 
Friends may seem itchy and 
loved ones oversenthnentaL 
Be understanding. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 1 8 ) ~  
Let .others. know you're 
sincerely interested, if invited 
to a social funciion. Avoid 
controversial subjects. Keep 
things ught. 
PIscEs X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Don't accept an lavttal/~ 
for a business lunch if you 
don't feel up to it. Later, 
others may be in a'cenirury 
mood. Be wary. 
YOU BORNTODAY are 
kindly'and hospitable. A sense 
of ethics governs your :life and 
you are well.salted for pabllc 
service, welfare work, and 
education. Not usually in. 
novative, still, you'd make a 
good worker for causes that 
interest you, and your sense of 
• responsibllityqualifies you for 
government  serv ice .  
Naturally drawn to.the arts, 
you'll succeed as an actor, 
deslgner, pr writer. Oftm you 
can be found as bead of your 
own boutique. Don't let the 
need to work hard stflle your 
sense of serf. Birthdate of: 
Janet Leigh, aetreu; M err 
Griffin, TV Porsonality; and 
Andrei Gromyko, Soviet 
diplomat. 
© 19/9 King Fn|hwe~ SyndlcMo, Inc. 
AqU IDS m 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~ i ~  
A surprlso meeting wi~ a 
co*worker away frem the 
office has you thinking of a 
relationship, but the feelings 
may not be mutual. 
Pmcm 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Though the thne is not right 
for mixing business with . 
pleasure, career opportualties 
are/n the offing. Romance is 
touch and go. 
~ YOU BORN TODAY are 
analytical and introspective. 
k seeker of truth and 
somewhat of a perfectionist, 
' you're attracted to both arts 
and sciences. You like to 
.penetrate mysteries and are 
attracted to the unimown. 
More succos~ on your own 
than in partnershilz, you can 
succeed in music, theater, 
des ign ,  pa ln t ing ,  
photography, and cinema. 
Yore' best success comes when 
you overcome timidity and 
learn to understand your 
fellowman. Law, science, 
rel lglon, arch i tecture,  
philosophy, and pollflcu are 
other fields in whlch you ~m . 
make your ,mark. Birthdate 
of: . George Cukor, film 
director; Pierre Curdin, 
designer; nnd Glun Carlo ' 
Menotti, composer. 
@ 1919 King Fu lml t  $yng|clte. Inc. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan, 20to Feb. 18) ~,~[  
Don't believe" everytldng 
you hear. Someone is .Just 
boasting. Indulgence in a 
hobby may be your way to 
avoid something more 
pressing. 
P , ,C .  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Be thorough re work 
projects. You could let 
slide. Social ife has rmmmtie 
overtoues ff you can cut 
through superficialities. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
well suited for executive 
positions and are a born 
moneymaker. Naturally 
drawn to business, you'll 
make a good corporation 
head, banker, or Investment 
counselor. Your groatest 
success comes with the 
development of sodal con- 
selousnnss. As a oommualty- 
minded citizen, you'll make 
contributions to the general 
welfare, as a government 
official, philanthropist, and 
patron of the arts. s t ro~y 
~c ,  you can succeed as an 
actor, composer, painter, and 
writer. Don't let selNntarmt 
interfere with the larger 
coutribution you can make as 
a public servant. Birthdate of: 
Nelson Rockefeller, vice 
president; Steve Lawrence, 
singer; and George Bemney, 
governor. 
© 19~ King Featurn $1mcllcsN, mc, 
:ACROSS 46 Preflx with 18Germ 1DGred.'s ; I , 
• DOWN reward 
l.Check Sl Unit of corn 
Z Verdi opus Z4 Distant 
| In the fle~ 35 "soni On--". 
4 Dofeaslve (Cleaver) 
forces 35 Embarrassed 
i One who mien 
plays the 35 Bum 
flute Z9 Most 
g Melo~ remote 
7 At hand. 30 Complete 
8 Arel/e region Sl -- Mulns~. 
9 Soravan 20 Fluotuates 
10 Nick 37 Nautical 
Charles' dog assent 
I Poam • angle 
Tensdale ~ZWorked 
I MmL-er very hard 
lS ld l f f t  ' 46Speed up 
~Levd • e~m,g  
11Em,kte product 
P~oochla 20 Caviar 
II M~Ior or ~Z Slzmd tbnn 
Mlner ' In Vanlce 
U DuI~ ~Stete 
u-~,~, ,  
z , ~  vlla ~revts 
17 leseet ugp fl~ Otberwiec 
IS Californk mature 
beach " 57 Gambler's 
nemesis 11 Grate 38 Bridal paths 
Avg. solution eme: Z3 m~. 41 Egyptian 
sun god 
Is Punish 
corporeally 
43 Etna's 
outPut 
44 Without 
glamor . 
46 Floor 
material 
47 Scottish 
Gaelic 
46 Lack 
• 5-,11 51Crude 
Answer to yesterday's pmzle, metal 
N l:~mrtar 
~Dine • 
35 Clumsy. 
• boat .  
Z4 C,o~rs 
Z7 Invisible 
my 
nExport 
33 Casptsn, 
for one 
34chendcal . • 
suffix 
35 Cattle 
disease 
35sums up 
20 Fatry 
the AMAZING 'SPIDERMAN 
CRYPTO~UIP 
KNINLAF J  LA JN  ~.ACNL J  
VRLNU VACI  UCNPPNL '~J  
. . . .  5-31 
E NK F"R PN 
Yesterday*s Cryptoquip-- CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATES 
CORNERED 0PPONE .NTS. 
. Today.'s Cryptequlp clue: V equals T" 
The Oryl~toqaip s a simple substitutiun cipher.In which each 
letter used stands for another. If you Odnk that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, M~ort,words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. :- 
@l~ KIn~ FMIur~ SyMtcatl, Irlc, 
' % 
,~ , . .#  .a r#a axw/s  wv~ cuzr  I~ .~I | i |~  
' ~ E~ 
• 
/ T~NIC.~'IT 
~'LL M A~,.~ 
~UC, H PUBliC 
5UPPORI" THAT 
, THE LAW ~N 
\ N~VC-R 
.CATFISH 
• : c 
the WIZARD OF ID 
B.C. 
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 :ill:DEAR ABBY I 
i 
. . . .  ,By Abigail Van Buren 
: . . . . . . .  ¢:' 1970 by Chicago Tribune.N.Y• News 8ynd. Inc, 
,E~,~ A'~:•Z am the editor era .e,letter fer adoptive 
parents .  I t  .is ca l led OURS (Organ izat ion  fo r  a Un i ted  
! r . "  Responses). 
Some years back you" had a column about the typical 
:': 'I :stupid questions all parents of adopted children were asked. 
You Offered Some wonderful suggested replies. Could you 
please hunt up that item and run it again? I would like to run 
it in our newsletter with your permission. 
. : ? ~ . : . .  
A: Not really; there's a lot of InsanKy In both our inmilles; 
Q: Db youknow all about the parents? 
• A: Everything. One was male. The other was female.* 
Q: Did the adoption agency try to match your features, 
colorinil and personalities? 
A: Good grief, I hope not! 
Q: Aren't you worded about hereditary factors.? 
A: Heaven, no. Regardless of how bad their ancestors 
were, they've got to be better than oursl. 
Best wlehesl 
BEEN THERE 
DEAR ABBY: The night before Mother's Day our Son caB- 
ed and invited us'out for a ~other's Day dinner along with 
his wife, her brother and his wife, and his wife's mother. 
Now here's the clinker: "Would we pay our own way since he 
was broke?" 
My wife turned down the invitation, so our son said he'd 
stop by the house inthe merging to wish her a happy 
Mother's Day. 
Abby, this same son went to Nassau last month for a vaca- 
tion with his wife andhis wife's sister and brother. Last 
summer they had a lovely vacation in Europe, and plan to go 
again this summer. {They're taking her folks along.) 
I am fed up with this whole outfit. It is plain to me that we 
are not accepted by our son's wife and her people. How can I 
• make my wife see the light? I hate to hurt her feelings. Sign 
me. . .  . DISGUSTED IN THE LAND O' I~AKES 
DEAR DISGUSTED: Your wife must 9ee the light as  
clearly as you.,.There's no point in rubbing it in. Why discuss 
the obvinus? • " . . ' • 
DEAR ABBY: You should have told A CARPENTER'S 
DREAM who was flat as a board to develop a sense of humor 
,:,i:k 
t 
• - . "  . . L  : :  * -  " , •  " - . 
- ~ ,. : 
• . ] "  
Earn 
Extra 
Money! 
~,'~'I , ' ,  ANN G. IN EARLINGTON, KY. about her udderly hopeless condition. ~ " :: l~ : " 
mT:  
~ r  
DEAR ANN- I found 'the item, end here i t  ia: 
"DEAR ABBY: A prospective adoptive mother  asked you 
; '~  f0 r halpi~ in replying to 'dear, .kindly, well.me~mins" 
: .0 menas ud  relatives who agk personal questions about the 
,~:~ adoption. ', _ 
~P2 ~ ~: May ! help? i have been through it four time~ u.d have 
hso~d all comments and questions. Here ture some unea ana 
#rue responsee: '  , 
Q: Oh, isn't It a Shame you can't have 'children el your 
own? 
h 
L: 
By 
. here  in  Nor thr idge  has founded a se lbhe lp  organ izat ion  cal l -  
ed  "Bosomless Buddies," seeking to provide support to those 
whose living bras are dying of malnutrition. 
We meet every Saturday at a pre-teen bra counter for / 
suchupliftingactivitiesasthr°wingdartsatap°ster°f"}:ii..."'iii, i) itwo Dolly Stan abreast Parto :singing, After L ethe "I've and mee ing Got Plenty John we march of Nothin'." through tile Then store w  . ' I ' ' a"  . i .ii)-. ]i i i-i ii. .. 
all go to the Pancake House for lunch. You may sign this, 
"Two Sunken Treasurers in Northridge" or 
Carrier : . ,  ~ ~ ~  ~ ~-2;~,~'n~ IllllllU /~N tllP l 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
el.OVOId." 17:" "'!~, ~ S  :~ 
Brant Parker'and Johnny Hart 
/11 Illilt:~llllf 
By Johnny Hart 
By Garry Trudeau 
I ~ l  ~ N ~  ..... i I Z WNNO, "/dOTA ~/ I  I ,~  ~Y r~ Wr~ I I ~z~ 
:~'n,~,~,~ ,,'."~.~.'~11 ~¢"..~..,,.. ~~,11  ~,,~'~~,~11%'~;"..~,,~; '..~,! 
,~ . ,7~"~_  / ' l t¢ . l ,~, lX~, 'P ' - I  I Ir" Pl/" t"P,f/II/,T .£1q~OW HO[M I I q~..~u.~ inr~ I I o ~ . m~; l  ~V~/  
~ .~_.= sly, ~1 1 ~ F///~ ~ P/~OR~I I ~ m/~ ~/ /~ ~ ~e I I ~ A~ ~ o/~ Y~/A 
I~.~. . .~. . . IANOFf lCALI  I E~ OCT? RA.~5~.(,~3 I I ~E-~ /ceo_~,~m/~/  I I~~-e .  ~N4~e 
6 
The ::i* 
t ,~  t "¢y ' t~p " ; t tTc~' t . .  ; F . ' ?  
needs 
CARRIERS 
in the 
following areas 
Oedar Oresoent Area 
Dutoh Valley 
Hemlook St. 
ThornhUl S t .  
Highway 16 West 
Willow Oreek Rd. 
North Eby St. 
Woodland Heights 
Kofoed Drive 
4600 Blook Welsh ~ 
lurgess/Laurler Ave." 
Seaton Ave, 
3700 & 3800 PaquettO 
If you are interested 
in one of these routes please pkene ' 
635-6357 
between 0 am and 6 lint 
Q 
Q 
[.: ~- P ip  II, the  Herald,  Friday, July 6, 19';ll 
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:~5 Cont'd Language Cont'd Cont'd ~ ~ ~ 
" l U  :~ ~ Mysteries Cont'd Rockford Red Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd 
~ Cont'd Cont'd Fries Herrings Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd 
': ~S Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd : 4S Cont'd 
o ~ I ~  
- - - ~ - - - - - -  I I  ! i  News,  The National CTV News Cont'd 
'" 1 1  :;~i Cont'd National News City Sat. Night Final News Sign Off' 
Tonight Night Final News Hour Limits 14s Live P.M. ' Hour Final 
. iaS Show P.M. Final "Out law"  ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Cont'd Cont'd Show Cont'd Goes to "England 1/, o Cont'd Cont'd "The Conqueror [ ':~s Cont'd Rome Made Me"  
145 Cont'd Cont'd' Worm" ~ ~ ~ ~ . i , i . .  
I Sunday , . . . . .  ~ o  midnight ' -  
!, I II "'.O0 Meet the Bugs Unta.I'ned ~I~, ~d~iI~. 
3 Press  Bunny  Wor ld  Vietnam " Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p,m, 115 News Cont'd. Comment Sec~e~ . ' KING 5 Cont'd. Capital German 
.. a i ~ :00 Wimbledon Sesame George Once Upon • Cont'd World of News Ct~t'd 
'~ ~ :!s Tennis Street Cont'd a Classic Cont'd Hour Ctet'd 
.- :30 Cont'd 10o Kidstuff Studio Castaways • Cont'd. Travel Pall of 
.; ! : 4s Cont'd Huntiey Cont'd See ': 45 Gmt'd , Cont'd. '~  
I Cont'd S t . t  Cont'd Clouds 7 I i  Wonderful The Hardy ~mt'd 
i~ Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd of Witness World Beachcombers Boys C~mt'd 
," 14s Cont'd Cont'd Show Cont'd Of Disney Happy Cont'd Life 
.:. Cont'd Cont'd Biz Cont'd 145 Cont'd. Days Cont'd Around I 
£ 30 Cont'd Cont'd I ~ke !Movie ~ i~ Miller Galactica ~,t P.oI~ 
" Cont'd Cont'd "Dancin' "Waltz The Triangle • • 
~, I s 14s Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd of the ~ 14s ire aCt°ry Cont'dC°nt'd Cont'dCout'd Cout'dcont,d ' 
' :00' Cont'd Cont'd Joyce Kelly Toreadors" I~  "~ ~candal" For the Lou Masterpiece 
, :is Cont'd Cont'd Sings Cont'd Cont'd Record Grant Theatre 
: 30 Cont'd Cont'd McGowan Cont'd . .~ l  i~ Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd. 
:~s Cont'd Cont'd & Co. Cont'd ~ ': ~s Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd, 
' Con'd Cont'd Dbcover Cont'd . Prime Gerry W-5 The Prisoner . 
Cont'd Cont'd Cout'd Cont'd Time and Ziz Cont'd Cont'd 
Major League, Cont'd YoU Tell Cont'd - Sunday The Best Cont'd Cont'd " ' 
14s Baseball Cont'd Us Cont 'd  I V i ~I Cont'd of Man ,~llve Cont'd Cont'd 
I I  
' ~I  :00 Cont'd Circle Cont'd The 11 i News National ' ~ ~  S/gn Oil 
:I$ Cont'd Square Cont'd Originals i Cont'd Night News 
! I Cont'd Inside Wrestling Special Five Final News Hour " 
Cont'd Track , Cout'd "Goodbye 111 Ie  45 Star P.M. Final 
Z - - - - - - - - -  , Cont'd. Outdoor Wide Amer ica"  ~ Late Late Show " Cont'd, Ed~eation World Cont'd lermy Show "Funny  Face"  Cont'd. Iteaci~ for of :Cont'd • i'ou're "The Am- Cont'd I i ~S Cont'd. the Top Sports Cont'd ~s Dead" bushers" Cont'd 
I 
.ee • and John Romita 
k /,t 
~ Fddey, July s, w~, Paso is 
CHILD ARUSE " '  
Manitoba studies find it 
WINNIPEG (CP) , The 
International Year of. the 
Child hasn't been a 8o9d 
year so far for a lot of kldl IA 
Manitoba. Social" q~o¢~NI 
say child abuse Is a serious 
.,~e number o~ .own 
' cases of child abuse, in the 
still continues to happen 
Boom in 
sen iors  
needing 
ovinee has more than 
lnd daring tho last five 
/ears. BUt expem 
of 
Ela ine ~ lmon of tho 
Winnipeg Children's Aid 
Society attrlbetes~ the 
ststisflcol rise in child abuse 
to "a eombinatian of better 
identification and roperti~ 
of eases, and a general in- 
e~ease in the ineldance ~ 
~dld abuse." 
She aays the official 
"flguree -- |m cam of child 
abuse reported in Manitoba 
last year, compared with 
cases in 1974, and 81 new 
cases dealt with before this 
at tent ion   in ,,er-p,o ,ly reprceant "coly the tip of the 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  What iceberg." 
once was a baby boom in "No one really knows Just 
developing into an 01d4ge how many cases are 
boom and doctors hould he missed," says Ms. Gelmon, 
wepering for it, says the head of the society's child 
abuse unit, wbinb has a full. The K'san Village museum in Hazelton is likely summer stop. dean of medicine at U neninffofelght. 
Dalhousle. Anlverslty's 
" " P~otoOyBreanG~,, medicalsehooi. " In must cosus, theeidldran 
Fathers , p r o t e s t  judgement willemPhasisSaysDr'J'thebegin"needDonnid Thatcher in  "medical fore a changedemergcare 
~radonlly 'as senior eltlzens. 
BIRMINGHAM, England 
(CP) -- Fathers who are 
bringing up children in many 
Croydon near London• 
Before deabing out of the 
house to pick up his eight- 
year-old son and ll-yoncold 
daughter f om school, Law- 
son said: 
"I know the -Judge is 
wrong. It is a myth that the 
wife is the only per-.,'m who 
can cook and clean and lock 
niter children. Many fathers 
have been conditioned this 
way and are better qualified 
to care for their offswing 
than the mothers. 
"I gave up. my Job in the 
Bradley told the jud~ he 
hod brenght up his daughter 
since his wife left them. He 
considered he was better 
quaILqed to look niter her 
than her mother, but Mr. 
Justice Payne disagreed. 
"A man ought not to give 
parts of Britain have reacted 
ansrlly to the ~ of ~ high 
court Judge giving custoc]y of 
a twoyear-old girl to her 
mother elthongh the mother 
had loft her when she was up work.to turn himself into 
nine months old. a mother figure or u nanny 
"A  man cannot be a and devote himself to 
mother," Mr. Justice John bringh~ up a little girl at the 
Payne told 3e-year.old expense of the state." 
• yevor  Bradley, who is One of many fathers who 
"--mployed as a security criticized the Judge's ruling 
guard, was Toby Lawson,38 ,. o f  
F/OMEN TRA FELLING 
They find it hard to 
even get a hotel room 
MONTREAL (CP) --  prove with time . . . .  but they just Suffer in 
Several Montreal "It's difficult fur women silence." - 
buslneaswcmen who travel who are just beginning to The stndies fonndthat the 
regularly say they must be travel because they didn't travel industry also must 
connivleg, ima~satlve and gain enough experience, share the blame, because it
demadding to get hotels' to while 8rowing 'up," says often concentrates on 
trcatthemaswellastheyda Gins Henry, author of the businessmen rather 'than 
businessmen. Western study, planelng for businesswomen' 
Others say restaurants "They had escorts - -  us well. Hetel empleyces still 
and travel services present fathers, boy-friends or were not used to the idea of 
the same frustrations, husbands - -  to make the women travelling by 
Both arguments are at arra~.ements for them." themselves, the studies 
least partly supported by a She adds that women can found. 
study for the American blame themselves for some 
Express company, of the problems they suffer The employees aren't 
"Women often assume on the road. alone, it seems. 
they are victims of poor They often pack more than Donna Mitchell, a CP Air 
servicosimply because th~ they can carry alone or fl/ght attmdant manager,. 
are women," says Saundra forget o keep loose change admits that "women 
Meyer, the company's vice- at hand for tipping. And business travellers still 
president of travel related perhaps most important, demand some getting used 
, to"  services, says Ms. Henry, they often : 
"But moot are just in- don't complain when they "Once we enuld have'bean 
experienced travellers and should., sure a woman traveller was 
tend to be too timid to "We found through with her husband . . . .  It's 
• demand things when they questionnaires, for example, hard to change your attitude 
don't get them." that women -wanted and begin giving her the 
Both the A~. erican Ex- retractable clotheslines, full- same attention we give men. 
study and one done by length mirrors, writing , . 
Western I ternational Hotels desks, lamps and electrical Staff often find it easier 
say the situation will im- outlets for their hoirdryern to make contact with men. 
Distriot of .Terraoe Reorealion Department • 
PLAYGROUNDS 
Clarence Michiel - July 9-20 
Uplands -July 23-27 Caledonia - July 3g-Aug, !0 
Cassie Hail- Aug. 13-17 
Clarence Hichiel- Aug. 20-24 
(All playgrounds summer wind-up) 
ACTIVITIES IHCLUOE: 
Games, Swimming (indoor & outdoor), Films, 
Field Trips, Sports, Arts & CraHs, Hiking 
Time: 10 a,m,-12 (lunch break) 1 pro-3 pm 
Ages 6-12 years 
FREE OF COST -HO REGISTRATIOH 
638-1.174 For more information phone 
motor trade became it was place increasing weeaure on 
too time-consnming and the tctai henith care delivery 
system, a trend that already 
joined an  electrical eom- has begun to develop. 
pony, where the hours fitted 
in with loeldng after my kids. However, while 
rm convinced I've done demngraphie studies ahow 
right by my children, and that the musher of senior 
others think so, too." citizens is rising toward a 
Bill Beesley, 42.year-old peak in the 1990e, they also 
development engineer of predict a decrease in 
Nottingham, admitted that Canada's over-all population 
he once had doubts as to his in .the lgO(~ to 1971's level. 
The increased demand for competence when he was 
given custody of his boy and doctors trcating the elderly 
girl, now 16 and 14. should be balanced by" a 
denlining demand for "That was nine years ago, general practit ioners, "Beeslny said. "Now I have Thatcher says. '
no doubts whatsoever. At 
first I thought I had to give In Canada last year there 
was a not loss of doctors up my .career for my 
children and I took Qniy part- because of the large medical 
time work. Then I thought emigration 'to the United 
pert.time was too much, so I States ince the end of the 
Vietnam war, he says. 
went  on social security.• "We're locking ot the situ- 
Eventually I knew it was ation very hard," Thatcher 
good for us all for me to go says. ,,it may be that we're 
hack to work. 
"All this time we have close to beln~ at 
werkedtngetherasafamily, equalibrium," as far as 
My daughter came to me producing the  number of 
with her puberty problems doctors required by the re- 
and I helped her. I no longer gins' 
believe'it just a mother's ~ ' • 
funotion to do the explaining• ~.~ 
Fathers can manage if there 
is a proper bond of sympathy 
between them and their 
children." 
Child psychiatrist Dr. 
Stanley Vincent supports 
this view. 
"Parental competence 
should net be assessed inthe 
law courts," he says. 
"Certain family situations 
need greater understanding 
than a judge can give• He is 
competent to interpret he 
law, but not delicate family 
relations. 
"Life prepares man' to 
work and provide money, 
and women to be mothers 
looking after babies. But the 
meet important factor is not . . 
who is the better housewife, \ 
but who has the most love to 
give." 
'am between four and 10 
yoers old. Bndses and burno 
are the must eonmon in- 
Jurlm, but 17 cosos last year 
involved children with 
broken bones, and there 
were elx chIM fatalities in 
1977. 
Doctors play a major ole 
In spettt~ p~dMe cases of 
cklldabesa, by taking note d 
unexpleinnd Injuries and the 
way parents rsaet to the 
child's problems. 
'Ms. Gelmco says studies 
show the perants most likely 
to abuse eldldran are ~tan 
al~usle who themselves were 
ed physically or 
emotionally when they wore 
young. 
opportunity ~ being a ehUd 
usd 8row up helng a parnnt 
rather than a child, 
semethln8 we call role re- 
versni." 
Ms. Gelmou says many 
cases involve a parent with 
unrealistic ,expectations. 
When the youngster talk, the 
parent may hit out ~ a 
feelL~ of erustsation. 
"In many eases, the 
perents are repeating their 
own childhood; experiencen 
Don't be surprised to find a spider in 
your morning newspaper. The spider 
is merely looking to see which of the 
town's merchants is 
not advertising. He ....b~ .,L t 
will then go to that 
store, spin his web 
across thedoor and 
lead a life of 
i undisturbed 
! i  peace! ( 
: i 
; I 
ii !! : 
when they were abused." rather than chettek d the 
But the apch  adetX@d parents." 
in Sweden, where the-inw Ma, ~ says, "V~zm 
p~ism, parmta from udn8 parents are using physical 
yslcal punishment to dkeipline, they must have 
eipline their children,. Imm" c~trni and they must 
might not necesasrily work know when e ~  is 
here. 
"Attitudes must cheep if 
child aSuse ia to he stsmpnd 
out completely," says John 
Russ, Manitoba director of 
chi ld  welfare.  He says  
She says during the hat 
five years the socl~ty's 
abase unit hen handled mare 
th&n 4,000 cane.  Only 10 of 
those cases were repeat4ea.s, 
physical reprimanding of "But if you went o kmw lf 
ycu~.tecs still is regarded we ere turning abusing 
.as soc~y aeeeptuble, parents into kind, 1eying, 
"It's not looked on as a concerned paranta, that's 
serious act when am adult another thin|. We ~n 
~ts a ob/Id for mbbeheving, usual~ prevent further acts 
We must realizeehiidran re d violence, but we can't 
people in their mm right, makepenplefprontparenis.,, 
I 
7 
IHSTRIOTNRS NEEDED 
The Terrace Realatton Departmmi Is now planning 
His FALL PROGRAMS, and It requires INSTRUCTORS 
In any field of Recrant~. If you ere Interested In 
leashing • course In the ARTS or CRAFTS or 
GENERAL INTERESTAREAOr binding • SPORTS or, 
FITNESS program thee. we need you. Fnli programs 
must be flsallzed by July 27 so cell now. Plsasa feel 
free to call MaryJ&Jromrot Smith for Information on 
how you can get Involved. "am succeu of m Need 
communlly recreaficm prpgrem is depanclMf Ul~ the 
entire community Input so we look forward to your 
' S~:MN'~,  
The following Ire examplsa of programs for whl~ 
we require Instructors: 
SPOR~s Bndm~. ,  B~du~l ,  Boxln~ Broom~.~ 
Floor Hockey, Sikaflng. Tot on Ice. Teen & Mull 
kassa~, Gymmisfice . Tohl . Teens end ChlMran, 
A~rtlai Aria, Ice Hockw Rsforans. woman, Seccor. 
bKIcer, Volk~b, dl. 
FITNESS: Disco Dance, ladies Keep Fit, Jogging, 
J~ns Programs - Indoor, Dancerclsa, Yoga, M~s 
Progrem. 
OUTDOOR RECREATIONs Backpa~lng, Hiking; 
Orlenlowlng, Wlldwnms Swvlvel. 
THE ARTS:.Dance. Folk, EIhnlc, Square, Disco, 3az,T~ 
IMIIrsom, e~. 
GRAPHICS: Drawing. Chlldran snd AduHs, Des~n~ 
Painting. Watercolors and C~I, Photography. 
CRAFTS: Germrel ~ & Crafts for Chlldnm, ht lk  
and 11e Dye, Candle/neklng, Potlery end Ceremlce~ 
~opper Tooting, Flowercreft, Jewelry MakingS. 
LaF~dary, Sculp~re, Wcochmrklng, Leather Craft; 
Mod~ nulldlng, Kite Making, Crochet, Knlttlog, 
Weaving, Spinning and Dying, Sewing, Macrame, 
Nendlenrett, Embroidery. 
DRAMAs Puppeh.y, ~me,  Storyt~llng, Theatre, 
MUSIC 
COOKING: Eflmle, Chlldr~s, NUcrowave. 
MISCELLANEOUS: First AM, Bridge, Wcadworklog, 
Upt~slory, Ca~net Finishing, S~lor CHIzens Craft 
and Dane Programs, etc. 
I 
TERRACE/KITIMAT 
" DALLY HERALD 
F i l l  I I , ~ I~ ,  ~klay, Ju)y 6, 1979 
TERRAOE DRUGS LTD. 
111T Kalum 036-7274 
Vitamins 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
...... i PER S 0 NAL :/: 
¢LASSIFI ED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 par 
Imertlon. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consacutlve In. 
sartlone $1.~ per insertlen. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion chlrged for 
whether*~run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set, 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect nd. 
BOX NuMBERs: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.56 msltecl. 
SUBSC R IPTIO~i RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1971 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth lS.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
• HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: The Herald reserves the 
• Rates available upon right to classify ads under 
request, appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore, ahd to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine page location. 
RATE: The Herald reserves the 
22 cents per agate line. right to revlsa, edit, classify 
Minimum charge 55.00 per or relict any advertisement 
Insertion; , ' and to retain any answers 
dlractod to the Heraid Box 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
T R A N S I E N T A O. the customer the sum paid 
VERTISING: for the advertisement and 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month. 
On a 4 month basle only. 
OEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
pobllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day prevlons to 
day of publication Mondly to 
Friday. 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructlens not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an. 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
Skeana Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services ~offered locally 
by your" Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unlt on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year ~,t Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and reglstratlon. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need it on referr.a 
from their family .doctor. 
Terrac(~ area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Deve!opmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
polntmont. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
.& RELAXING EXERCISE5 
Held every Monday af-  
ternoon at 1.2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday et 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The I~ubllc health Inspectors 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH publication, are now situated in Eby 
WITH ORDER other than It Is agreed by the ad- Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation BUSINESSES WiTH AN vertlser requesting space ,,-oblems 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the ~',-;==~-u" ^,,~ uc^n,M~-_ 
Herald In the event of tellure ~LI~N'~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
$4rvic.e. charge of S$.00 on ell .topubllsh an edvertlsement Held at 4612 Grl~oAvenue '
N.S.F. cheques, or In the event of an error .',.~ - . . . .  
ann*mrlnn Im ',ks , ,~ Hearing testswlll be done by. 
_r,--e- .-w . ... ""."...~"" referral from family doctor WEDDING DESCRIP- • ver~,semen~ as puo:lsnea or community health nurse. 
TIONS: shell be limited to the 638.1155. 
41. MACHINERY 
FORpALE 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
. aS.00 production charge for 
wedding end-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Peyabio in 
• advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertlelng Dopt 
COMMUNITY 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the 'In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
• liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements .must 
comply .with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of orlgln, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requlrament for the work 
Involved. 
I 
Do you feel you have a 
SERVICES ' drinking problem? There is 
. help 
Weight Watchers meeting Availablel 
held every Tuesday at 7p.m. Phone 63S.5636 
at the Knox United Church  ALCOHOLICS 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 0:30 p.m. United 
Kltlmet A.A. ConMructlon Church. 
Group ln Kltlmat: telephone' Man. 8 p.m, • Alison . 
682.3713. Skeana Health Unit. 
MEETINGS: Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Monday. Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. Memorial Hospital. (nc.tfn) 
Wednesdays Closac~ 
Meetings 11:30 p.m. United Birthright Office 
Church. Alternative to Abortlor~ 
Fridays - Open Msctingl 8:30 3-4621 Lakeles • 635.3907' 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
Klfmat General Hoopltel. end 4 p.m.. 5 p.m. or phone 
Al.>.nonMootlngs-Tuesdays anytime: Lisa 636.3164, 
.8:00 p.m. United Church Carol 635.613~ (nc.tfn) • 
(nc) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 685.$233,.or leave 
'donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
end 3 p.m. Thank you. 
Rape Relief 
Abur tlon Co,n~elllng 
& Crtsls Line for 
Women 
636.130i 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Worksho~ 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 63S-2230 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we wlll try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
INCHESAWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night i t  
I In the Sknena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
435.3747 or 435-2023. 'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
LAdlesSllm Line Ciub meets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening-- i :30 alternative to abortion. 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church Phone 432.4602 nnytlme. 
.basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
PiNE MUSHROOM Person with own equIpm- 
ARMILLARIA meat to cut, rake, and bale 
PONDEROSA . approximately 4 acres of 
We went to buy a large hay. 635-9250. (Ctfn.01,06-79) 
volume. You can earn 
hundreds of dollars dally Wanted: Apprent ice 
picking. Reputable business Mechanic, full. benefits. 
people requlrod for buying Apply In parson only to K- 
and shipping. No Investment Mort, Terrace Branch. (A3- 
required. Please write: 1OJuly) 
Katsar Inports 
M.P.g. No. 4315 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B 3Z7 BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
"'~ -""~-9~u:y~ Phone 635~,1.~ or u3S-6757. 
(clfn-25-06-79) 
Concrete septic tanks In Garage Sale et corner oi 
stock. Get relief with a Martin Drive & Caliper 
concrete Investment. River Road Saturday, July 7, 
1979 from 10 a.m. to S p.m.. 
Schmlffy's Excavating (C2-6July) 
LU-3939 .~ 
32, 
COLLIER EXCAVATINg MOTORCYCLES 
Backhoe Work 400 Yamaha Enduro'. New 
engine, good• condition. 
PHONE L15-5340 after six 51,200 OBO. Phone 638.103.'. 
(Ctfn.1,l.6.79) after 5 p.m. (stfn.tfn) 
FILTER QUEEN 
:,.~, '1972 Kewasakl 350. Gooc~ 
: '  • sales and service running condition. Phone 
• "635.4246. (ca.13July) 
i 4546 Park Ave. Terrace Yamaha Eunclura 100. Nice 
......... 635-7249 dean bike. low mileage. 
(A~A;'4~07.79) $650.00. Owner leaving town 
- -  must sell. Phone 635-214S. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING (P3-6July) 
LTD. ~ ' 
(Was Andrews) 1973" Yamaha 100 LTZ. Good 
Backhoe Work runnlng conditlon. Phone 
Hourly & Contract 635-9537 after 6 or can be 
L15-,1479 anytime seen at 4643 Straume Ave. 
(AM.6.&79) (Nc.sff) 
For sale GS 400 Suzuki street 
RUPER&T STEEL bike. (P~6Ju~e) 
SALVAGE LTD. 1978 Honda "185CC twin-star. 
Windshield & saddle bags. 
Don't know what to do Pearl blue. Like new, Asking 
With' that pile of scrap $1,200. Phone 635.32.%. (PS. 
Iron, odd pieces of brass, 11July) 
copper, aluminum, 
batteries? We buy small 
LONG TERM CARE and large quantifies alike 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle end are located on Seal 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. Cove Rd., Prince Rupert. 
Assessment and planning for Call us at 624-5639, Man. For sale high backed 
thoseeligible for Long Term through Sat., 8 a.m. - 5 
Care. chesterfield & matching 
AID TO HANDICAPPED .p.m. . chair, $300.00. 1 large white 
Office at No. 205.4721 frldga, $175.00. 1 40 channell 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. CB: $175.00. SWR meter 
19, Assessment and guidance extra. Phone 635.9094 before. 
for vocational and social HELP WANTED 4p.m. and after 8 p.m. (PS- 
rehabilitation done by 6July) 
~nsultant. Experienced secretary For sale 1972 Ford .½ ton, 
required for engineering P.V.,good condition. Prtcod 
office. Regular part.time 
employment. Duties Include for quick sale. Alsaone Iix15 
reception, typing, of reports LT like new Concerde with 
Rlol. Cheap. 19,12 Ford, 
and specifications, filing and collectors Item. Most 
maintaining time and cost original Eq. Running con~ 
records. Apply In person to. dltlon. Needs paint. 21 foot 
Terrace Little Theatre• 
Summer School of Children's 
Drama. No. 300-4722 Lakelsa Avenue. 
This summer school starts (A3-6July) Inbear'd outboard ready for 
July 91h and Is open to the chuck, Tandem trailer. 
students 8-14 years of age. CANADIAN IMPERIAL Ioaded with extras. Make an 
There will be three 2 week BANK OF COMMERCE offer. 1971.14foet Holldelre 
sessions. Cost Is 820 per redulreaexperlencedtollers, travel trailer, nice & clean. 
session. Salary to $12,000, Apply In Reasonable price. Use It this 
summer. See us at M~mald Registration . 10 a.m. to 2 person to 4717 Lakelse Ave. Yacht Sales & Charters, 
p.m., July 3.6 at Terrace or phone 635.6231 for ap. Water Lily Bay Resort. 
LlffteTheatre Bullldlng. You polntment. (NC.6July) 
may pro.register by phoning Phone i98.~267. (P4.6July) 
635.2048 WORRI ED ABOUT 
or STRIKES AND For sale washer, dryer, 
635.9717 LAYOFFS IN stove, living room suite & 
(nc.6J) YOUR PRESENT JOB bicycles. Phone 635.3482. 
(P1;6July) 
Terrace Christian Academy We are offering a secure, 
year round employment, fo~; For sale • soft top for a '73 to 
willrngtstratlonbe theh°ldlngweek of Julypre five people, no experllmce '75 blazer. S150. View at 3934. 
l&20th. This will be at 3341. necessary. Income of $460.00 Kirby Road, Copper 
River Drive from I p.m. to 6 per week based on four or. Mountain subdivision.. (P3- 
p.m. dally. For further In. ders, Must have car as a, 10July) 
formation please call 638. small amount of travelling Is 
1561. (NC-10July) necessary. Phone for ap. SEKING 10spoed. Like new. 
palntment 635.9726 and ask 
CWL Fall Bszzar will be held for Mr. Allan. (A5.11July) Phone 638-1212. (Nfn-&7.79) 
O.ctober 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 . SPOTCASH 
p.m. at the Verltea School Wanted Immediately for for gun~i 
Gym. (Nc.24Oct) local law office, secretary Your old turnlture, 
with dlctephc~e and ganeral ~what have you. We buy 
Totem Saddle Club o f f i ce  exper lonce .  .sel l -swap-trade. 
Gymkhsna Sunday, July 8th. Preference will be given to QUEESNWAY 
Entrtes 11:30. Events etart person with legal TRADING 
12 noon sharp. We will also background.  Sa la ry  ~lSKalumSt. 
be having • canteen at the negotiable clepandlng upon Ph. t~1-1613 
gymkhana. (NC-6July) experience ~;nd competence, iatfn.25.5.79 ) 
Reply to Box 459, Terrace. 
(C3-9July) 36, 
FOR HIRE' NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
WANTED FOR OUR AVON REPRESEN-  
CONSIGNMENT & SALES TATIVES TO WORK IN (~olller Excavating Backhoe 
FLOOR Furniture, ap- THE FOLLOWING AREAS: Work. Phone 635.5340 after 6 
pllances, power tools, hand Copparilde Estates, Sandy, p.m.. (C20-11July) 
tools, clean small cars, Mountvlew, & Crestvtew. 
motorbikes, boats, motors or Paquatte, Pine ergo. Phone 
Norme at 635.7496. (Ctfn. any other goods In ec. 
cepteble condition. M.W.F.-&7.79) 
Terrace Auction Mart, 
635.S172.C°rner Of(ctfn.29.(M.79)Lakelsa & Ap ley. jAuto Mechanics" needed / Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
|immediately. Apply In r earl: SIIverskeen's Klmo, 
I par~ to Terrace Totem B1L~INGY [ Dam: Sllverakean'a Nanuka. 
I IFord 4631 Kelth Ave. Ask Write to/We. D. Scott Box 
SEU[JNG?.. Ifor sarvlne manager. (C4- 891 Terrace, B.C. VaG 4R2. 
'Use c-iUsl/led! I | ,16,9,11,13July) Phone 635,,1452 after S p.m. 
(plo-10July) I I II 
• Needed ride Into town week- 
days'batWeen 8:15 and 8:45. 
Uve  'on Old Lakelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638-1753 after 
• 5:30 p.m. (NC.Ctfn.stf) 
Wanted to buy young laying 
hens and breed ducks. 
Please phone 638.8390. (P1. 
6July) 
3 bedroom home. wall- 
wall carpet. Full basement. 
Phone 635.2671 after 6 p.m. 
• (P20-i0J uly) 
Two.bedroom home with 
part ial ly-f inished ful l  
basement. Large carport 
and storage area. Land. 
scapod and fenced lot. Close 
to downtown and echoqla. 
Asking only $43,500. Phone 
63e-1224afler S p.m.~(Ctfn.14. 
Quilt  country home on I~  
• Fro; sale 16 foot Aerollner' :acre tWelve miles east of 
boat. With half cabin, Terrace on the north side of 
complatewlth tilt trailer & 25 the Sksena Rlver~ Asking 
, HP evlnrude motor. Phone 
~18.e436. (PS.6July) 
1977 Heavy Hauler • boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 24 
foot. boat. Phone 635.4777. 
(Cffn.3-7.79) 
21 foot Relnell Express 
Cabin cruiser, 302 Mer. 
cruiser In-outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more. Pluse tandem 
ax le  trailer. 6000 Iba. 
capacity. Must see to ap. 
praclato. Full price $13,900 
O.B.O. Phone 635-2083) (sff. 
fin) 
16 foot boat, 40 H.P. 
Evlnrude, complete with 
hailer end all accesorles. 
Asking 800.00. Phone 635. 
9731. (P1.6July) 
For sale Johnson optboard 3 
H.P. Good condition. Phone 
638.1297. (PI-6July) 
26 foot riverboat complete 
with 1978 55 H.P. Johnson 
and let, trailer Included. 
May sell separately. Phone 
635-3436. (P1-6July) 
Electric sawmill Includes 3 
saw edger, cut off saw & 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
31 Ness Camp, B.C. (C15.. 
23July) 
• For sale TD20 B. Good under 
carriage & rebuilt motor. 
Phone 635.9713 after 6 or 
write Box 155 Terrace. (P3. 
6July) 
3 bedroom house S215 per 
month, no singles, absolute!y 
no pets. Must be reliable. 
• For Interview a))ply at office 
3319 Kofeod Road. (P2. 
6July) 
For Rent or Lease 2 hodroom 
triplex to rent. Close to 
schools, downtown & 
hospital. Fully carpeted, 
electric heat. No pets 
a l lowed.  References~ 
required. Working couples 
only. Phone 638.1076. (P2. 
6July,1OJuly) 
Price $23~00,00. Intereatod 
parties' only please phone 
635-4371 after . 7. (C10- 
.12Junly) 
3 bedroom:1296 square foot, 
ensulte plumbing, Franklin 
fireplace, finished basement:, 
w i th  4th bedroom, i Fully 
landscaped end fenced on 
Haugland. For more In~ 
formation please call 635- 
2819 after 4:30. (PlS.10July) 
3 bedroom449,S00, 1100, 
~uare" Mot. Non basement 
home on S0x200 ft. lot near 
downtown. Large living 
rbom'wlth buck fire place. 
WIU cared for. Phone 635- 
2461 for appointment to view. 
(C4-6July) 
HOME FOR SALE 
3 bedroom, full basement, 
carport, greenhouse, storage 
shed, garden planted, acorn 
fireplace, lV= baths. Qulat 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. For app01ntment to 
view please oil  L 635-5318. 
(C6-12July) 
1150 sq. ft. 3 bedroom log 
home on 5.39 acres. 5 
minutes from town. Asking 
$68,000.00. Phone 635-7840 for  
appointment o view. (Cffn. 
3-7.79) 
3 bedroom house In Thor'. 
nhllh dining room wl~ patio 
cigar,s: Smtcledrv- lots of "klt.:~: 
chert cupboards, workshop; 
laundry room. 11100 jq. ft. 
Sits on two-third acre. 
Furnished or unfurnlshod. 
Taxes only $50.00. Price 
under $40,000. For ap. 
o palntment to view phone 635- 
2109 or after 6 p.m. 635-3986. 
(C3-3,4,6July) 
3 bedroom partly furnlshod 
trailer 7 miles out on Lakelsa 
Lake Road. Fully serviced. 
On school bus lines. Wood 
heat. $165 per month. Please 
phone 8.03;~. (Pl-6July)' 
The B.C. " Housing 
Management Is taking ap- 
plications for accomodatlon 
at the "Willows, 3404 Kalum 
Street for bechelol" and 1 
bedroom apartments. A rent 
supplement Is available 
depending on Income. 
Interested parsons over 
the age of 5.5 or single per. 
sbne In RECEIPT OF GAIN 
for the handicapped may 
obtain applications at No. 
103.3404 Kalum Street,i 
Terrace, B.C. or by mall to: 
P.O. Bqx 310 Prince Rupert, 
E.C. VOJ  3P9.  Phone 
inquiries collect to 627-7501. 
(A11.22June, Atfn-Frl.) 
I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, cen. 
trolly located. Fully fur- 
nlshed. Reasonable rates 
by day or week. Non-' 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
6611. (cff.f) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. Full time 
manager in residence. 
635-5224 
(ctf-f) 
~h ,. I I 
Lot for sale In Thcrnhllh 
. Corner of Mist & Furlong. 
Asking $8,000, good view lot. 
For more Into please call 635- 
2819 after 4:30. p.m. (P15.: 
10July) 
Ski cabin for sale on Hudson '. 
Bay Mountain. Fully fur: 
nlshod. Propane hsah light & 
stove, plus wood heater. ~ 
$14000. Firm. Phone 635.4089. 
(CS-12July) 
I I 
IbROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Light.'/ 
treed. 18  miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
551,500. Offers. For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Tgpley~ B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3975 
(tfn.stf) 
Fully equipped local con. 
venlence store with living 
accomodetlon. Store does 
good year round turnover, 
For further Information 
contact Box 1214 care of 
Dally Herald: (Ctfn.2&-06-79) 
TEXAS OIL CORP. seeks 
well-eetobllshed, successful 
company as distributor for 
line of high performance 
roo f ing  products  
manufactured by Its 
Canadian Subsidiary. 
Ou.tstendlng growth and 
profit opportunity. No prior 
roo f ing  exper ience  
necessary. We're experts In 
our field, offering complete 
training at our. Intsrnatlonal 
Headquarters at :.no cost{' 
Applicants' should; have 
marketing and application 
capabilities. Contact F.S. 
Rudy, 'Southwestern 
Petroleum Corporation, Box 
7..~s Fo£t - Worth, Texas 76101, 
Telex 756300 , Cable: 
SWEPCO. (A3-5,6,9July) 
Retail Sporting Goods 
Store. Excellent location 
In shopping centre, good 
family business for 
complete details write to 
Box 1014 Mackenzie, B.C. 
or phone 997.3271 Local 
403 days or 997.3323 
even ings .  (C4-  
¢/ ,  19  1 '1  hduT  
Attractive 3 bedroom home 
on I/2 acre of la.nd. Spacious 
living room, carpeted 
throughout, every room 
panelled, large brick fire 
place with glass doers, 
double garage with wood 
doors, workshop, cabin with 1976 Newport Chrysler. 400 
plumbing and wiring, fully engine. 35,000 miles. White 
landscaped with shrubs & vinyl roof with maroon body. 
garden area. Phone 638.8483 Two door. Velvet Interior. 
for appolntmont to view. Excellent condition. Asking 
I~.~kP~l~ $6500.00. View at 2147 
Hemlock or phone 6~.3256. 
52. WANTED (plo.1oJu.e) 
TO RENT * 1974 Datsun 710 tWO door 
H.T. Low mileage, radla'l 
Wanted to rent by August 30, fires, radio & tape deck. 
1979.2 or 3 bedroom house, S1500.00 O.B.O. Owner 
Thornhlll or Terrace area. leaving town.must sell: 
Older couple, no pets. Phone 635-2145. (P3-6July) 
Reference available. Phone 
635.4842. (CS.9July) 1968 Ford Galaxy 500. P.S., 
Wanted to rent: Motor Home P.E., V-8 Auto. Good running 
for August 6th tu August. condition. Phone 635.4246. 
27th. Phone ¢15-4228. (C5~ (Ca-13July) 
12July) 
For rent: the Terrace NDP 
office. Available June 1, 
1979, air-conCIUoned. 4623 
~kelse Avenue. Phone 
2552. (Ctfn-01-O&79) 
Warehouse or manufac- 
turing space available Ira. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
downtown location. Phone 
635-7840. (Ctfn.3-07-79) 
For rent 900 square feet on 
second floor, air condltlonod. 
Located at 4623 Lakelsa Ave. 
Phone 635-2552. (Ctfn-6-7.79) 
Warehouse & mte l  apace | 
available on new By. 
I Pass. Phone 638.1144. (Cttn.~l.07.79) 
I 
WAREHOUSE and 
Reta i l  Space  
availableon new By. 
pass. Phone 
638.1166 
(ctfn-13-04-79 
1972 Corvette, good running 
condition, many extras. 
Phone 635.2243 days or 635. 
2612 evenings. (P10.18July) 
1973 Sellka ST. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition, 4-speed, 
radials. Phone 635.7711 or  
635-4043. (PS-6July) 
~'~ 
1971 Ford Taring S,100. Phone ; 
635-6693. (P3.10July) 
1976 Flreblrd V.8, 350 engine, 
23,000 miles, 8 track stereo,* 
AM.FM radio. Very good 
condition. Phone 635.6768. 
(P4-6,10,12,17July) 
V.8 Vega, Immaculate, 350. 
LT1 12 volt 410. Gears •over, 
S7S00.OO Invested. Serious* 
offers only phone 635.6844 
after 5 p.m. (C6. 
9,11,13,16,18,20July) 
1975 Chev =/4 Ton 4x4. Step 
side-4 .~peed. Phone 630-1121 
or 635.3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn. 
• 1956 1 ton International. Good 
rumnlng condition. View at 
5033 McDeak. (NC.Stf-tfn) 
~66, RECREATIONAL- 
VEHICLES 
19/4 GMC V~ fan 4 wheal 
drive V-J, Standard, P.S., 
P.B, Asking 2700.00. Phone 
635.9202 after S p.m. (PI. 
6July) 
1973 Ford Blazer. Auto, v.8. 
1974 Ford, Torlno, P.S., P.B. 
Auto. Plane 6,~-2166. (P2. 
1971 11foot vangaurd'cam. 
per, propane, frldge & stove.' 
Toilet, flbreglees roof. Phone 
635-3436. (P1.BJuly) 
Stercraff tent trailer, stove, 
frldge & furnace. Sleeps,6, 
lots of extras. Excellent: 
¢o~dltlen. Phone 635.3241. 
~uly) 
'IWS Ford F,250.~4. 350, V-8; 
P.S., P.B. complete" with, 
canopy, 23 channel CB, ~ lh '  
CB arlels, e hack tape 
player..Evenings please 
phone 635-7517. )~-19~'  
79) 
For sale 1965 Dodge station' 
wagon V-S, 383, winter tires, 
rtmnlug good, prlco 1300.00. 
NIo 8 GT Yamaha, bumper 
brackets, like new. Price 
1500.00 Phone 635-5/09 after 
4 .  ( P4-26,29J une,5,6,July) 
| . 
SPECIAL 
1973 Ranchero Squirt 
Brougham. with gem tol~.: 
Auto,P.S., P.B., 400 CID. 
26,000 miles. MUST BE 
SEEN TO BE AP, 
PRECIATED. Phone 63~ 
~4/9.  (Af fn-2~79)  
For Sale 
12X68 Gendall Mablle Home 
Includes 
Large flnlshed annex, In. 
oulatecl and heated 
and 
Large uftllty shed In rear. AI! 
i~eel~nable offers cons.lder.ed 
to Inspect 
Phone nS.7~0~ 
(P3-1OJuly) 
1973 12x56 Embassey 2 
bedroom mobile home. Set 
up & skirted in trailer par k. 
Partially furnished. In .good 
condition. Phone 635-277/. 
. (PS-12July) 
Deluxe 2 bedroom, lV= bath 
trailer. Many extras. Set up 
& skirted, f~O0.00 down & 
refinance. Owner farming. 
Phone 638-8398. (P1~July) 
1W0 Double wide 3 b4~reom 
furnished. Very good con- 
dltlen, well kept,- $22,500.00. 
Phone 635-6715. (P10-19July) 
MUST SELL 1973 Nor. 
w~tern trailer (!2 I'o~_._x 50 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully 
furnl~ed with washer & 
dryer. Includes additional. 
'covered porch. Located on 
private lend In Thornhlll. 
Must be seen to be ep. 
preclatecl. Reasonable offer 
accepted. Phone 635-3637 
deye, 639.1985 evenings. 
(Cffn-13-&79) . 
Well Kept 1970 12x60 Mobile 
Home. 10x~l addition, ae0rn 
F.P. & Veranda, $10,500.00 
Skirted &. set up in trailer 
park. Call after 6 p.m. 638. 
1072. (Ctfn.01.06-79) 
For Sale: 12x56 mobile home 
and full length addition on V~ 
acre. 3 bdrme., dining rm.o 
L.R. with flreplaco.' Fruit 
h'eea, berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped. Offers. 63.5-327.1 
after 5 p.m. (sff-tfn) 
3 bedroom doublewlde for. 
sale. Located on large/reed 
lot. Fireplace, 2 baths, on 
water system. Also large 
workshop. Phone 63~.4246 for 
appointment o view. (C20- 
30luly) 
Glendale mobile home for 
sale. 12X~. Must be seen to 
be appreciated, unfurnished. 
10x32 foot addition with 
bedroume.ffached, finished. 
For appointment o view 
phone 635.7949, 635-9991. 
' (P26-31July) 
1 Knight Double wide 24x56 
• fooh New rugs, frldge, stove, 
hot water tank. Llke new 
condition. $22,5400.00 offers. 
Phone 635.7848. (PS.11JUty) 
i978 14x70 Mane0M. I~.  
• Unfurnished. set up & 
In local trailer park. 
Phone 635-9736. (Ctfn.~8-lS- 
66. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
. (P4-BJUly) 
INCORPORATE 
QUICK-INEXPENSIVE . 
Obtain your incorporation 
over the phone-fast. For 
more information call  Se]E. 
Counsel Services, the law 
office of Jack D. James, 
M.B.A., LL.B. T011 Free 112- 
800-6~3035 ( in Vancouver 
area ca l l  ~ 986-3366). (Atfn- 
Fd) 
Employment 
: Opportunities 
PIPELINE AND NOR- 
THERN JOBS. Earn upto  
$3,000 per month. Learnhow 
to secure these and other 
paying jobs throughout 
uanada. Send long self- 
addressed stamped envelope 
for detaib regarding our 
services. LMES-P, Box 7810 
£Sta A), Edmonton Alberta 
TSJ 3G6 (Aetfn.Fri-25-5-79) 
New Hay for sale. We deliver 
to Terrace area. Phone 846. 
5334. (C10-13July). 
For sate 4 year old purebred 
Welsh Gelding, broken to 
-ride, spirited, excellent 
prospects. •$275.00. Phone 
635-5543. (P4-9July) . 
2 registered qua'rh~r horses. 
Palamlno yearlings. One 
filly & '1 Gelding by Peters 
L uck.y.' Excellent "show 
prospects. For more In. 
formation call Botch Haven 
Ranch 635.5288. (C5-11July) 
~ Foresls 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will.be race red 
by-the. Reglonal~'Mahager; '- 
Mlntstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
COntract STI031.10.15 JS 
Located Terrace Ranger 
District 4 Number of hec. 
tares 6.$ Viewing date July 
6th 1979, lea, vlng Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is madatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 1:30 p.m. July 13th 
1979.', 
Tenders must be sub. 
.milled on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied' which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtslned from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from the R.pglonat Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B .C . .  
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted.. 
"THISCALL FOR'TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS DF 
THE C~NADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTEN'SlVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
.(AT.27,28,29June,3,4,5,6July )
STAND 
, TENDING , ,  
CONTRACTS 
Seated tenders for  the" 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be recelvecl 
by the Regional Manager, 
Mlntstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C, on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST1031.2.15 JS 
& CR. Located Crown Bridge 
Ranger Dlstrlct 16 Number 
of hectares 13.~ Vlewlng dale 
July 17th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Stotlon at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Vlewlng of the stand 
tendlng slte prlor to sub- 
mlftlng a tender for thls 
contract ~ls mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
• 1979. 
2. Contract STI031.216 JS 
Located Kitlmat River 
Ranger Dl~rlct 16 Number 
of hectares 6.2Viewing date 
July 17th 1979, leavLng' 
• Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Vlewlng of the stand 
tending site prior to su~',. 
mlttlng a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. J~.ly 23rd 
1979. 
3. Contract ST1031.2.17i~ 
Located Branch 50 Ranger 
District 16 Number of hec- 
tares 18.0 Viewing date July 
17th 1979, .leaving' Ranger 
~;tatlon at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the slancl 
tending site,prior to sub- 
milling a" tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt' of 
tenders Is !:30p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
4. Contract ST1031.2-18 JS 
Located Branch 55 Ranger 
District 16 Number of hec- 
tares 11.5 Vlewlng date July~ 
17th 1979, leaving Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to,sub- 
•miffing a tender for this 
contract Is ; mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt .of 
lenders Is 1:30p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub~ 
miffed on the form'and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forqst 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
• • , : 
Can" YOU r Car S;u.rvive 
T. h a t F i r s t, H e.at-. W a v e? 
I e  I ~c~.~"  ." F=,,,"~'~" ~ , As much punid~uent as ' our cam take in a typieal = winter, many suffer another 
STAND ,knock-Out blow when that 
TENDING first hot day comes along. 
CONTRACTS A steaming radiator, which 
never happens at a con- 
Sea fed tenders for the  venlant ime, usually has a 
following stand :tending stan'ingrole in a traffic jam. 
contract(e) wlll be received Automotive Cooling Sys- convenience and expense. 
by the ,Reglenel Manager, ' t~m Institute says mo~t" Part of the pressure test 
overheating problems san includes a check of the fadi. 
• Mlnlstry of Forests, Prince be avoided with a little pre- ator pressure eap, which can 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates ventiveaction. " " be another source of leakage 
shown below.' If you have noticed that and inefficient cooling aye- Contract ST93M.S.1 CR your cool ing system has tam operati()n. 
Located R0bihson Lake needed "topping off" rather 
Ranger District 6 Number of '" frequently, find out where . For detailed information 
hectares 10.0 Viewing date the coolant, is going. Is It about your car's cooling 
July 10tb |979, leaving ,leaking from heees, radiator system, write for a free. 
Ranger Station at 9:30 a,m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub.  
miffing a tender for this 
contradt Is •mandatory. 
Deadline for.recelpt of 
tendersls h30p.m. July lath 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub. 
miffed on the form and In the 
i)r is it disappearing through copy ofACSI's newbooMet, 
, an ' in terna l  eng ine  prob lem? "QUICK COURSE IN  CAR 
The safest and best way CARE." Send a stamped, self 
to find the leak is to have addressed  number .10 
~onr mechanic check it out (business s!ze) envelope to 
with a pressure t~ster. The AUTOMOTIVE COOLING 
costof thLs check is minimal, SYSTEM INSTITUTE, 222 
says the Institute, andlt can Cedar  Lane,  Teaneck, 
save you a great deal of in- New Jersey 07666. 
f 
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Some people have believed the had) thyme could drive 
away fleas. 
EARLY 
.CHILDHOOD 
.EDUCATION 
Applications are Invited for one faculty vacancy 
In the Early Childhood Education Department. 
Appolntmonta will commence on August 15, 1979. 
The department runs a full time program In 
Terrace and puts on short courm and 
workshops In centrea throughout he college 
region. The successful applicant will travel 
considerably throughout he winter. 
Applicants for this permanent appointment 
preferably should have a Masters of Early 
Childhood Education degree and should have 
some teaching experience. 
r with particulars, may be Selary will be according to the faculty scale and obtained from the Forest there Is a generous range of fringe benefits. Ranger(s)' Indicated, or  
from the Regional Manager, ' • The Canadian Red Cross Society Appllcatlens hould be made before July" 16 and 
Ministry of Forests, Prince _ be mailed to: 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender ~ The Academic Head 
wile'not'necessarily be ac- i Eli LISH pLACEUEIIT TEST NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE cepted. • Box 7Z6 
"THIS CALL FORTENDER ' Terrace, B.C. 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF I ~ ~fnr  ~ ~: 
THE CANADA BRITISH I ~ . ~ . . . .  . . . . . .  , .'.. • ~';~ 
COLUMBIA L INTENSIVE  I ~. Pn~t.~nenndnrv ' ~ l l l l l l ~ l m m ~  
FOREST MANAGEMENT I ' a v~' -v~UVSl~mS 'IF 
AGRE EMENT." I ' 
I STUmNTS . ...... _  DENT 
I Stud"ts'anterlng most post.secendery Inatl'tution, In 
I.%~,.vnuo i IRE I ~ e  an Engltsh PlacaF|ant 
] lUUf l  t i l l ;  I ~ '  teat will be um:l to assist In 
J . , i , .~-~a" j~m m-~-m,  "i ~lgnlng etu~nta to Eogllah c~raes e~r~r le to  to 
l in UllAtIGe I thelrne::A : orthwest m ;Co l  • thelr needs. " 
CE N Co munit , age  VOCATIONAL' 
I " " I "  ' R C O ~  21S,  Ter ra ,  Campus r ITD AT I~TTNT/~ ', 
' ~ .. TIME: 7.00 p m. I ,,. , , , ,  8oeiety of Chartered Life' I uA|¢." ,uesaay, JUly ,,, ,Wy ' O P P O R T U N I T I E S  
Underwriters. the " national ~ 
society of  life insurance pro.. ~ Some space Is Still available in the" h)l~t 
fessionals who have earned 
the CL U designation by 
meeting high educational, 
ethical and experience re- 
quirements. 
Q. I;m 35 and doing very 
• nicely thank you, so I'm 
• looking for an insurance 
policy that will protect my 
family' now and provide in- 
come for my retirement years 
from the Regional Manager, • later on. What kind of policy 
Ministry of Forests, Prlnce can you suggest? 
Rupert, B,q. ' ,  ~ ,  ~ A."M~fi~;]~eopl.e in ,your  
The owest orany tender .~s,tua~n. opt.f0r an endow- 
will not necessarily be ec- ment insurance policy. It pro- 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
(A9-13July) 
rides for payment of the face 
amount of the policy to your 
beneficiary if anything hap- 
pens to you within a specified 
period of time, such as 20 
years, or for payment of the 
same afnount to you at the 
end of that period. 
The University of Viotoria 
Requires 
PART TIME INSTRUOTOR 
In Terrace, B.C. 
An Instructor Is needed for University of Victoria 
Education courses, EdD414, Group Processes, end Ed 
D 417. Helping Relaftomhlps, to be offered on 
weekends in Terrace. Total Instruction time for each 
course Is 72 hours. 
Persons musthave strong knowledge of theory and 
dynamics as well as group leadership. Ph D preferred. 
Background In Educational Counselling helpful. 
For furthek detalis contact: 
Dr. David Chabassel 
Faculty of Education 
University of Victoria 
477.6911, local 4871 
• * ,p . * , * t  
COURSE WRITERS 
The Cipon Lesrnlng Institute, a newly-established 
.provincial Institute for distance education, Invites 
applications for course writers for the development 
endear evision of courses in the following re;ass:- 
BUSINESS: • Forkner Shorthand 
Pitman Shorterhand 
programs beginning on September ,5 1979 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN . (10 man 
September and January) 
This program teaches students basic elect 
theory through classroom Inatructlon aw 
perlments and applies this theory In pro 
Instruction In the repair and malntenen 
communlcotlens equipment, radio and tele~ 
and ~ . micro computers. 
By Mrs.'Dan Gerbcr 
Your baby's tears and 
smiles communicate to YOU 
long hefore those first pre- 
cious words. As both a 
mother and a grandm'other, I 
can give you some 'hints 
about crying. 
Tears may signal that 
baby's diaper is wet and un- 
For sale 1976 'TV= foot Comfortable. It's easy to 
Trevelmate camper, sleeps check and a dry baby is cer- 
4, 3 Way frldge, stove, fur- taialy a happier one.' 
nace. Excellent condition. 
Extras. Phone 635.3795 after 
5:30 p.m. (PS.BJuly) 
Why Rent? 
Completely camperlzed 26 
foot but motor home. Sleeps 
S. Mater & tires In excellent 
condltlen. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Ph~e &15.3692 
after 6. (CI0.19July) 
Sadden, loudnoises or any- 
thing startling can. produce 
fear and make baby ely. 
Comforting and holding baby 
close .will usually s topthe 
tears .  
Crying a]so can say that 
baby is overtired. If baby still 
cries when put in bed, walt a 
while or try a rocking chair. 
Chances are deep will come 
soon.  • H.T. tent 1railer, alespe 6, 
equipped with stove, frldge & 
furnace. Asking S1500.00. 
Phone 635.7042. (CS.11July) 
For gale 1974 Hollldalre 
Travel Trailer, 3 way frldge, 
ave ,  sleeps 6. Phone 632. 
4240. (C10-16July) 
of course, all babies cry 
'when they am hungry. A sure 
cure for thtse team is the line 
of wholesome convenient 
Gerber baby foods that 
parents have depended upon 
for over 50 years. 
Fos ter  homes are  urgent ly  
requ i red  for  menta l ly  hand icapped 
chi ldren with mul t ip le  hea l th  
prob lems.  Spec ia l  ma intenance  
ra tes  wil l  be paid.  
For  fur ther  in fo rmat ion  contact  
635-2283 or  app ly  at Min is t ry  of 
Human Resources ,  4506 Lake lse  
Avenue,  Ter race ,  B.C. 
~ Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Human Resources 
Hen. Grace M. McCarthy 
Minister 
I I 
• Typav~rltlng 
• . Business Communications 
. . . .  ~,.~ .,~,,.l~us~qlt M ~/lathematlcs:. ~'~ ~ 
• :,~ • ,:.. B~keaplKg.Ae~:oOhflng .... .~ ~'-; 
Fundamentals of Business 
Principles of Supervision 
• Principles Of Managemlent 
HOSPITALITY: The Motel Business 
The Small Restaurant Butlnen 
INDUSTRIAL: Industrial Mathematics 
Industrial Science 
Industrial Communications 
Safety and Accident Prevontlon 
Project Planning and Scheduling 
These are short.term, full-time contracts to develop 
- complete self-learning packages for adults. Course 
writers must have experience In Instructing adults 
endor extensive related experience In business and 
Industry. 
Appointments for some of the courses will be made 
early In July, while others will be confirmed as course 
schedulesare developed. 
Applications, including resumes, should be forwarded 
to: 
~ The Personnel Department I 
" ~ '  OPEN LEARNING INSTITUTE I 
~1 I ~ ~ 7671 AMerbridge Way I 
m ~  ~-,~sv~n"nl ~ Richmond, B.C.. l 
Northwest Community College 
Requires 
Two 
WOMEN'S ACCESS 
COUNSELLORS 
To organize end set up women's access coun- 
selling facilities In Hezelton and Prince Rupert. 
Duties will Include group and Individual career 
educational and vocational counselling, 
organizing workshops, developing community 
contacts and community awareness of programs 
for women. 
Term of Emp!oyment: Approximately six 
months. 
Qualifications: 
- Demonstrated counselling skllts. 
- Related training. 
. Knowledge of local area. 
Salary will be basedon qualifications end ex- 
perlenco and be ecoordlug to the faculty union 
scale. 
Applicants mus t be prepared to use own car on 
expense account beets. 
Applications accompanied by a complete 
resume should be made by July 15,1979, to: 
Bert Selnen 
Counsellor 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
INDUSTRIAL RECORDS AND FIRST All 
months~S~temb~a.nd F, NN:I~rx~ ~ ,.~ 
Thle program combines Instruction in , 
procedures, typing, flmekeeplng, and ac( 
prevention with Industrial First Aid Tralnlr 
the completion of this course, students are t 
by the Worker's Compensafton Board for 
Industrial First Aid Certlfl 
WELDING GENERAL. (10 months - Septel 
and February) 
This program covers basic metallurgy 
treatment, blueprint reading, and plate and 
leyotit. Verlout welding procedures are ap 
to dlfterent types of welding metal. Graduat 
this program will have getned sufficient I 
tlcal experlenco and related tralnlng to ts 
welding test under th~rA.S.M.E, lec. IX, CJ 
W47 or A.W.S. cedes. These are the recogl 
standards of qualification acceptable t( 
dustry. 
GENERAL MECHANICS - (10 months - 
tember) 
This Is a program for those who are Interest 
mechanrce but who do not wish to speck 
Practical training and theory Is glvel 
automotive, heavy duty, small motors, d 
and marine mechanics. 
MARINE ENGINE REPAIR -(10 mont 
September) 
This program provides Instruction In 
malntenenco and repatr of marine eng 
Instruction Is given In appllcatlpna of two. 
four • engines to the merlne field In outbol 
Inbnerds, stern drives and diesel engines. 
.COOK TRAINING. (13 months. September 
January) 
This program gives Instruction In all espsc 
the food catsrlng Industry. On.the.Job tralnl] 
given In the schdol cafeteria tn mepu plenl 
nutrition, quantity 'cooking, meat and pal 
carving, baking, food storage and cost con 
Spaces will be available In the follo~ 
programs at various times throughout the y 
Basic Training for Skills Developr 
(Vocational Upgrading) . 
. Buelnesl Office Training and Upgradln 
. Cook Training and Upgrading 
- Electronics Upgrading 
For more Information on these and c 
programs offered through Northwest ( 
munlty College, contact the Student Set', 
Office, Northwest Community College, Box 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 4C3 or phone 635-6511. 
FINANCIAL AID 
Tuition fees for full.time programs are S16.0( 
month. Financial eld le available from n 
sources for students who rlqulre almlsta 
Contact the College for further Intormatlo~ 
your nearest Canada Employment Centre. 
DORMITORI ES 
Space Is available In.on-campus residences for 
students whose families reside outside of 
Terrace. Room and board are provided at 
reasonable monthly rates. 
Q 
| 
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Riva l ry  sa id  ove  ..... rgu  *"to reo '  .. .... i,., s rgan lze  
MONTREAL (CP)  - -  A series of share and asset ' ' ' : 
eomp.a..n.y ~.  Ar.gus -- '  th t the bitter rivalry bet- a pioneer among Canadian a very dyna~¢ man. I must redrgenimtion unnoaneed on dividends, .he said. '. , 
Argus Corp. is using its old transfers that will make somemmg ~JJ(e me role ween the two holding • businessmen," Black said in also say that in 'our tran. two weeks ago. the parent "They mauc a mrttme. 
rival, Power Corp. of Canada Helllnger Minas the parent Canada Steamship Lines companies is over~ ~d he the interview, conducted in sactions, he has.always holding company Ra~elston And it ~vas very legitimate. 
Ltd., as a model in its own company instead of a sub- plays for Montreal-based had Words. of. p~:ai~ for .French with the Montreal acted like a perfect,..Len. Corp.-- eentrolled by Black By doing this, t~.y brong.ht 
reorganization plans, says sidlary of Toronto-based PowerCo~. . . .  __  . _  Power Corp. 'chalrmaqPaul dnily.La Presse. tleman. He is a man~of.hls and his brother Montngu --  together an  nmpr~s!ve 
Argus clialrman' Conrad Argus will soon make mac~ also o.erea me Dssmarals. : : ,  "Wemalntalnverycordisl word," .Ji.!~ wimldholdSS percent of grodpofcempaniee, uu~me 
"Black. Hellinger the chief operating opinion in a. recent lnterviel "Mr. Beams,sis halber~ ,relations. Mr. Dcemarais (Jnder the Argus. Holli0ger shares directly, structure they set  up' no 
n o nces  " USSR EARNS Co 0rt ium wil l  Hollingerinturnwod~ii~0~l 19nger responds to con- .g0per cent of Argus co~ t~zporary managemem I rana  n u : ns  " ' ' " ' ° "  - - "  vethi~ sbores~ Black, ~S, Bald hls rcergn- 
MORE FROM OIL b b di g d " ' ° " " " ; "  • • • ?. nat lonahzatmn . e u i l  n am to" per"ntlis u°l° 'in name- '° Labrador Mining and H~ger  0rv |ce -ve~. .  
Smelting, which in turn The tycoon recently 
TEHRAN (AP) -- The had made Iranian industry MOSCOW (Renter) --  Earnings &0m oll ~ EDMONTON (CP) -- *~.. Pitta wlllprovide all af the' w'~dincrease its holdings became chairman of Argus 
revolutionary government dependent on "foreign The 'Soviet Union's exports to major Western consortium of Canadiav management and super. In- N0randa Mines, This s~beidiary Massey-Fergmon 
earnings from oll exports countries dropped, with contractors will build :~ visory personnel and earn a series of transactions would Ltd., which he hopes to 
increased to $15.2 billion t~e exception of France, rescue from hard times. $282.6-million dam and 10-percent sponsor's fee also.provide Ravels,on with 
last year, up from $14.4 the figures how. • , powerhouse for British Co- from the three minority cash to pay off pert of the Maasey-Ferguson "is the 
billion the previous year, But revenue from oil lumbla Hydro and Powm partners -- Arias Con. $55-mllllonbunk loan used to largest producer of diesel 
foreign trade statistics exports to member Authority on the Columbia strut,ion Inc., Janin Con. buy Argus shares sold by enginas in the world," he 
released Thursday show. countries of the Soviet.led River. " strnction Ltd. and Genstar Power Corp. said. "With the energy 
Communist eeonom/c Construction Ltd. . Power bought a large crisis, the pmalbilitins are 
The official Foreign group Comecon rme to Work on the hydroalectric Pitta earlier sponsored a block 0f Argns shares in1975 enormous." . 
Trade Handbook for 1978 $7.2 billion in 197S tr0m dam 4.8 kilometres up- joint venture that completed in an'umuccessful takeover' He also spoke en- 
says oil accoantnd for 28.1 $5.8 billion in 1977, un. stream from the city of a $50-million diversion btd, leading to had blood couragingiy of Dominion 
per cent of Soviet export derlining the Soviet po. Reveistake will start am. tannelastboflrstpartoftbe otwonnDesmaralsandthen Stores Ltd., now chaired by 
revenues, virtually the sition as the Commui~t mediately with completion Columbia River hydro Argns chairman Bud Me- brother Montagn. . 
ssmepercentagoasintbo w rld's major energy scheduled f or June, 1984. development, which will Dougald. "There's an important 
previous year. As in supplier. Pitts Engineering Con- generate 1,840 megnwattoof Black said thee hun gee he  market there when you 
recent years, only the 0il prices .within struction Ltd., a wholly, electric power, plai~ will lighten Argus's consider that m~'e th~n 
value of th~ oil exports Comecon are set on a owned sahsdtury of Banister ' A Bnnister spokesman told admini~trative loadand give three million people 
and trade in many other sliding scelebosedonthe Continental Ltd. of Ed- a,news conference Thursday it a more contemporary' through each week. ~n~ 
. items were given and not world free-market price mouton, will be the sponsor the Revelstoke project will operating structure. ' we,re counting on ezplo/ting 
specific tonnages, of the previous flveyears and a 50-per.cent partner in help stabilize the company's McDongald and his part- this .reservoir to our ad- 
the consortium, called future revenue and earnings nar E,P. Taylor used to save vantage. We have plenty of 
• . / . " Dalcan Constructors. • base " their voting shares end live work ahead of us." 
• , . . . . .  _ _  • 
announced the 
nationalization of a broad 
range of industries Thur- 
sday, saying it wants to 
reduce Iran's dependence on 
oil exports, boost em- 
ployment and end the control 
of "agents of imperialism." 
The sweeping move covers 
the metals, aircraft, ship- 
building and auto-manuiac. 
turing industries, and appar. 
enily affects some Western 
holdings --  including an 
affiliate of the U.S. General 
Motors Corp. Most of the 
industries involved are 
believed to be Iranian- 
owned. 
Prime •Minister Mehdi 
Bazargan announced the 
new nat iona l i za t ion  
program, which follows the 
nationalization of private 
hanks June 8 and of private 
insurance companies June 
25. 
He gave few financial 
details of the takeovers, 
saying further information 
- -  presumably including 
plans for compensation - -  
would be divulged when the 
necessary legislation is in- 
,reduced within a week. 
Bazargan reiterated the 
Islamic regime's support for 
financially "sound" private 
enterprise. But the govern- 
ment has warned repeatedly 
it. will seize inefficient or 
abandoned industries. 
State radio broadcast a list 
of 51 Iranian industrialists, 
many of whom have find the 
country, whose interests are 
among these xpropriated in 
the nationalization. 
A statement explaining the 
government move said the 
old regime of Shah 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi 
i 
n, t 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Hatlelgh Corp, three 
.months ended March 31: 
1979, $72,000, no share 
figures; 1978, $297,000. 
Laurentide F inancis i  
Corp. Ltd., four months 
ended April 30: 1979, 
$1,79%000, no share figures; 
1978, $2,674,000.  
'Popular Industries Ltd., 
six months ended April 30: 
1979, $427,407, 43 cents a 
share; 1978, $308,892, 31 
cents. 
Sobey's Stores Ltd., year 
ended' May 5: 1979, 
$1,900,000, $2.35 a share; 
1978, $I,091,000, $1.31. 
capitalism." 
The nationalizations affect 
metal-producing industries, 
including steel, copper and 
aluminum, up to the rolling 
stage, as well as the 
manufaelm'e and assembly 
of ships, aircraft and 
automobiles. 
Ship and aircraft assembly 
is extremelylimlted in Iran. 
But the country has several 
large auto-makers, led by 
Iran National, an Iranian. 
owned firm that assembles" 
automobile parts sent in by 
the British Chrysler firm. 
Chrysler does not have 
equity in the company. 
A spokesman for General 
Motors in Detroit said it has 
a 45-per-cent interest in 
General Motors of Iran, 
which has an assembly plant 
bore. The majority interest 
in held by an Iranian family. 
The GM spokesman said the 
U.S. auto giant would,sbek 
further information from 
Tehran about the nation- 
alizatton. Renault of France 
is also involved in Iranian 
auto production. 
Bazargnn said the govern. 
merit would also nationalize 
"industries and mines 
which,• through illegal 
connection with the past 
regime, made illicit benefits 
and plundered public rights 
and have fled the country." 
Certain other debt-ridden 
industries are also liable to 
nationalization, he said. 
The nationalizations will 
mean restoration of "proper 
management," will help end 
Iran's heavy reliance on 
selling its oil, will broaden 
employment opportunities 
and "end the control of 
agents of imperialism." 
EARNINGS 
Whonnock Indmtries Ltd., 
six months ended May 31:" 
1979, $10,300,000, $3.53 a 
share; 1978, $3,287,000, $1.12. 
DOLLAR 
Standard 
MONTREAL (CP) -- U.S. 
dollar in terms of Canadian 
funds at  3:30 p.m. EDT 
Thursday was down ll-100 at 
$1,1634, Pennd sterling was 
Broadcasting up 1.03 at $2.602S,  
vllli's UNT'AeTiaS 
Furndure Repa,r 
Restorations, Hope Chests ii'. / ~ 
Custom Made Furniture Refinishin! 
General nuildin! C0ntracting ~ 
I ~ 635-5585 :~: 
• 2610 Kalum St, :Terms 
i 
For insights 
into Insuranee~ ~ 
~~--Fami ly  Protection * '  .-%: 
~~--Mor tgage  Insurance ' 
~ i~- -Bus iness  .Insurance ....... :,~" 
~~-- Income replacement . : -:".' ," 
~--Reg is tered  •Retirement Planninl 
Brian Montgomery 
Representative 
Business A/lanu~Life Business 
635-9236 The Manufac ,urets  U fe  Insurance  Company 635.9236. 
.OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse •635,2104 
YOUR FRIEHDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
~, ~; ~-:.~ . 
i 
Ready Mix Concrete/Sand, Gravel, Top Sell. Drain 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cemen t, V~ Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
,WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHO N E 635-3934 
F.J.H. REAOYMIX 
Construction Ltd. 
Plant Oaf Krumm Road 
Thornhill 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
• AUTHORIZED 
~ e  SERVICE 
DE POT 
Phlllps, Maonavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
iMon.-Sat. -- 9 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
FHday -- 9 a.m.. 9 p.m. 
462:1 I.akelse 635-4543 
Ways ide  Grocer ies  
4711-G Keith Ave. 
Your  f r iend ly  conven ience  s tor (  
j . HOURS: " • • . wcokdays 6:30 am • 12 m.idn~ghl ] 
w~e,  9:00 am to 12 midnight 
Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential • Industrial. Speclollzln9 Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Me,hi Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
. PLUMBING& HEAT INGLTD,  
' "Unlq0~ Osthl'00m Oo0tlque"' 
4434 LAKELSI~ AVENUE 
P.O. BOX 53;/ ' ~10~iE 635-9319 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4BS OR635.9320 
' Install L Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
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